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Abstract

T
his dissertation presents algorithms for data structures called distributed

hash tables (DHT) or structured overlay networks, which are used to build

scalable self-managing distributed systems. The provided algorithms

guarantee lookup consistency in the presence of dynamism: they guarantee con-

sistent lookup results in the presence of nodes joining and leaving. Similarly, the

algorithms guarantee that routing never fails while nodes join and leave. Previ-

ous algorithms for lookup consistency either suffer from starvation, do not work

in the presence of failures, or lack proof of correctness.

Several group communication algorithms for structured overlay networks

are presented. We provide an overlay broadcast algorithm, which unlike previ-

ous algorithms avoids redundant messages, reaching all nodes in O(log n) time,

while using O(n) messages, where n is the number of nodes in the system. The

broadcast algorithm is used to build overlay multicast.

We introduce bulk operation, which enables a node to efficiently make multi-

ple lookups or send a message to all nodes in a specified set of identifiers. The

algorithm ensures that all specified nodes are reached in O(log n) time, sending

maximum O(log n) messages per node, regardless of the input size of the bulk

operation. Moreover, the algorithm avoids sending redundant messages. Previ-

ous approaches required multiple lookups, which consume more messages and

can render the initiator a bottleneck. Our algorithms are used in DHT-based

storage systems, where nodes can do thousands of lookups to fetch large files.

We use the bulk operation algorithm to construct a pseudo-reliable broadcast

algorithm. Bulk operations can also be used to implement efficient range queries.

Finally, we describe a novel way to place replicas in a DHT, called symmetric

replication, that enables parallel recursive lookups. Parallel lookups are known

to reduce latencies. However, costly iterative lookups have previously been used

to do parallel lookups. Moreover, joins or leaves only require exchanging O(1)

messages, while other schemes require at least log( f ) messages for a replication

degree of f .

The algorithms have been implemented in a middleware called the Dis-

tributed k-ary System (DKS), which is briefly described.

Key words: distributed hash tables, structured overlay networks, distributed

algorithms, distributed systems, group communication, replication
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1 Introduction

M
any organizations and companies are facing the challenge of

simultaneously providing an IT service to millions of users. A

few search engines are enabling millions of users to search the

Web for information. Every time a user types the name of an Internet

host, the computer uses the global domain name system (DNS) to find

the Internet address of that host. New versions of popular software is

sometimes downloaded by millions of users from a single Web site.

The provision of services, such as the ones mentioned above, has many

challenges. In particular, the system which provides such large-scale ser-

vices needs to have several essential properties. First, the design needs

to be scalable, not relying on single points of failure and bottlenecks. Sec-

ond, a large-scale system needs to be self-managing, as new servers are

constantly being added and removed from the system. Third, the system

needs to be fault-tolerant, as the larger the system, the higher the proba-

bility that a failure occurs in some component.

The topic of this dissertation is a data structure called distributed hash

table (DHT), which encompasses many of the above mentioned proper-

ties. This chapter first gives a broad overview of DHTs and their uses.

The aim is to motivate the topic, and hence focus on what the essential

properties and applications are, rather than how they can be achieved or

built. Thereafter, the contributions of this dissertation are detailed and

put in the context of related work. Finally, the organization of the disser-

tation is presented.

1.1 What is a Distributed Hash Table?

A distributed hash table is, as its name suggests, a hash table which is

distributed among a set of cooperating computers, which we refer to as

1



2 1.1. WHAT IS A DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLE?

nodes. Just like a hash table, it contains key/value pairs, which we refer

to as items. The main service provided by a DHT is the lookup operation,

which returns the value associated with any given key. In the typical

usage scenario, a client has a key for which it wishes to find the associated

value. Thereby, the client provides the key to any one of the nodes, which

then performs the lookup operation and returns the value associated with

the provided key. Similarly, a DHT also has operations for managing

items, such as inserting and deleting items.

The representation of the key/value pairs can be arbitrary. For ex-

ample, the key can be a string or an object. Similarly, the value can be

a string, a number, or some binary representation of an arbitrary object.

The actual representation will depend on the particular application.

An important property of DHTs is that they can efficiently handle

large amounts of data items. Furthermore, the number of cooperating

nodes might be very large, ranging from a few nodes to many thousands

or millions in theory1. Because of limited storage/memory capacity and

the cost of inserting and updating items, it is infeasible for each node to

locally store every item. Therefore, each node is responsible for part of the

items, which it stores locally.

As we mentioned, every node should be able to lookup the value asso-

ciated with any key. Since all items are not stored at every node, requests

are routed whenever a node receives a request that it is not responsible

for. For this purpose, each node has a routing table that contains pointers

to other nodes, known as the node’s neighbors. Hence, a query is routed

through the neighbors such that it eventually reaches the node respon-

sible for the provided key. Figure 1.1 illustrates a DHT which maps file

names to the URLs representing the current location of the files.

Overlay Networks A DHT is said to construct an overlay network, be-

cause its nodes are connected to each other over an existing network,

such as the Internet, which the overlay uses to provide its own routing

functionality. The existing network is then referred to as the underlay net-

work. If the underlay network is the Internet, the overlay routes requests

between the nodes of the DHT, and each such reroute passes through

the routers and switches which form the underlay. Overlay networks are

1Even though DHTs have never been deployed on such large scale, their properties

scale with the system size (see Section 1.3).
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Figure 1.1: Example of a DHT mapping filenames to the URLs, which

represent the current location of the files. The items of the DHT are dis-

tributed to the nodes a, b, c, d, and e, and the nodes keep routing pointers

to each other. If an application makes a lookup request to node d to find

out the current location of the file abc.txt, d will route the request to

node a, which will route the request to node e, which can answer the re-

quest since it knows the URL associated with key abc.txt. Note that not

every node needs to store items, e.g. node b.

also used in other contexts as well, such as for building virtual private

networks (VPN). The term structured overlay network is therefore used

to distinguish overlay networks created by DHTs from other overlay net-

works. Figure 1.2 illustrates an overlay network and its corresponding

underlay network.

There have recently been attempts to build overlays that use an under-

lay that provides much less services than the Internet. ROFL [21] replaces

the underlying routing services of the Internet with that of a DHT, while

VRR [20] takes a similar approach for wireless networks.

History of DHTs The first DHTs appeared in 2001, and build on one of

two ideas published in 1997:

• Consistent Hashing, which is a hashing scheme for caching web pages

at multiple nodes, such that the number of cache items needed to be

reshuffled is minimized when nodes are added or removed [85, 73].
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6 7
89

6 7
89

:
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Figure 1.2: An overlay network and the underlay network on top of which

the overlay network is built. Messages between the nodes in the overlay

network logically follow the ring topology of the overlay network, but

physically pass through the links and routers that form the underlay net-

work.

• PRR2 or Plaxton Mesh, which is a scheme that enables efficient rout-

ing to the node responsible for a given object, while requiring a

small routing table [113].

Of the initial DHTs, Chord [136] builds on consistent hashing, but

replaces global information at each node with a small routing table and

provides an efficient routing algorithm. Chord has influenced the design

of many other DHTs, such as Koorde [72], EpiChord [83], Chord# [127],

and the Distributed k-ary System (DKS) [5], which this dissertation builds

on.

Similarly, PRR is the basis of the initial DHTs Tapestry [143] and Pastry

[123]. These systems extend the PRR scheme such that it works while

nodes are joining, leaving, and failing.

Content-Addressable Networks (CAN) [116] and P-Grid [2] do not di-

rectly build on any of these ideas, though the latter has some resemblance

to the PRR scheme.

2PRR is derived from the names of the authors – Plaxton, Rajaraman, Richa — who

proposed the scheme [113].
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Distinguishing Features of DHTs So far, the description of a DHT is

similar to the domain name system, which allows clients to query any

DNS server for the IP address associated with a given host name. DHTs

can be used to provide such a service. There are several such propos-

als [140, 14], and it has been evaluated experimentally. The initial ex-

periments showed poor performance [32], while recent attempts using

aggressive replication, yield better performance results than traditional

DNS [114]. Nevertheless, DHTs have properties which distinguish them

from the ordinary DNS system.

The property that distinguishes a DHT from DNS, is that the organi-

zation of its data is self-managing. DNS’ internal structure is to a large

extent configured manually. DNS forms a tree hierarchy, which is di-

vided into zones. The servers in each zone are responsible for a region of

the name space. For example, the servers in a particular zone might be

responsible for all domain names ending with .com. The servers respon-

sible for those names either locally store the mapping to IP addresses, or

split the zone further into different zones and delegate the zones to other

servers. For example, the .com zone might contain servers which are re-

sponsible for locally storing mappings for names ending with abcd.com,

and delegating any other queries to another zone. The whole structure of

this tree is constructed manually.

DHTs, in contrast to DNS, dynamically decide which node is respon-

sible for which items. If the nodes currently responsible for certain items

are removed from the system, the DHT self-manages by giving other

nodes the responsibility over those items. Thus, nodes can continuously

join and leave the system. The DHT will ensure that the routing tables are

updated, and items are redistributed, such that the basic operations still

work. This joining or leaving of nodes is referred to as churn or network

dynamism.

As a side note, it is sometimes argued that a distinguishing feature

of DHTs is that they are completely decentralized, while DNS and other

systems form a hierarchy, in which some nodes have a more central role

than others. However, even though many of the early DHTs are com-

pletely decentralized — such as Chord [136], CAN [116], Pastry [123],

P-Grid [2], and Tapestry [143] — others are not. Hence, it is more correct

to say DHTs are never centralized. In fact, some of the early systems —

such as Pastry [123], P-Grid [2], and Tapestry [143] — have an internal de-

sign which is flexible. In practice, a minority of the nodes tend to appear
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more frequently in routing tables, and hence those nodes will be routed

through more often than others. In few of the systems, such as Viceroy

[98] and Koorde [72], the design inherently leads to some nodes receiv-

ing more queries than others. In summary, the distinguishing feature of

DHTs is not complete decentralization, even though they are, to a varying

degree, decentralized.

Another key feature of DHTs is that they are fault-tolerant. This im-

plies that lookups should be possible even if some nodes fail. This is

typically achieved by replicating items. Hence failures can be tolerated to

a certain degree as long as there are some replicas of the items on some

alive nodes. Again, as opposed to other systems, such as DNS, fault-

tolerance and the accompanying replication are self-managed by the sys-

tem. This means that the system will automatically ensure that whenever

a node fails, some other node actively starts replicating the items of the

failed node to restore the replication degree [25, 51].

1.2 Efficiency of DHTs

The efficiency of DHTs has been studied from different perspectives. We

mention a few here.

1.2.1 Number of Hops and Routing Table Size

A central research topic since the inception of DHTs has been how to

decrease the number of re-routes, often referred to as hops, that any given

query would take before reaching the responsible node. The reason for

this is twofold. First, the latency of transmitting messages is high relative

to making local computations. Consequently, removing a hop generally

reduces the time it takes to make a lookup. Second, the more hops, the

higher the probability that some of the nodes fail during the lookup.

Much research has also been conducted on reducing the size of the

routing tables. The main motivation for this has been that the entries in

the routing table need to be maintained as nodes join and leave the sys-

tem. This is referred to as topology maintenance. Often, this is done by

eagerly probing the nodes in the routing table at regular time intervals

to ensure that the routing information is up-to-date [136]. However, lazy

approaches to topology maintenance also exist, whereby nodes are added
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or removed from the routing table whenever new or failed nodes are dis-

covered [3]. Generally, the bigger the routing table, the more bandwidth

is needed to maintain it. Indeed, much theoretical work has been done

to find the amount of topology maintenance needed to sustain a working

system [97, 77].

There is a trade-off between the maximum number of hops and the

size of the routing tables [142]. In general, the larger the routing table,

the fewer the number of hops, and vice versa.

Several DHTs [136, 116, 123, 2, 143, 65, 127] guarantee to find an item

in hops less than, or equal to, the logarithm of the number of nodes.

For example, a system containing 1024 nodes would require maximum

log2(1024) = 10 hops to reach the destination. At the same time, each

node would need to store a routing table of size which is logarithmic to

the number of nodes.

In many systems [123, 143, 65], the base of the logarithm can be con-

figured as a system parameter. The higher the base, the bigger the routing

table and the fewer the hops, and vice versa. In all the PRR-based sys-

tems, the routing table size will be k·L, where k is the base minus one, and

L is the logarithm of the system size with base k. For example, if the base

is set to 2, the maximum number of hops in a 4096 node system would be

log2(4096) = 12, while its routing table size would be 1· log2(4096) = 12.

Increasing the base to 16, the maximum number of hops in a 4096 node

system would be log16(4096) = 3, while the routing table size would

be 15· log16(4096) = 45. Chord has k fixed to 2, while DKS provides a

generalization of Chord to achieve any k.

As a side note, we mention two interesting cases as it comes to con-

figuring the base. One is to set the base to the square root of the system

size. Then every query can be resolved in maximum two hops. This can

be seen by the following equation, when n is set to the number of nodes

in the system:

log√
n(n) = log√

n((
√

n)2) = 2

The above setting of square root routing tables and two hop lookup is

the fixed setting in systems such as Kelips [59] and Tulip [4]. The extreme

is to set the base to n, in which case every query can be resolved in one

hop, since logn(n) = 1.

So far, we have mentioned systems in which the routing table size
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grows as the number of nodes increases. Nevertheless, systems such as

CAN [116] have a constant size routing table. The maximum number of

hops will then be in the order of square root of the number of nodes.

Some systems [99, 16, 53, 86] build on the small worlds model devel-

oped by Kleinberg [75]. This model is influenced by the experiment done

by Milgram [102], which demonstrated that any two persons in the USA

are likely to be linked by a chain of less than six acquaintances. They

guarantee that any destination is asymptotically reached in log(n)2 hops

on average with constant size routing tables. An advantage of the small

world DHTs is that they provide flexibility in choosing neighbors.

An question is how much it is possible to decrease the maximum num-

ber of hops for a given routing table size. A well known result from graph

theory known as the Moore bound [103] gives the optimal number of

maximum hops an n node system can guarantee if each node has log(n)

routing pointers. It states that with n nodes, where each node has log(n)

routing entries, the maximum number of hops provided by any system

cannot be asymptotically less than
log(n)

log(log(n))
. Some systems, such as Ko-

orde [72] and Distance Halving [108], can indeed guarantee a maximum

of
log(n)

log(log(n))
hops with log(n) routing pointers [92]. While the design

of these systems is intricate, a simpler approach has been suggested for

achieving the same bounds. If each node in addition knows its neigh-

bors’ routing tables, optimal number of hops can be achieved in many

existing DHTs [100, 109]. Note that topology maintenance is avoided for

the additional routing tables.

1.2.2 Routing Latency

The number of hops does not solely determine the time it takes to reach

the destination, network latencies and relative node speeds also matter. A

simple illustrative scenario is a two hop system which routes a message

from Europe to Japan and back, just to find that the destination node

is present on the same local area network as the source. For another

example, consider routing from node d to node e on the ring overlay

depicted by Figure 1.2. It takes two hops on the overlay to pass through

the path d − a − e. But on the underlay it is traveling five hops through

the path d − f − g − e − a − e.

A metric called stretch is often used to emphasize the latency overhead
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of DHTs. The stretch of a route is the the time it takes for the DHT to

route through that route, divided by the time it takes for the source and

the destination to directly communicate. To be more precise, if a lookup

in the DHT traverses the hosts x1, x2, · · · , xn, and d(xi, xj) denotes the

time it takes to send a message from xi to xj, then the stretch of that route

is
d(x1,x2)+···+d(xn−1,xn)

d(x1,xn)
. The stretch of the whole system is the maximum

stretch for any route. In essence, we are comparing the time it takes for

the DHT to route a message through different nodes, with the time it

would have taken if the source and the destination had communicated

directly without the involvement of a DHT. Notice that in practice, the

source and the destination are not aware of each other, since each node

only knows a fraction of the other nodes. In fact, in related work called

Resilient Overlay Networks [11], it was shown that it might happen that

the source and the destination nodes cannot directly communicate with

each other on the Internet. But the route that the overlay takes makes

communication possible between the two hosts.

Some DHTs, such as the ones based on PRR, are structured such that

there is some flexibility in choosing among the nodes in the routing table

[123, 143, 2]. Hence, each node tries to have nodes in its routing table to

which it has low latency. This is often referred to as proximity neighbor

selection (PNS). Other systems do not have this flexibility, but instead aim

at increasing the size of the routing tables to have many nodes to choose

from when routing. This technique is referred to as proximity route selec-

tion (PRS). Experiments have shown that PNS gives a lower stretch than

PRS [58].

As the number of nodes increases, it becomes non-trivial for each node

to find the nodes to which it the has the lowest latency. The reason for

this is that the node needs to empirically probe many nodes before it

finds the closest ones. Work on network embedding shows how this can

be done efficiently [128]. For example, in Vivaldi [31], each node collects

latency information from a few other hosts and thereafter every node

receives a coordinate position in a logical coordinate space. For example,

in a simple 3-dimensional space, every node would receive a synthetic

(x,y,z) coordinate. These coordinates are picked such that the Euclidean

distance between two nodes’ synthetic coordinates estimates the network

latency between the two nodes. The advantage of this is that a node does

not need to directly communicate with another node to know its latency
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to it, but can estimate the latency from the synthetic coordinates of the

node, which it can get from other nodes or from a service.

Closely related to latencies are two properties called content locality

and path locality. Content locality means that data that is inserted by

nodes within an organization, confined to a local area network, should

be stored physically within that organization. Path locality means that

queries for items which are available within an organization should not

be routed to nodes outside the organization. These two properties are

useful for several reasons. First, latencies are lowered, as latencies are

typically low within a LAN. The percentage of requests that can be satis-

fied locally depends on user behavior. But studies indicate that over 80%

of requests in popular peer-to-peer applications can be found on the LAN

[57]. Second, network partitions and problems of connectivity do not af-

fect queries to data available on the LAN. Third, the locality properties

can be advantageous from a security or judicial point of view. SkipNet

[65] was the first DHT to have these two properties.

1.3 Properties of DHTs

We briefly summarize the essential properties that most DHTs possess3

DHTs are scalable because:

• Routing is scalable. The typical number of hops required to find an

item is less or equal than log(n) and each node stores log(n) routing

entries, for n nodes.

• Items are dispersed evenly. Each node stores on average d
n items,

where d is the number of items in the DHT, and n is the number of

nodes.

• The system scales with dynamism. Each join/leave of a node re-

quires redistributing on average d
n items, where d is the number of

items in the DHT, and n is the number of nodes.

DHTs self-manage items and routing information when:

• Nodes join. Routing information is updated to reflect new nodes,

and items are redistributed.

3The numbers are asymptotic and the Big-Oh function should be applied to them.
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Figure 1.3: A Sybil attack. Node c gains majority by imposing as nodes c,

d, and e in the overlay network.

• Nodes leave. Routing information is updated to reflect departure of

nodes, and items are redistributed before a node leaves.

• Nodes fail. Failures are detected and routing information is repaired

to reflect that. Items are automatically replicated to recover from

failures.

In addition to the above, some systems self-manage the load on the

nodes, while others self-manage to recover from various security threats.

1.4 Security and Trust

Security needs to be considered for every distributed system, and DHTs

are no exception. One particular type of attack which has been studied

is the Sybil attack [39]. The attack is that an adversarial host joins the

DHT with multiple identities (see Figure 1.3). Hence, any mechanism

which relies on asking several replicas to detect tampered results or detect

malicious behavior becomes ineffective. A protection against this is to use

some means to establish the true identity of nodes.

One way to establish the identity of the nodes of the DHT is to use

public key cryptography. Every node in the DHT is verified to have a

valid certificate issued by a trusted certificate authority4. Hence, the

4It is also possible to use other certificate mechanisms, such as SPKI/SDSI [43], which

are based on local knowledge.
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nodes in the DHT can be assumed to be trustworthy. This assumption

makes sense for certain systems, such as the Grid [47, 119] or a file sys-

tem running inside an organization. It is, however, infeasible if the system

is open to any user, such as an Internet telephony system like Skype.

Establishing node identities using certificates is not sufficient to ensure

security. Even trusted nodes can behave maliciously or be compromised

by adversaries. Hence, security has to be considered at all levels and the

protocols of the system need to be designed such that it is difficult to

abuse the system.

Other security issues considered for DHTs include various routing at-

tacks. For example, a node can route to the wrong node, or misinform

nodes which are performing topology maintenance. Most of the tech-

niques to prevent these types of attacks involve verifying invariants of

the system properties [130], such as ensuring that routing always makes

progress toward the destination. Malicious nodes can also deny the exis-

tence of data. This can be prevented by comparing results from different

replicas, provided that the replicas are not subject to Sybil attacks. Finally,

there are DHT specific denial-of-service attacks, such as letting multiple

nodes join and leave the system so frequently that the system breaks

down [78].

Ultimately, it is impossible to stop nodes from behaving maliciously,

especially in a large-scale overlay that is open to any user and does not

employ public key cryptography. A key question is then to identify which

nodes are trustworthy and which nodes are likely to behave maliciously.

One solution to this is to use a node’s past behavior and history as an in-

dication of how it will behave in the future. Research on trust management

aims at doing this by collecting, processing, and disseminating feedback

about the past behavior of participating nodes. Despotivić [36] provides

a comprehensive survey of the work in this area.

1.5 Functionality of DHTs

So far we have assumed that the ordinary lookup operation is the main

use of DHTs. Nevertheless, many other uses are possible. We mention

two other operations: range queries and group communication.
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Range Queries In some applications, it might be useful to ask the DHT

to find values associated to all keys in a numerical or an alphabetical

range. For example, in a grid computing environment, the keys in a DHT

can represent CPU power . Hence, an application might query a DHT

to search for all keys in the interval 2000 − 5000 MHz. Range queries

in DHTs were first proposed by Andrzejak and Xu [12]. Straightforward

approaches to implement range queries in most DHTs are proposed by

Triantafillou et al. [138] and Chawathe et al. [28]. Most such schemes can

lead to load imbalance, i.e. that some nodes have to store more items than

others. Mercury and SkipNet facilitate range queries without problems

of load imbalance [65, 16]. Our work on bulk operations (Chapter 5) can

be used in conjunction with most of these systems to make range queries

more efficient.

Group Communication The routing information which exists in DHTs

can be used for group communication. This is a dual use of DHTs,

whereby they are not really used to do lookups for items, but rather

just used to facilitate group communication among many hosts. For in-

stance, the routing tables in the DHT can be used to broadcast a message

from one node to every other node in the overlay network [42, 49, 118].

The advantage of this is that every node gets the message in few time

steps, while every node only needs to forward the message to a few other

nodes.

The motivation for doing group communication on top of structured

overlay networks is related to Internet’s rudimentary support for group

communication: IP multicast. Unfortunately, IP multicast is disabled in

many routers, and therefore IP multicast often does not work over wide

geographic areas. To rectify the situation, early overlay networks such

as Multicast Backbone (MBONE) [44] have been used since the inception

of IP multicast. The overlay nodes are placed in areas where there is no

support for IP multicast. Each node carries a routing table, pointing to

other such overlay nodes. These routing tables are then used to connect

areas which have no multicast connection between them. Since DHTs

have desirable self-managing properties, they have been used, in a simi-

lar manner, to enable global multicast. We present one such solution in

Chapter 5.
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1.6 Applications on top of DHTs

We have now described what a DHT is and overviewed the main strands

of research on DHTs. In this section we turn to applications that use

DHTs. Our goal is not to give a complete survey of all applications, but

rather to convey the main ideas behind the use of DHTs.

1.6.1 Storage Systems

Among the first DHT applications are distributed storage systems. In

some systems such as PAST [124], each file to be archived is stored in

the DHT under a key which is the hash of the file name, and the value

is the contents of the file. The hash of the file name is simply a large

integer which is returned when applying a hash function, such as SHA-

1, to the filename. Since PAST associates keys with whole files, each

node has to store the complete file for each key it is responsible for. If

a node does not have enough space, a non-DHT mechanism is used to

divert responsibility to other nodes. Popular files are cached along the

overlay route to the node on which they are stored. PAST uses public key

cryptography together with smart cards to prevent Sybil attacks.

In other systems, such as CFS [33] and our system Keso [10], the con-

cept of content hashing is used. A content hash closely relates the key and

the value of an item. The key of any item is the hash value of its value.

The advantage of this is that once an item is retrieved from the DHT, it

can be verified if it has been changed or tampered with by asserting that

its key is equal to the hash of the value. Content hashing can be used in

conjunction with caching, in which case the self-certifying property of the

content-hash makes cache invalidation unnecessary.

CFS stores a whole directory structure in the DHT. Files in CFS are

split into smaller chunks, which are stored in the DHT using content hash-

ing. The keys of all the blocks belonging to a single file are stored together

as an item in the DHT using content hashing. This item is referred to as

an inode for the file. Hence, each file has an inode item in the DHT, whose

value is a set of keys. For each of those keys an item exists in the DHT,

whose values are the blocks of the file. Each directory is represented by a

directory block, whose key is a content hash, and its value is the set of keys

of all inodes and directory blocks in the directory. The root directory is

also a directory block, but its key is the public key of the node that owns
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the directory structure. Hence, to find a file called /home/user/abc.txt,

the public key of the owner is used to find the root directory block, which

should contain the key to the directory block home. The directory block

for home contains the key to the directory block user, which contains the

key to the inode for the file abc.txt. The inode of abc.txt contains keys

to all chunks, which can be fetched in parallel to reassemble the file 5.

Caching eventually relieves all the lookups made to fetch popular files.

Not all storage systems store the files in the DHT. In fact, it has been

shown that beyond a certain threshold, it becomes infeasible to store large

amounts of data in a DHT as the number of joins and leaves becomes

high [18]. The reason for this is, intuitively, that it takes too long for a

node to fetch or transfer the items it is responsible for when it joins and

leaves. This has led several storage systems, such as PeerStore [81] and

our MyriadStore system [132], to use the DHT for only storing meta data

and location information about files.

In summary, DHTs have been used as a building block for many stor-

age systems. The main advantages have been their scalability and self-

management properties.

1.6.2 Host Discovery and Mobility

DHTs can be used for host discovery or to support mobility. For exam-

ple, a node might be assigned dynamic IP addresses, or acquire a new IP

address as the result of changing geographic location. To enable the node

to announce its new address to any potential future interested parties,

the node simply puts an item in the DHT, with the key being a logical

name representing the node, and the value being its current address in-

formation. Whenever the node changes IP address, it updates its address

information in the DHT. Other hosts that wish to communicate with it can

find out the node’s current address information by looking up its name

in a DHT. This is how mobility is achieved in the Internet Indirection

Infrastructure (i3) [133].

The above use of DHTs can be found in many projects and several

standardization efforts. For example, Host Identity Payload (HIP) [112]

aims at separating the names used when routing on the networking layer

5The bulk operations introduced in Chapter 5 can be used to do the parallel fetching

efficiently.
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from the names used between end-hosts on the transport layer. Cur-

rently, IP addresses are used for both purposes. HIP proposes replacing

the end-host names with a different scheme. A node could then change

IP address, which is significant when routing, but keep the same end-

host name. To find an end-host’s current IP address, a scheme like i3 is

proposed to be used. Other similar approaches have been proposed to

decouple the two name spaces. For example, in P6P [144], end-hosts use

IPv6 addresses, while the core routers in the Internet use IPv4 addresses

for routing. Another project, P2PSIP [111], uses a DHT in a similar man-

ner to discover other user agents when initiating sessions for Internet

telephony.

1.6.3 Web Caching and Web Servers

Squirrel [69] uses a DHT to implement a decentralized Web proxy. In

its simplest form, workstations in an organization form the nodes of a

DHT. The Web browsers are configured to use a local program as a proxy

server. Whenever the user requests to view a web page, the proxy makes

a lookup for the hash of the URL. Initially, the cache will be empty, in

which case Squirrel will fetch the requested page from a remote Web

server and put it in the DHT, using the hash of the URL as a key, and the

contents of the requested page as a value. Hence, Web pages are cached

in the DHT. Instead of using a central Web proxy, as many organizations

do, a decentralized cache is used based on DHTs.

Another approach is taken by us in DKS Organized Hosting (DOH)

[71]. In DOH a group of Web servers form the nodes that make a DHT.

Web pages are stored in the DHT, similarly to Squirrel. Some care is

taken, however, to ensure that objects related to the same Web page end

up having the same key, such that the same node can serve all requests

related to the same Web page.

1.6.4 Other uses of DHTs

DHTs have been used in many other contexts, which we mention briefly.

Some relational database systems, such as PIER [67, 93], utilize DHTs

to provide scalability, in terms of the number of nodes, which surpasses

today’s distributed database systems at the cost of sacrificing data consis-

tency.
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Many publish/subscribe systems use DHTs. For example, FeedTree

[126] is built on top of a DHT to disseminate news feeds (RSS) to clients in

a scalable manner. ePOST [106], is a cooperative and secure e-mail system

which is built on top of POST [104], which uses a DHT. UsenetDHT [129]

provides news-server functionality by storing the contents of the articles

in a DHT.

A number of peer-to-peer applications make use of DHTs. Many file

sharing applications, such as BitTorrent [30], Azureus, eMule, and eDon-

key use the Kademlia DHT [101]. Some systems, such as AP3 [105] and

Achord [66], use the DHT as a basic service to provide anonymous mes-

saging or censorship-resistant publishing.

1.7 Contributions

The author is one of the main designers and implementors of a DHT

called Distributed k-ary System (DKS) and several applications built on top

of DKS. He has co-authored the following publications that are related

to this research [1, 6, 7, 8, 49, 50, 51, 71, 131, 132]. Rather than describ-

ing the full DKS system, we focus on the following contributions: lookup

consistency, group communication, bulk operations, and replication.

1.7.1 Lookup Consistency

Most DHTs construct a ring by assigning an identifier to each node and

make nodes point to each other to form a sorted linked list, with its head

and tail pointing to each other [136, 72, 65, 123, 143, 98, 16, 83, 61, 122].

We provide algorithms to maintain a ring structure which guarantees

atomic or consistent lookup results in the presence of joins and leaves, re-

gardless of where the lookup is initiated. Put differently, it is guaranteed

that lookup results will be the same as if no joins or leaves took place.

Second, no routing failures can occur as nodes are joining and leaving.

Third, there is no bound on the number of nodes that may simultaneously

join or leave the system. Fourth, the provided algorithms do not depend

on any particular replication method, and hence give a degree of freedom

to the type of replication used in the system. The correctness of all the

provided algorithms is proven. Furthermore, we show how ring mainte-

nance can be augmented to handle arbitrary additional routing pointers.
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Consequently, lookup consistency is extended to rings with additional

pointers, and it is guaranteed that no routing failures occur as nodes are

joining and leaving. We show how the algorithms are extended to recover

from node failures. Failures only temporarily affect lookup consistency.

All algorithms in the dissertation take advantage of lookup consistency.

Related Work

Li, Misra, and Plaxton [89, 88, 87] independently discovered a similar ap-

proach to ours. The advantage of their work is that they use assertional

reasoning to prove the safety of their algorithms, and hence have proofs

that are easier to verify. Consequently, their focus has mostly been on the

theoretical aspects of this problem. Hence, they assume a fault-free envi-

ronment. They do not use their algorithms to provide lookup consistency.

Furthermore, they cannot guarantee liveness, as their algorithms are not

starvation-free.

In a position paper, Lynch, Malkhi, and Ratajczak [95] proposed for

the first time to provide atomic access to data in a DHT. They provide

an algorithm in the appendix of the paper for achieving this, but give no

proof of its correctness. In the end of their paper they indicate that work

is in progress toward providing a full algorithm, which can also deal with

failures. One of the co-authors, however, has informed us that they have

not continued this work. Our work can be seen as a continuation of theirs.

Moreover, as Li et al. point out, Lynch et al.’s algorithm does not work for

both joins and leaves, and a message may be sent to a process that has

already left the network [89].

1.7.2 Group Communication

We provide algorithms for efficiently broadcasting a message to all nodes

in a ring-based overlay network in O(log n) time steps using n overlay

messages, where n is the number of nodes in the system. We show how

the algorithms can be used to do overlay multicast.

Related Work

Previous work done on broadcasting in overlay networks [42] does not

work in the presence of dynamism, unlike the algorithms we provide.
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Our overlay multicast has several advantages compared to other struc-

tured overlay multicast solutions. First, only nodes involved in a multi-

cast group receive and forward messages sent to that group, which is not

the case in some other systems [24, 74]. Second, the multicast algorithms

ensure that no redundant messages are ever sent, which is not the case

with many other approaches [118, 76]. Finally, the system integrates with

the IP multicast provided by the Internet.

1.7.3 Bulk Operations

We introduce a new DHT operation called bulk operation. It enables a

node to efficiently make multiple lookups or send a message to all nodes

in a range of identifiers. The algorithm will reach all specified nodes

in O(log n) time steps and it will send maximum n messages, and maxi-

mum O(log n) messages per node, regardless of the input size of the bulk

operation. Furthermore, no redundant messages are sent.

We are not aware of any related work, but our bulk operation has been

used in several contexts. It is used in DHT-based storage systems [132],

where a node might need thousands of lookups to fetch a large file. We

use the bulk operation algorithm to construct a pseudo-reliable broadcast

algorithm which repeatedly uses the bulk operation to cover remaining

intervals after failures. Finally, the algorithms are used to do replication

in Chapter 6 and by some of the topology maintenance algorithms [50].

1.7.4 Replication

We describe a novel way to place replicas in a DHT called symmetric repli-

cation, which makes it possible to do parallel recursive lookups. Parallel

lookups have been shown to reduce latencies [120]. Previously, however,

costly iterative lookups have been used to do parallel lookups [120, 101].

Moreover, joins or leaves only require exchanging O(1) message, while

other schemes require at least log( f ) messages for a replication degree f .

Failures are handled as a special case, which requires a more complicated

operation, using more messages.
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Related Work

Closest to our symmetric replication is the use of multiple hash functions.

Nevertheless, this scheme has one disadvantage. It requires the inverse of

the hash functions to be known in order to maintain the replication factor

(see Chapter 6). Even if the inverse of the hash functions were available,

each single item that the failed node maintained would be dispersed all

over the system when using different hash functions, making it necessary

to fetch each item from a different node. This is infeasible as the number

of items is generally much larger than the number of nodes.

Later, others have rediscovered variations of symmetric replication [84,

64].

1.7.5 Philosophy

Much of the research on DHTs has been done under the wide umbrella

of peer-to-peer computing. The following quote from the seminal paper on

Chord [134, pg 2] motivates this:

In particular, [Chord] can help avoid single points of failure or

control that systems like Napster possess [110], and the lack of

scalability that systems like Gnutella display because of their

widespread use of broadcasts [54].

A similar quote can be found in the original paper on CAN [117, pg

1].

We believe that one of the main motivational scenarios for DHTs has

been a peer-to-peer application that is used by hundreds of thousands

of simultaneous desktop users, each being part of the DHT. The vision

has been to have an efficient and decentralized replacement for common

file-sharing applications. This implicitly carries many assumptions, such

as untrusted nodes, high churn, and varying latencies. Most importantly,

desktop users can anytime turn their computers off, and hence there is

a high frequency of failures. For that reason, failures and leaves can be

considered as the same phenomena.

In contrast, our philosophy has been that DHTs are useful data struc-

tures, whose applicability is not confined to peer-to-peer applications.

They might well be used in a system consisting of a few hundred, or

thousand nodes. The nodes in the DHT might be formed by dedicated
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servers within one or several organizations, such as in the Grid [47, 119].

Hence, while the system should be fault-tolerant, failures might not be

the common case. Similarly, the nodes in the DHT can be equipped

with digital certificates, which allow for authentication and authoriza-

tion. Consequently, the nodes can in general be trusted, provided the

right credentials.

Given our philosophy, we have tried to investigate what can be done

on DHTs in less harsh environments. Each of the contributions has a di-

rect connection to this philosophy. The lookup consistency algorithms dif-

ferentiate between leaves and failures, and are able to give strong guaran-

tees while joins and leaves are happening, while failures introduce some

uncertainty. The group communication algorithms are suitable for sta-

ble environments where their efficiency is advantageous. Their use can,

however, be questioned in environments with high failure rates, as the

algorithms might never terminate. Our symmetric replication simplifies

the handling of joins and leaves by only requiring O(1) messages to trans-

fer replicas. Failures are handled as a special case, which involve a more

complicated operation, which requires more messages.

1.8 Organization

The chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents our model of a distributed system. It also presents

the event-driven and control-oriented notation that is used through-

out the dissertation to describe algorithms. Finally, the chapter

presents the Chord system, which the rest of the dissertation as-

sumes as background knowledge.

• Chapter 3 provides algorithms for constructing and maintaining a

ring in the presence of joins, leaves, and failures. The algorithms

guarantee atomic or consistent lookups.

• Chapter 4 shows how the ring can be extended with (k − 1) log(n)

additional pointers to provide logk(n) hop lookups, in an n node

system. It provides different routing algorithms and provides effi-

cient mechanisms to maintain the topology up-to-date in the pres-

ence of joins, leaves, and failures. Finally, it shows how the addi-

tional routing pointers can be maintained to guarantee that there
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are no routing failures when nodes are joining and leaving, while

providing lookup consistency.

• Chapter 5 provides algorithms for broadcasting a message to all

nodes in a ring-based overlay network. Moreover, it shows how the

broadcast algorithm can be used to do overlay multicast. Chapter 5

also introduces a new DHT operation called bulk operation, which

enables a node to efficiently make multiple lookups or send a mes-

sage to all nodes in a range of identifiers.

• Chapter 6 describes symmetric replication, which is a novel way to

place replicas in a DHT. This scheme makes it possible to do recur-

sive parallel lookups to decrease latencies and improve load balanc-

ing. Another advantage of symmetric replication is that a join or

a leave requires the joining or leaving node to exchange data with

only one other node prior to joining or leaving.

• Chapter 7 briefly describes the implementation of a middleware

called Distributed k-ary System (DKS), that implements the algorithms

presented in this dissertation.

• Chapter 8 provides a conclusion and points to future research di-

rections for DHTs.



2 Preliminaries

T
his chapter briefly describes our model of a distributed system.

Thereafter, we informally introduce the pseudocode conventions

used to describe algorithms. Finally, we describe Chord, which

provides a DHT.

2.1 System Model

In this section, we present our model of a distributed system. The system

consists of nodes, which communicate by message passing, i.e. the nodes

communicate with each other by sending messages.

We make the following three assumptions about distributed systems,

unless stated otherwise:

• Asynchronous system. This means that there is no known upper

bound on the amount on the time it takes to send a message1 or

to do a local computation on a node.

• Reliable communication channels2. A channel is reliable if every mes-

sage sent through it is delivered exactly once, provided that the

destination node has not crashed. Moreover, we assume that a node

can never receive a message that has never been sent by some node.

Hence, there can be no loss, duplication, garbling, or creation of

messages.

• FIFO communication channels. This means that messages sent on a

channel between two nodes are received in the same order that they

were sent.
1This assumption is sometimes known as asynchronous network.
2Reliable communication channels are sometimes referred to as perfect communica-

tion channels [56, pg 38ff].

23
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The last two properties are already satisfied by the connection-oriented

TCP/IP protocol used in the Internet, and can be implemented over un-

reliable networks by marking packets with unique sequence numbers,

using timeouts, packet re-sending, and storage of sequence numbers to

filter duplicate messages. For more information on their implementation

see Guerraoui and Rondrigues [56, Chapter 2].

2.1.1 Failures

If nothing else is said, we generally assume that there are no failures. We

do, however, always consider nodes joining and leaving. Furthermore, all

our algorithms are augmented to handle failures. When failures are intro-

duced, we assume that processes can crash at any time, in which case they

stop communicating. We will use unreliable failure detectors to detect when

a node has failed [26]. The algorithms we present have been designed

to work on the Internet. Therefore, we only consider failure detectors

which are suitable for the Internet. We assume that every failure detector

is strongly complete, which means that it eventually will detect if a node

has crashed. This assumption is justifiable, as it can be implemented by

using a timer to detect if some expected message has not arrived within

some time bound. Thus, a failure is eventually always detected. A failure

detector might, however, be inaccurate, which means that it might give

false-negatives, suspecting that a correct, albeit slow, node has crashed.

If timers are used to implement failure detectors, then inaccuracy stems

from timers that expire before the receipt of the corresponding message.

Sometimes we need accuracy to ensure the termination of an algorithm.

In those cases, we strengthen our assumptions about the asynchrony in

the system. We then assume that the failure detector is eventually strongly

accurate, which means that after some unknown time period, the fail-

ure detector will not inaccurately suspect any node as failed. The class

of failure detectors referred to as eventually perfect are strongly complete

and eventually strongly accurate.

2.2 Algorithm Descriptions

Throughout this dissertation, we will use a node’s identifier to refer to

it, i.e. we will write “node i” instead of “a node with identifier i”. We
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use pseudocode which resembles the Pascal programming language. The

next two sub-sections introduce two different notations that are used in

this dissertation.

2.2.1 Event-driven Notation

Most of the message passing algorithms will be described using event-

driven notation. There is one event handler for each message. The mes-

sage handler describes the parameters of the message, and the actions

to be taken when a message is received. The actions include making lo-

cal computations, such as updating local variables, and possibly sending

messages to other nodes. The advantage of this model is that each node

can be modeled as a state-machine, which in each state transition receives

a message, updates its local state by doing local computations, and sends

zero or more messages to other nodes. Each such transition is sometimes

referred to as a step.

The following example shows a message handler for the message Mes-

sageName1, with parameter p1. The handler declares that if a Message-

Name1 message is received at node n from node m with a parameter p1, it

should do some local computation and then send a MessageName2 mes-

sage to p with parameter p2. Execution of event handlers is serialized, i.e.

a node can only executing at most one event handler at any given point

in time. Only one parameter is used in the example, but any number of

parameters can be specified by separating them with a comma.

1: event n.MessageName1(p1) from m

2: local computations

3: sendto p.MessageName2(p2)

4: local computations

5: end event

The event-driven notation assumes asynchronous communication3. That

means that the sending of a message is not synchronized with the re-

ceiver. As a side note, this is the reason why a single state-transition can

be used to model the receipt of a message, local computations, and the

sending of messages.

3Asynchronous communication should not be confused with asynchronous networks
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2.2.2 Control-oriented Notation

In some cases, we find it convenient to describe the algorithms in control-

oriented notation. In this notation a node can do local computations and

then explicitly wait for a message of a particular type. This is called

a blocking receive. We differentiate blocks of code using control-oriented

notation with the keyword procedure. In the control-oriented notation, we

no longer assume that a node will be executing at most one procedure. A

procedure can also return a value, similarly to a function in an ordinary

programming language.

The following example declares that if a procedure n.ProcedureName

is executed at node n with a parameter p1, it should do some local com-

putation, send MessageName1 with parameter p2. Thereafter, the com-

putation blocks and waits for the receipt of a MessageName2 message

with parameter p3 from any node m. Note that it waits for the message

from any node, and once the message is received the variable q is set

to the sending node’s identity. Thereafter, the computation blocks wait-

ing for the receipt of a MessageName3 with some parameter p4 from the

specified node i. Local procedure calls do not need the identifier prefix, i.e.

proc() denotes making a call to the local procedure proc() at the current

node.

1: procedure n.ProcedureName(p1)

2: local computations

3: sendto p.MessageName1(p2)

4: receive MessageName2(p3) from m

5: receive MessageName3(p4) fromthis i

6: local computations

7: end procedure

Note that this notation is not as straight-forward to model with state-

machines, as the event-driven notation.

Synchronous Communication It is sometimes convenient to synchro-

nize the sending of a message with the receipt of the message. This can

be done by using synchronous communication. Note that we still assume

an asynchronous network, in which there are no known time bounds

on events. Given an asynchronous system, the only way to implement
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synchronous communication is by sending a message and waiting for an

acknowledgment from the receiver. Since an acknowledgment message

must be sent by the receiver for every received message, the receiver can

piggy-back parameters on the acknowledgment back to the sender. This

corresponds to remote-procedure calls (RPC), where a node can call a

procedure at another node and await the result of the execution of the

procedure.

Synchronous communication can be implemented using the control-

oriented notation we introduced. This can be achieved by always hav-

ing a blocking receive for an acknowledgment after each send, and cor-

respondingly sending an acknowledgment after each receive event. We

will use RPC prefix notation as a shorthand for this. Hence, an expression

i.Proc(p1) means executing the procedure Proc(p1) at node i and return-

ing its value back to the caller. This is implemented in control-oriented

notation by the following:

1: procedure n.EmulateRPC()

2: sendto i.ProcReq(p1)

3: receive ProcReply(result) fromthis i

4: return result

5: end procedure

6: event n.ProcReq(p1) from m

7: res = Proc(p1) ⊲ Call local procedure

8: sendto m.ProcReply(res)

9: end event

Similarly, we use RPC notation for reading a remote variable. Hence,

i.var denotes fetching the value of the variable var at node i. This can be

implemented using control-oriented notation by the following:
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1: procedure n.EmulateRPCGet()

2: sendto i.VarReq()

3: receive VarReply(result) fromthis i

4: return result

5: end procedure

6: event n.VarReq() from m

7: sendto m.VarReply(var)

8: end event

Writing to a remote variable can be implemented in a similar manner.

2.2.3 Algorithm Complexity

The efficiency of our distributed algorithms will be measured in terms

of resource consumption and time consumption. We assume that local

computations consume negligible resources and take negligible time com-

pared to the overhead of message passing.

We use message complexity as a measure of resource consumption. The

message complexity of an algorithm is the total number of messages ex-

changed by the algorithm. Sometimes, the message complexity does not

convey the real communication overhead of an algorithm, as the size of

the messages is not taken into account. Hence, on a few occasions, we use

bit complexity to measure the total number of bits used in the messages by

some algorithm.

Time complexity will be used to measure the time consumption of an

algorithm. We assume that the transmission time takes at most one time

unit and all other operations take zero time units. The worst case time

complexity is often the same if we assume that the transmission of a

message takes exactly one time unit, but for some algorithms the worst

time complexity increases if we assume that the time it takes to send a

message takes at most one time unit.

Unless specified, we assume that our complexity measures denote the

worst-case complexity of a given algorithm.
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Figure 2.1: Node 9 is responsible for the identifiers between its predeces-

sor, 6, and itself, i.e. the identifiers {7, 8, 9}.

2.3 A Typical DHT

We briefly describe Chord [134]. The choice of Chord is motivated by it

being well known, making it attractive for pedagogical purposes. We first

briefly cover the Chord basics. Thereafter we show how Chord handles

network dynamism.

Every structured overlay network makes use of an identifier space. The

identifier space, denoted I , consists of the integers {0, 1, · · · , N − 1},

where N is some a priori fixed, large, and globally known integer. This

identifier space is perceived as a ring that wraps around at N − 1.

Every node in the system, has a unique identifier from the identifier

space. We refer to the set of all nodes present at any given time as P .

We currently ignore how a node gets its identifier, but one can imagine

that it can randomly pick an identifier from a very large identifier space

to ensure the uniqueness of the identifier with high probability. Each

node keeps a pointer4, succ, to its successor on the ring. The successor

of a node with identifier p is the first node found going in clockwise

direction on the ring starting at p. Every node also has a pointer, pred, to

its predecessor on the ring. The predecessor of a node with identifier q is

the first node met going in anti-clockwise direction on the ring starting

at q. The successor pointers form a ring, which resembles a “distributed

linked list” that is sorted by the identifiers of the nodes and its tail node

points to its head node. The predecessors also form such a distributed

4By pointer we mean that the node’s identifier and network address is stored such

that communication can be established with it.
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linked list. Hence, the succ and pred pointers form a distributed circular

doubly-linked list. From now on we refer to this distributed structure as

a ring or a doubly-linked ring.

Every identifier in the identifier space is under the responsibility of a

node in the following way. The whole identifier space is partitioned into

P intervals, where P is the current number of nodes in the system. Each

node, n, is responsible for one interval. In Chord, a node is responsible

for the interval consisting of all identifiers in the range starting from,

but excluding its predecessor’s identifier up to, and including its own

identifier (see Figure 2.1).

2.3.1 Formal Definitions

For preciseness, we include formal definitions of the above descriptions.

We will use the notation x⊕y for (x + y) modulo N for all x, y∈I ,

where N = |I|. Similarly, x⊖y is defined as (x − y) modulo N for all

x, y∈I . For example, if the size of the identifier space is 16, then 15⊕2 =

1, while 1⊖2 = 15.

Distances on the identifier space are measured in clockwise direction.

Hence, the distance d between any two identifiers x and y is defined as:

d(x, y) = y ⊖ x

The successor of an identifier is its closest node in clockwise direction.

Hence, the successor S of an identifier x for a set of nodes P is defined

as:

S(x) = x ⊕ min{d(x, y) | y ∈ P}
The successor of a node p is therefore defined by the function succ at

node p as:

succ = S(p ⊕ 1)

Similarly, the predecessor of a node p is defined as the node farthest

away in clockwise direction. Hence, the predecessor of p is defined by

the function pred at node p as:

pred = p ⊕ max{d(p, y) | y ∈ P}

A node p is the responsible for an identifier x if and only if:

S(x) = p
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2.3.2 Interval Notation

We now introduce some notation to make our discussions about the iden-

tifiers and intervals on the ring more precise. The whole identifier space

can be represented by an interval of the form [x, x) or (x, x] for an arbi-

trary x ∈ I , where the start of an interval is excluding the first identifier

if the left bracket is round, (, and it is including the first identifier if it is

square, [. Similarly, the end of an interval is including the last identifier

if the right bracket is square, ], and excluding the last identifier if it is

round, ). For any x ∈ I , we note that [x, x] = {x} and (x, x) = I\{x}.

Hence, a node n is responsible for (n.pred, n]. For example, if the size of

the identifier space is 16, then (2, 10] is the set of identifiers 3, 4, · · · , 9, 10.

The interval (10, 2] is equivalent to the identifiers 0, 1, 2, and 11, 12, 14, 15.

Interval Notation and Sets of Identifiers We now connect the interval

notation to a set representation. So far we have used the notation of the

sort (i, j] to represent intervals of the identifier space. Such an interval is

a compact representation of a set of identifiers. For example, in an iden-

tifier space of size 16, the interval (14, 3] represents the set of identifiers

{15, 0, 1, 2, 3}. It is therefore possible to apply the operations available

for sets on intervals, such as taking the union or intersection of two in-

tervals. For example, the interval [11, 15] represents the set of identifiers

{11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. Therefore, the union of the intervals, (14, 3] ∪ [11, 15],

is the set of identifiers {0, 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15}. Similarly, the intersec-

tion of the intervals, (14, 3]∩ [11, 15], is the set of identifiers {15}. It might,

of course, not be possible to represent such a set of identifiers as a single

interval.

In our algorithms, we make extensive use of the basic set operations

on intervals. The reason for this is that the semantics of the operations

are well defined. In a system implementation, these can be implemented

and optimized as fit.

2.3.3 Distributed Hash Tables

A DHT is like an ordinary hash table, except that the key/value pairs in

the hash table are distributed and stored among the nodes in the system

(see Chapter 1).

The DHT is implemented by deterministically assigning an identifier
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to every key/value pair in the DHT using a globally known hash func-

tion, H. Specifically, a key value pair 〈k, v〉 is mapped to the identifier

H(k). Each node locally stores the key/value pairs whose identifiers it is

responsible for.

Any node can lookup the value associated with any key by making a

lookup. More precisely, any node can perform a lookup to find out which

node is currently responsible for a key, and thereafter directly contact that

node to find out the value associated with the key. Similarly, a DHT

put, delete, or update operation can be implemented by making a lookup

for the particular key, and then asking the responsible node to perform

the desired operation. The lookup is done by traversing the successor

pointers until a node is reached whose successor is responsible for the

destination identifier.

For example, the DHT can contain the key/value pair 〈“age”,“old”〉,
which is assigned the identifier H(“age”) = 15. The node which is re-

sponsible for the identifier 15 stores this key/value pair locally. All that

is needed for a node to find the value associated with “age”, is to lookup

the node currently responsible for the destination identifier 15. The respon-

sible node is then contacted to find out that “old” is the value for the key

“age”.

2.3.4 Handling Dynamism

When a node joins, or leaves, the system needs to ensure that the ring

structure is intact, i.e. that each node is indeed pointing to its correct

successor and predecessor.

When a new node joins the system it proceeds in three steps. First,

it needs the address of an existing node in the system. Second, it needs

to find its successor on the ring. Third, it needs to incorporate itself into

the ring, by letting some nodes update their successor and predecessor

pointers. We briefly describe each of these three steps.

Finding the address of an existing node is often considered out of

the scope of most research papers. We briefly mention three approaches

here. One approach is to use a distributed cache server, such as the GWe-

bCache [60]. This is essentially a server that keeps a cache of some nodes

that are currently in the system. The server can randomly contact nodes

in its cache and query them for more nodes, such that the cache always

contains alive nodes. New nodes know the address of one or more dis-
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tributed cache servers, which they contact to get a reference to an existing

node. Jelasity et al. [70] describe how such a sampling service can efficiently

be implemented. Another approach is to keep a local cache file on each

client, which initially contains a predefined set of nodes. Each time a

node wants to join, it tries to find an alive node from its local cache file.

The local cache is updated with up-to-date information each time the ap-

plication is used. A third approach is to use IP multicast or broadcast on

the local area network to find a node which is already a member of the

DHT. In practice, a combination of these three methods is used.

Finding the successor of a new node, n, is trivially achieved by fol-

lowing successor pointers until a node is reached whose successor is re-

sponsible for the identifier n. This would require P − 1 messages in the

worst case as the whole ring would need to be traversed, where P is the

number of nodes in the system. In practice, a much more efficient search

is performed, as we show in Chapter 4.

To ensure that the new node, its predecessor, and its successor, all have

correct succ and pred pointers, Chord uses a periodic stabilization algorithm.

The algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 is run periodically at each node.

Initially, a new node sets its successor pointer to its actual successor on

the ring, and its predecessor pointer to itself. The periodic stabilization

algorithm will ensure that all nodes eventually correct their successor

and predecessor pointers correctly. An example of this is illustrated in

Figure 2.2, which shows how stabilization works when a new node joins

the system.

Leaves are handled using periodic stabilization in conjunction with a

successor-list. The successor-list at a node n is just a special routing table

with a list of n’s closest consecutive successors. The size of the list is

some constant. Whenever a node detects that its predecessor has failed, it

changes its pred pointer to point to itself. Whenever a node detects that its

successor has failed, it makes its succ pointer point to the next alive node

in its successor-list. Hence, if a node fails, its successor q will detect that

and sets q.pred = q. Furthermore, the failed node’s predecessor p will

detect the failure, and set p.succ = q. The next time p performs periodic

stabilization, q will be notified about p, and hence sets q.pred = p.
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Figure 2.2: a) system with 3 nodes with correct successors and predeces-

sors. b) node 7 joins and sets its successor pointer correctly. c) node 7

runs periodic stabilization. d) node 6 runs periodic stabilization.
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Algorithm 1 Chord’s periodic stabilization protocol

1: procedure n.Stabilize()

2: p := succ.GetPredecessor()

3: if p ∈ (n, succ) then

4: succ := p

5: end if

6: succ.Notify(n)

7: end procedure

8: procedure n.GetPredecessor()

9: return pred

10: end procedure

11: procedure n.Notify(p)

12: if p ∈ (pred, n] then

13: pred := p

14: end if

15: end procedure





3 Atomic Ring

Maintenance

I
n this chapter we explain how the nodes that participate in the overlay

form a distributed ring, where each node points to its successor and

predecessor in the ring. This basic ring structure is the basis of many

structured overlay networks [134, 72, 65, 123, 143, 98, 16, 83, 61, 122],

and the rest of the dissertation shows how it can be used to build various

services, such as DHTs and group communication services. We show how

this ring should be maintained as nodes join and leave. In particular,

we guarantee that joins and leaves do not affect the consistency of the

results when traversing the successor and predecessor pointers to find the

responsible node for an identifier. Furthermore, the algorithms guarantee

that a lookup will never be directed to a node that has left the system.

Given our philosophy of DHTs (see Section 1.7.5), we differentiate be-

tween node failure and benign departure of nodes. In the former case, a

node crashes without synchronization. In the latter case, a node synchro-

nizes its departure with other nodes, prior to leaving. We will from now

on refer to the latter case as a node leaving.

Our goal is to ensure that joins and leaves do not affect the function-

ality provided by the rest of the system. For example, we want to ensure

that lookups to items in the hash table succeed while nodes are continu-

ously joining and leaving the system. This is non-trivial because the set

of nodes present in the system determines which node stores which data

item. Hence, any change to the set of present nodes requires movement

of data between the nodes. Since lookups can take place concurrently

with these changes, the problem becomes intricate.

We introduce atomic ring maintenance to ensure correctness of lookups

in the presence of joining and leaving nodes. In essence, we serialize

interfering joins and leaves, i.e. they are done sequentially, rather than

37
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concurrently, to avoid inconsistencies. Before getting to the details of this,

we motivate the need for such algorithms by showing problems which

arise in existing systems that do not serialize joins and leaves.

3.1 Problems Due to Dynamism

We now turn to some of the problems that can occur when nodes join

and leave the Chord system.

Problems with Joins Imagine a Chord system which contains nodes

with identifiers 3 and 9. Initially 3’s successor pointer points at 9 and 9’s

predecessor pointer points at 3. A new node with identifier 7 joins the

system (see Figure 3.1a), sets its successor pointer to 9, and performs a

periodic stabilization, which results in node 9’s predecessor pointer point-

ing at 7 ( Figure 3.1b). Meanwhile, another node 5 joins, sets its successor

pointer to node 9 (Figure 3.1c) and performs a periodic stabilization. The

pointers in this system are as follows (Figure 3.1d): 3’s successor is 9, 5’s

successor is 7, and 7’s successor is 9. At the same time, 9’s predecessor is

7, and 7’s predecessor is 5. If a lookup to identifier 6 arrives at node 3,

node 3 will (according to the description of a lookup) return the address

of node 9 as it believes that 9 is responsible for the interval {4, · · · , 9}.

At the same time, if a lookup for identifier 6 is initiated at node 5, it will

respond that the responsible node is 7.

The above scenario is problematic as a lookup can either return node

7 or node 9 as the responsible for identifier 6. Similarly, an update or

insertion to node 9 will not have effect as lookups will be directed to

node 7 as soon as node 3 stabilizes and points to node 5.

Problems with Leaves In Chord, nodes can leave unnoticed, without

synchronizing with any other nodes. The idea is that the periodic sta-

bilization will eventually correct the pointers. Before that happens, the

pointers might be in an inconsistent state. Consequently, a lookup might

lead to a node that has left the system. In such cases, the node referring to

the absent node needs to detect that the node is no longer in the system,

using timeouts, so that it can replace that node in its routing table. Only

thereafter the lookup can proceed to an alive node. Furthermore, the

overall number of leaves that can be tolerated by the system will depend
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Figure 3.1: Example of inconsistent stabilization.

on the frequency of the stabilization and the size of the successor-list. For

if too many adjacent nodes leave between two stabilizations, there might

not exist another live node in the successor-list of the node that detects

the failure of its successor.

We proceed by a simple example to demonstrate the apparent diffi-

culties in synchronizing a leave to ensure that lookups are unaffected by

leaves. As in Figure 3.2, assume node 5 has 10 as its successor, and node

10 has 15 as its successor. If node 10 wants to leave the system, we have to

ensure that items stored on node 10 are made available to 15, and ensure

that the routing information in the system is updated such that lookups

for identifiers {6, · · · , 10} are forwarded to node 15. This requires that 10

stays in the system at least until 5 has updated its successor pointer and

until 10’s data is made available on 15.

To continue the example, node 15 might want to leave the system at

the same time as node 10. Due to the asynchrony in the system, it might

be that both 10 and 15 concurrently inform their respective predecessor
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Figure 3.2: Perfect system state before a leave operation.

about their departure and instruct their predecessors to point to their

successors. This might result in node 5 pointing to node 15 even though

both node 10 and 15 have left the system. Node 5 incorrectly points to 15,

and might incorrectly forward lookups to it, leading to a routing failure.

The apparent problems which occur due to joins and leaves can be

overcome by serializing joins and leaves.

3.2 Concurrency Control

As we mentioned earlier, the aim is to maintain a ring. In non-distributed

data structures, the approach often taken is to lock the whole data struc-

ture when adding and removing elements from it. Hence, the list is

guarded against becoming corrupt due to concurrent modifications. This

approach can naı̈vely be applied to our distributed ring. However, the

performance overhead of locking all the nodes becomes large as the size

of the ring grows.

Another approach to avoid inconsistencies due to concurrent modi-

fications of the ring is to acquire three locks, one for the predecessor,

one for the successor, and one for the joining/leaving node. After ac-

quiring the locks, the pointers of the respective nodes can be updated

to allow a node join or leave the ring. Since a join or leave of a node q

only requires changes to the pointers of node q, q’s predecessor, and q’s

successor, attempting to lock those three nodes against concurrent mod-

ifications would solve concurrency related problems. There is, however,

a simpler approach to protect the nodes from concurrent modifications,

which is superior to the solution we just described.

Instead of locking the joining/leaving node, as well as its predecessor

and successor, we now describe a simpler approach which is reducible to

the well known problem of the dining philosophers [37], which we explain

later.

Assume every node i hosts a lock Li, which can only be acquired by at
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most one node. A lock Li can be acquired by any node, including i itself.

We differentiate between a node hosting a lock, and a node holding a

lock. The former indicates that the node is responsible for managing the

lock, and has nothing to do with whether the lock is free or not. The latter

indicates that the node has acquired the lock, which is no longer free.

In our join and leave algorithms, the joining or leaving node n will

first acquire its own lock Ln, and thereafter its successor’s lock (Ln.succ).

Only once it has acquired both locks, it can update its own pointers, its

predecessor’s succ pointer, and its successor’s pred pointer. Thereafter it

will release both locks. This reduces the number of locks to two, with one

of them being a local lock, which can be acquired without the overhead

of sending or receiving any messages.

To ensure that this scheme withstands concurrent access, we need to

show that this scheme will have the desired safety and liveness properties.

A safety property expresses that something will not happen, while a live-

ness property shows that something must happen [79]. In practice, safety

properties are used to show that the algorithm never exhibits bad behav-

ior by showing that some undesirable property never happens. Liveness

properties are used to show that something good will eventually happen

by showing that some desired property must always be true.

We motivate the types of proofs that we provide for the atomic ring

maintenance. If the ring was not concurrently modified and traversed,

we would be dealing with a data structure which would resemble local

linked lists, which can be fully locked and accessed atomically. Such local

data structures are commonplace in computing engineering, and a proof

of their correctness is not our concern. Instead, we focus on showing that

the concurrency related aspects of the algorithms are correct.

3.2.1 Safety

The safety property we want is that a joining or leaving node j will be able

to update its own pointers, as well as its predecessor’s and successor’s,

without risking the predecessor or successor leaving the system before

the join or leave has completed. Furthermore, the pointers to be updated

should not be altered as a consequence of other joins or leaves happening

before j has finished updating them.

In the following we will say that the pointers in the system are correct

if every node’s successor pointer correctly points to its successor, and
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every node’s predecessor pointer correctly points to its predecessor in the

ring.

Next, we prove the safety property that when a joining/leaving node

j successfully acquires the necessary locks, it will have mutually exclu-

sive access to the pointers it wants to alter, and the nodes hosting those

pointers will remain in the system until j finishes its operation.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Non-interference). Assume a system, of at least two nodes,

with correct pointers. If a node j successfully acquires the locks Lj and Lj.succ,

then j’s successor q (j.succ) and predecessor p (j.pred if j is leaving, and j.succ.pred

if j is joining) cannot leave the system until the locks are released. Furthermore,

no other join or leave operation will affect the pointers p.succ, j.pred, j.succ, and

q.pred as long as j holds the locks.

Proof. We refer to j’s successor (j.succ) as q. We refer to j’s predecessor as p,

which is q.pred if j is about to join, and j.pred if j is about to leave. Assume

on the contrary that j’s predecessor p is leaving. That would imply that p has

acquired the locks Lp and Lp.succ, where p.succ is either j or q depending on

whether j is leaving or joining. Either way, it contradicts the fact that node j

holds Lj and Lq. Similarly, assume that q is leaving the system, then q must

have acquired the locks Lq and Lq.succ, contradicting that j holds the lock Lq. For

the remaining part of the proof, there are two ways in which the pointers p.succ

and q.pred can be altered. Either a node with j as successor tries to join, or a

node with q as successor tries to join. Both cases are impossible as the locks Lj

and Lq are held by the node j, and hence cannot be acquired by any other node.

Node j’s succ and pred pointers can be altered if j gets a new predecessor or a

new successor. Both cases are impossible as a new predecessor would have to

acquire Lj, and a new successor would have to acquire Lj.succ, both of which are

already held by j.

The above theorem assumes that the system size is at least two. If a

node is joining, the above theorem would even hold if the system size was

1. That would imply that the joining node j has acquired its own lock, Lj,

as well as the lock of the remaining node q in the system. The theorem

would be trivially true for that case as there are no other nodes that can

interfere with the join operation, and q would not be able to leave as Lq

would be held by node j while it is joining.

If the system size is 2 and j is leaving, j’s successor and predecessor are

the same node. The theorem will still hold, as j will acquire its own lock,
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as well as its successors, and then complete its leave operation without

any interference from any other node.

In summary, two special cases remain. If the system size is 1 and the

single node wants to leave, it will not be able to acquire locks from itself

and its successor, which is itself. Hence, we will detect that situation and

let the node gracefully leave without any synchronization. We also need

a similar special case if the joining node is the only node in the system.

The Dining Philosophers We have shown that a node will have mutu-

ally exclusive access to the pointers it needs by acquiring only two locks.

By reducing the number of locks necessary by a joining/leaving node

to two, certain aspects of our problem become reducible to the famous

problem of the dining philosophers.

We briefly explain the original dining philosophers’ problem. Five

philosophers sit around a round table, on top of which a bowl of spaghetti

is situated. There is a form between any two neighboring philosophers,

making it a total of five forks. Philosophers spend their time thinking

and eating. To eat, a philosopher must be able to grab both her left and

right fork. It thereafter leaves both forks and thinks for a while before

repeating this pattern.

Our problem is similar to the problem just explained. The forks repre-

sent the locks. A joining or a leaving node represents a philosopher that

wants to eat. By reducing our problem to the dining philosophers’ prob-

lem, we can use many of the solutions previously provided to this prob-

lem. For example, the philosophers might end up in a deadlock, where

each has picked up its right fork, and is waiting for its left fork. But since

each fork is held by a different philosopher, we have a deadlock in which

none of the philosophers can proceed to acquire a second fork.

We now define more precisely what we mean by a deadlock, so that

we later can refine our algorithm to avoid deadlocks. Showing that an

algorithm is deadlock-free is a safety property. Informally, a deadlock

is associated with a “frozen” state where nothing whatsoever is being

computed. In our case, we say that an algorithm can deadlock if an

execution of the algorithm can reach a state in which one or more nodes

are attempting to join or leave by acquiring the relevant locks, but they

are each in standstill waiting for some lock that will never be released.

Hence our aim is to show the safety property that a deadlock can never
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occur.

Coffman et al. identified four necessary conditions for a deadlock to

occur [29]:

1. Mutual Exclusion. The nodes claim exclusive control of the resources

they require.

2. Wait for. Tasks hold resources already allocated to them while wait-

ing for additional resources.

3. No preemption. Resources cannot be forcibly removed from the tasks

holding them until the resources are used to completion.

4. Cyclic Wait. A cyclic chain of tasks exists, such that each task holds

one or more resources that are being requested by the next task in

the chain.

Recall that if property X is a necessary condition for Y to happen,

then if Y happens then property X must be true. Hence, the four neces-

sary conditions for a deadlock imply that if a deadlock occurs, all four

conditions must be true. Therefore, if one can show that any of the con-

ditions never occurs for some algorithm, one has proved that a deadlock

will never occur.

The tasks are in our case the nodes, and the resources that they want to

access are the locks (or alternatively the pointers guarded by the locks).

If we can show that any of them will never be true, there cannot be a

deadlock. The mutual exclusion property is always true about the locks,

as is the wait-for condition, as a node which has acquired one lock will

be waiting to acquire the second. We can, however, design our algorithm

to ensure that the remaining conditions are never true.

Without careful consideration, the cyclic wait condition can occur if,

for instance, all nodes in the system want to leave. They would each ac-

quire their own lock, and then wait to acquire the lock of their successor,

which would never be released. If preemption is not possible, the system

would deadlock.

One known solution to the dining philosopher’s problem is to intro-

duce asymmetry. We propose such a solution to avoid cyclic wait, which

we call asymmetric locking. Let z be the node with the highest identifier. A

node k can locally determine if it has the highest identifier if k > k.succ. If
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node z attempts to leave the system, it should first attempt to acquire its

successor’s lock Lz.succ, and thereafter its own lock Lz. In any other case,

where some node j wants to join or leave, it will first acquire its own lock

Lj, and then thereafter acquire its successor’s lock Lj.succ.

So far we have assumed that the pointers in the system are correct

and that a node indeed manages to acquire its own lock and current

successor’s. This need not be the case. If a node ever tries to acquire

a lock that is not free, the node will wait until it becomes free and then

acquires it. The node which is waiting for a lock Li will be notified by

node i when the lock is free. This requires that node i queues requests to

the lock it hosts in a lock queue, and notifies and removes one node in the

queue each time Li is released. Two additional operations are needed to

ensure that nodes can properly acquire their successor’s lock.

A leaving node’s lock queue should be transferred to its successor. We

first describe a naı̈ve algorithm to achieve this, and later refine it. When

a leaving node i has acquired all the relevant locks, it transfers its lock

queue to its successor j, which will enqueue the lock queue of i onto its

current lock queue. Hence, the elements in the lock queue of j maintain

the same position in the queue after i leaves, while an element at position

k in the lock queue of i gets position k + l, where l is the number of

elements in j’s lock queue before the merger of the lock queues. Hence,

if some node i is waiting for its successor’s lock Li.succ to become free, it

will be notified even if its successors leave the system.

A joining node might need to take over parts of its successor’s lock

queue. When a joining node i has acquired all the relevant locks, its

successor i.succ transfers its lock queue to i. Node i will then remove

from its lock queue every node that has i.succ as its successor. Similarly,

node i.succ will remove from its lock queue every node that has i as its

successor. More precisely, only nodes in the range (i.succ, i] from i.succ’s

lock queue are stored in i’s lock queue, while only nodes in the range

(i, i.succ] from i.succ’s lock queue are stored in i.succ’s lock queue. Hence,

if a node p is waiting for its successor’s lock Lp.succ and meanwhile gets a

new successor q, it will be notified by the new successor q when the lock

becomes free.

The above explained scheme will ensure that there will never be a

cyclic wait.

Theorem 3.2.2. The join and leave algorithms with asymmetric locking will
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never deadlock.

Proof. We will show that the cyclic wait condition will never occur. Assume by

contradiction that such a cyclic wait exists. A joining node’s lock cannot be part

of the cycle. The reason for this is that if a lock is part of a cyclic wait, some node

must hold that lock and some other node must be waiting to acquire the same

lock. However, a joining node j will only be part of the system after it finishes

joining, and only thereafter some other node might attempt to acquire its lock Lj

and form a cyclic wait.

Since a leaving node will only attempt to acquire its own lock and its succes-

sor’s, the cycle must follow the successor pointers. Hence, a cycle implies that

there does not exist any node with a free lock.

Any cyclic wait consists of a cycle of at least two nodes, one of which is the

node z with the highest identifier. Node z’s lock is either held by z’s predecessor

y, or by z itself. If y holds Lz, node y must have already acquired Ly by the

sequence of asymmetric locking, which implies that y has all the locks it needs.

On the other hand, if Lz is held by node z, then z must have already acquired

Lz.succ by the sequence of asymmetric locking, in which case z has all the locks it

needs. In either case, one of the nodes has all the locks it needs to proceed, and

cannot be part of a cyclic wait, which contradicts that all nodes are part of the

cyclic wait.

3.2.2 Liveness

For liveness, there are several desirable properties. One desirable prop-

erty is that the algorithm is free of livelocks. Informally, a livelock is a

state in which none of the nodes can make progress toward their goal,

while still taking steps. We say that an algorithm can livelock if it is pos-

sible that in an execution of the algorithm none of the nodes that want

to join or leave can acquire the relevant locks. Freedom from livelock is

a stronger requirement than freedom from deadlock. For example, every

node in the system might attempt to leave by successfully acquiring its

first lock. Thereafter, every node unsuccessfully attempts to acquire its

successor’s lock. After noticing that the successor’s lock is not free, it

might release its own lock and restart the whole procedure. If the nodes

keep repeating this pattern forever, there is a livelock, but no deadlock.

We will not show that our algorithm is free of livelocks, as locks are

never released prematurely as in the above scenario. Hence, livelocks
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never occur.

A liveness property that is desirable for our algorithm is that it is free

from starvation. Informally, starvation is when some node cannot make

any progress. An algorithm suffers from starvation if it is possible in

an execution of the algorithm that some node wants to join or leave, but

is never able to acquire the relevant locks. Freedom from starvation is

stronger than livelock-freedom, as some node might always be making

progress, and hence be livelock free, even though a single node is not

making any progress ever. In essence, livelock freedom ensures that some

node is always doing progress, while starvation freedom ensures that

every node makes progress.

There exist many solutions to the dining philosophers’ problem that

are starvation free. However, our problem is slightly different from the

problem of the dining philosophers, as nodes are joining and leaving.

Hence, the number of locks and philosophers is constantly changing. The

joining and leaving of nodes can make nodes starve, as we show next.

The problem with the current algorithm is that when nodes leave,

their lock queue is merged with their successor’s lock queue. If some

node is leaving, and its successor’s lock queue is non-empty, the nodes

in the lock queue of the leaving node will have a worse position after

the lock queue of the leaving node is merged with the successor’s lock

queue. It is therefore conceivable that under conditions of continuous

leaves and joins, some node j attempts to acquire a lock and ends up in

a lock queue, which gets merged over and over with the successor’s lock

queue, resulting in node j never acquiring the desired lock.

We will therefore slightly modify our algorithm to ensure starvation

freedom. We modify asymmetric locking to ensure that whenever a node

attempts to acquire its own lock to leave, no other requests can be en-

queued in its lock queue. This is realized by a forwarding mechanism as

follows. As soon as a leaving node i attempts to acquire its own lock Li,

it will ensure that all further requests to its lock Li are forwarded to its

successor i.succ. This forwarding of requests makes sense as a leaving

node i’s request to acquire Li indicates that i is about to leave, and re-

quests enqueued after such a request should anyway be handled by i’s

successor after i has left the system.

We have now arrived at the full algorithm for asymmetric locking, as

can be seen by Algorithms 2 and 3. Algorithm 2 mainly uses RPC nota-

tion, while the parts related to the forwarding mechanism (Algorithm 3)
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use event notation. The reason for the use of event notation is that it

simplifies describing the forwarding mechanism.

The algorithm uses the variable LockQueue, which represents a FIFO

queue. The Enqueue(m) procedure enqueues a request by node m in the

lock queue. The Dequeue() procedure simply removes the first element

from the lock queue.

We now prove that asymmetric locking with the forwarding mecha-

nism is starvation free. For that we need to introduce some simple nota-

tion.

Recall that a leaving node has to acquire its own lock and its succes-

sor’s lock. Similarly, a joining node has to acquire its own lock and its

successor’s lock. Therefore, a lock queue can contain four types of re-

quests: a request by a leaving node i to acquire its own lock Li, a request

by a leaving node i to acquire the lock of its successor, a request by a

joining node i to acquire its own lock Li, and a request by a joining node

i to acquire the lock of its successor.

The lock queue and the four types of requests appearing in it are mod-

eled as follows. The lock queue of a node i is represented by a sequence

subscripted by the node identifier. The sequence 〈〉i represents an empty

lock queue at node i, which indicates that lock Li is free. The elements of

the sequence are one of the symbols {j, js, l, ls}. The left-most element

in the sequence is the first element in the lock queue, which represents

the request currently holding the lock. The right-most element is the last

element in the lock queue.

The symbols have the following meaning:

• The symbol j indicates a request by a joining node to acquire its

own lock.

• The symbol js indicates a request by a joining node to acquire its

successor’s lock.

• The symbol l indicates a request by a leaving node to acquire its

own lock.

• The symbol ls indicates a request by a leaving node to acquire its

successor’s lock.

For example, the sequence 〈js, js, ls, l〉5 represents the lock queue at

node 5. The first two items (js’s) in the lock queue represent requests by
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Algorithm 2 Asymmetric locking with forwarding

1: procedure n.Join(succ) ⊲ Join the ring with succ as successor

2: Leaving :=false ⊲ Initialize variable

3: LockQueue.Enqueue(n) ⊲ Enqueue request to local lock

4: slock :=GetSuccLock()

5: pred := succ.pred

6: pred.succ := n

7: succ.pred := n

8: LockQueue := succ.LockQueue ⊲ Copy successor’s queue

9: LockQueue.Filter((pred, n]) ⊲ Keep requests in the range

10: succ.LockQueue.Filter((n, pred]) ⊲ Keep requests in the range

11: LockQueue.Dequeue() ⊲ Remove local request

12: ReleaseLock(slock)

13: end procedure

14: procedure n.Leave() ⊲ Leave the ring

15: if n > succ then ⊲ Asymmetric Locking

16: slock :=GetSuccLock()

17: Leaving := true ⊲ Enable forwarding

18: LockQueue.Enqueue(n) ⊲ Enqueue request to local lock

19: else

20: Leaving := true ⊲ Enable forwarding

21: LockQueue.Enqueue(n) ⊲ Enqueue request to local lock

22: slock :=GetSuccLock()

23: end if

24: pred.succ := succ

25: succ.pred := pred

26: LockQueue.Dequeue() ⊲ Remove local requst

27: ReleaseLock(slock)

28: end procedure

29: procedure n.GetSuccLock()

30: sendto succ.AcqLock(n)

31: receive LockGranted() from m

32: return m ⊲ Return identity of lock host

33: end procedure

34: procedure n.ReleaseLock(dest)

35: sendto dest.FreeLock()

36: end procedure
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Algorithm 3 Asymmetric locking with forwarding continued

1: event n.AcqLock(src) from m

2: if leaving = true then

3: sendto succ.AcqLock(src)

4: else

5: LockQueue.Enqueue(src) ⊲ Enqueue src’s request last

6: end if

7: end event

8: event when New top element m in LockQueue at n

9: sendto m.LockGranted()

10: end event

11: event n.FreeLock() from m

12: LockQueue.Dequeue() ⊲ Remove top element

13: end event

some joining nodes to acquire their successor’s lock L5. The third item

in the lock queue (ls) is a request by the predecessor of 5, which wants

to acquire L5 in order to leave. The last item in the lock queue (l) is a

request by node 5 to acquire L5 to leave the system.

With the four symbols we can represent the lock queue at any given

node at any time. We shall prove that any element in the lock queue will

eventually reach the front of the lock queue, and hence every request to

acquire a lock will eventually be granted.

Lemma 3.2.3. If the symbol l occurs in a sequence, it must be the last element.

Proof. Assume the symbol l occurs in the sequence of node i. The symbol l

indicates that node i is attempting to leave, and has thus requested to acquire

its own lock Li. As shown by the AcqLock event in Algorithm 2 line 3, any

further requests to the lock queue of node i will be redirected to the successor

of node i, hence no other requests can be enqueued after enqueueing l in the

sequence representing the lock queue of node i. Furthermore, there can only be

one l in any sequence, as a node cannot request to leave while it already has a

pending leave request. Therefore l must be the last element of the sequence.
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Theorem 3.2.4. Asymmetric locking with forwarding (Algorithm 2 and 3) is

starvation free.

Proof. Notice that a joining node can always trivially acquire its own lock,

since its lock queue is empty. So if the symbol j occurs in the sequence of node

i, it must be the only symbol in the sequence, since node i is not yet part of the

system and i is yet unknown to other nodes. Furthermore, notice that any symbol

in a sequence can only improve (move toward the top element) or maintain its

position in the queue. It remains to show that any symbol in a sequence will

always improve its position in the queue.

We will show that any symbol occurring in any lock queue will eventually

reach the top position in the queue. Assume some symbol s ∈ {js, l, ls} occurs

in the sequence of some node n. If s is the top element of the sequence we are

done; the s request currently holds the lock. Assume s is not the top element of the

sequence. According to Lemma 3.2.3 the l symbol can only be in the last position

of a sequence and hence the symbol l cannot occur on the left side of symbol s.

Hence, only symbols js and ls can occur on the left of symbol s in any sequence,

which implies that the symbol occurring in the top position is either js, or ls.

We inspect three cases separately.

Case 1; Assume n is the node with the highest identifier (n = z). Regardless

of whether the top element is js, or ls, it represents a request by some node m to

acquire the second and final lock. Hence, m has acquired both required locks and

will soon release both of them by calling Dequeue().

Case 2; Assume n is the successor of the node with the highest identifier

(n = z.succ). If the top element is js, the node making the request has acquired

both its locks and will eventually be dequeued from the sequence. If the top

element is a ls, it represents a request made by node z. That implies that z has

acquired its first lock, and z will request Lz, which by case 1 will eventually be

granted, after which z has both required locks implying that ls will eventually

be dequeued from the sequence.

Case 3; Assume n is any other node other than z and z.succ. This case is the

same as case 1.

All three cases show that the top element will repeatedly be dequeued, until

the top element becomes s, which completes the proof that any request to a lock

will eventually be granted.
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Drawbacks with Asymmetric Locking There are some performance

drawbacks with the proposed asymmetric locking scheme. If neighboring

nodes on the ring all try to leave at the same time, it might in the worst

case happen that they can only make progress sequentially, one-by-one.

Assume a system consisting of 10 nodes with the identifiers 5, 6, · · · , 14.

As indicated by Figure 3.3, nodes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, might all attempt to leave

the the same time. Each of the nodes i successfully acquires its own lock

Li. Thereafter, nodes 5 through 8 attempt to take the lock hosted by their

successor, but as the lock is currently held by the hosting node, their re-

quest is forwarded until it ends up in the lock queue of node 10. Only

node 9 will succeed in acquiring L10, and then successfully leave. There-

after, node 8, which is now placed on node 10’s lock queue, can acquire

L10 and then leave. This continues sequentially in this manner, until fi-

nally node 5 acquires L10 and leaves the system. The above situation can

be generalized to n neighboring nodes leaving, in which it will take time

linearly proportional to n before all of them are done leaving. In addition,

if any node wants to join, and its successor is one of the leaving nodes,

the joining node has to wait as well.

y z { | } ~ �
� � � � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � � � �

Figure 3.3: Consecutive leaves leading to sequential progress. Nodes 5

through 9 are attempting to leave, each has acquired its own lock, and

is waiting for its successor’s lock. Only node 9 can make progress by

acquiring L10, thereafter node 8 makes progress, etcetera.

To circumvent the above situation, we provide another solution which

is inspired by the third Coffman condition: preemption of nodes that

hold a lock. Since the join/leave algorithms only modify pointers after

they have acquired two locks, a node which manages to get one lock, but

fails to get a second lock, could release the first lock and retry.
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Our randomized locking algorithm works as follows. Every joining/leav-

ing node j first attempts to acquire its own lock Lj, and thereafter its suc-

cessor’s lock, Lj.succ. If a node cannot acquire some lock because the lock

is not free, the node releases all the locks it holds and retries to acquire

the locks again after waiting a random time.

Aside from the performance reasons previously mentioned, this solu-

tion is simpler as it is stateless, and hence simplifies fault-tolerance. For

example, if some node fails, all the nodes in its lock queue will be waiting

indefinitely for it.

We first state a simple fact, and then show that the algorithm is star-

vation free.

Theorem 3.2.5. The randomized locking algorithm is free from deadlocks.

Proof. The third Coffman condition, preemption of locks, is never satisfied.

Therefore, the necessary conditions for a deadlock are never satisfied.

Hence, the randomized locking algorithm ensures that every held lock

is eventually released, either because a node has acquired both necessary

locks and will release both locks after updating the relevant pointers, or

because the node holding the lock was not able to acquire both necessary

locks and will therefore release any acquired locks to try again later.

Next, we show that the algorithm is free from starvation assuming

some finite bound on the total number of joins and leaves. The assump-

tion is justified because there can only be a finite number of nodes that

can contend for the lock at any given point in time.

Theorem 3.2.6. The randomized locking algorithm is free from starvation.

Proof. Assume the maximum number of nodes that can contend for a lock at

any given instant is k. Theorem 3.2.5 showed that the lock is always freed, in

which case all the nodes race to acquire it. One of them will always succeed. We

assume that all nodes contending for a lock have equal probability of succeeding.

This is motivated by the random wait in the algorithm.

The probability that a fixed node j is never able to fetch its first lock and starve

is:

Pr[j starves] = lim
n→∞

(

1 − 1

k1

) (

1 − 1

k2

)

· · ·
(

1 − 1

kn

)

Where ki is the number of contending nodes time i, hence ki ≤ k. Therefore,
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Pr[j starves] ≤ lim
n→∞

(

1 − 1

k

)n

= 0

The above argument shows that every node will eventually get its first lock.

The argument can be extended to the second lock as well, as a node that acquired

its first lock will contend for the second lock. Even if it is not able to get the

second lock, it will be able to eventually acquire its first lock, and again contend

for its second lock. Hence, a node keeps contending for its second lock, and will

eventually acquire it by the same argument as above.

3.3 Lookup Consistency

The previous section primarily dealt with concurrency control. It showed

how concurrent join and leaves could be coordinated to avoid two neigh-

boring nodes in the ring joining and/or leaving at the same time. So far,

we have not dealt with the traversal of these pointers, i.e. lookups. While

joins and leaves are happening, we would like to make lookups to find

the successor of certain identifier.

Correct lookups in the presence of dynamism is not only important

for applications using the overlay, it is crucial to make joins work prop-

erly. In the algorithms described in the previous section we assumed that

a joining node knows its successor. For this assumption to be valid, a

joining node needs to acquire a reference to its successor, which it does

by making a lookup.

Correctness of lookups will depend on the lookup algorithm, as well

as the join and the leave algorithms. So far, we have only explained

how a node successfully acquires locks to avoid conflicting updates to

pointers. We have to, however, ensure that potential lookups are correct

when the succ and pred pointers are being updated during join and leave

operations. Next, we show how a joining or leaving node should update

the relevant pointers when it has acquired the necessary locks. Since we

assume the relevant locks are acquired, the succ and pred pointers can

be updated without the interference of any other joins or leaves (see the

Non-interference Theorem (3.2.1)).
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3.3.1 Lookup Consistency in the Presence of Joins

In Section 3.2 we showed how a node acquires the relevant locks. In this

section we describe how a joining node, which has acquired both relevant

locks, updates its own, as well as its successor’s and predecessor’s succ

and pred pointers. We refer to the joining node as q, its predecessor as p,

and its successor as r.

Algorithm 4 assumes that some joining node has acquired both rele-

vant locks, and therefore has a correct succ pointer. We also assume that

its pred pointer is set to nil. The time-space diagram shown by Figure 3.4

depicts the same algorithm fully. Time-space diagrams normally only

show one out of many possible executions. However, Algorithm 4 has

no alternative executions, or interleavings and therefore the time-space

diagram contains all information about the algorithm.

As seen by Figure 3.4, the joining node q sends an UpdatePred mes-

sage to its successor r. The successor r, upon receipt of UpdatePred,

sets a special boolean variable called JoinForward to true, updates its

pred pointer to point to the joining node q, and sends a JoinPoint mes-

sage to the joining node. The receipt of the UpdatePred message con-

stitutes a join point, which represents that responsibility of the identifiers

in the range (p, q] are instantaneously transferred from r to q. The rest

of the algorithm is straight forward, as the joining node updates both its

pointers, sends an UpdateSucc message to its predecessor p, which then

sends a StopForwarding message to its successor r and updates its suc-

cessor pointer to point to the newly joined node. Node r sets its special

JoinForward variable to false upon receipt of StopForwarding, and ter-

minates the algorithm by sending Finish to the joining node. The joining

node knows the pointers have been updated correctly when it receives

Finish, and can safely release any held locks.

Any node in the system might do a lookup while nodes are joining.

During a join, however, node p’s successor pointer might point to either

node r or node q. We would like it to point to r before the join point,

and to q after the join point. The former case is ensured automatically

assuming p’s successor pointer was correctly pointing to r before the join

operation. The latter case, however, is not necessarily satisfied. We how-

ever circumvent the problem by letting r forward requests coming from p

(r.oldpred) to node q while r’s variable JoinForward is true. The FIFO re-

quirement for channels ensures that messages from p pass through node
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Algorithm 4 Pointer updates during joins

1: event n.UpdateJoin() from n ⊲ Assuming succ is correct

2: sendto succ.UpdatePred()

3: end event

4: event n.UpdatePred() from m

5: JoinForward :=true ⊲ Forwarding Enabled

6: sendto m.JoinPoint(pred) ⊲ Join Point

7: oldpred := pred

8: pred := m

9: end event

10: event n.JoinPoint(p) from m

11: pred := p

12: succ := m

13: sendto pred.UpdateSucc()

14: end event

15: event n.UpdateSucc() from m

16: sendto succ.StopForwarding()

17: succ := m

18: end event

19: event n.StopForwarding() from m

20: JoinForward :=false ⊲ Forwarding Disabled

21: sendto pred.Finish()

22: end event
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Figure 3.4: Time-space diagram showing how a joining node should up-

date the relevant succ and pred pointers. Node q should have acquired

the relevant locks before initiating the algorithm, and it should release

the locks when the algorithm finishes.

q after the join point.

3.3.2 Lookup Consistency in the Presence of Leaves

In this section we describe how a leaving node, which has acquired both

relevant locks, updates its successor’s and predecessor’s pred and succ

pointers, respectively. We refer to the leaving node as q, its predecessor

as p, and its successor as r.

Algorithm 5 assumes that some leaving node has acquired both rele-

vant locks. The time-space diagram shown by Figure 3.5 depicts the same

algorithm fully.
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As seen by Figure 3.5, the leaving node q starts by setting its boolean

LeaveForward variable to true and sends a LeavePoint message to its suc-

cessor r. This constitutes a leave point, which represents that responsibility

of the identifiers in the range (p, q] are instantaneously transferred from

q to r. The rest of the algorithm is straightforward, as node r updates its

predecessor pointer to point to p and informs p to update its successor

pointer to point to r. Thereafter, node p sends a StopForwarding mes-

sage to q. Node q sets its special LeaveForward variable to false upon

receipt of StopForwarding.

The leaving node knows the pointers have been updated correctly

when it receives StopForwarding, and can safely release any held locks

and leave the system.

Algorithm 5 Pointer updates during leaves

1: event n.UpdateLeave() from n

2: LeaveForward := true ⊲ Forwarding Enabled

3: sendto succ.LeavePoint(pred)

4: end event

5: event n.LeavePoint(p) from m

6: pred := p

7: sendto pred.UpdateSucc()

8: end event

9: event n.UpdateSucc() from m

10: sendto succ.StopForwarding()

11: succ := m

12: end event

13: event n.StopForwarding() from m

14: LeaveForward :=false ⊲ Forwarding Disabled

15: end event

As with the join case, any node in the system might do a lookup while

nodes are leaving. During a leave, however, node p’s successor pointer

might point to either node r or node q. We would like it to point to q

before the leave point, and to r after the leave point. The former case

is ensured automatically assuming p’s successor pointer was correctly
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Figure 3.5: Time-space diagram showing how a leaving node should up-

date the succ and pred pointers. Node q should have acquired the relevant

locks before initiating the algorithm, and it should release the locks when

the algorithm finishes.

pointing to r before the leave operation. The latter case, however, is not

necessarily satisfied. We however circumvent the problem by letting q for-

ward requests coming from p to node r while q’s variable LeaveForward

is true. The FIFO requirement for channels ensures that messages from p

pass through node r after the leave point.

3.3.3 Data Management in Distributed Hash Tables

So far, we have only mentioned that identifier responsibility moves from

one node to another as nodes join and leave. As we previously men-

tioned, the concept of identifier responsibility can be used to build a dis-

tributed hash table (DHT) abstraction. In such a case, a node might be

locally storing data items, whose keys are in the range of the node’s iden-

tifier responsibility. As identifier responsibility changes, so do the items

that a node should be storing.
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We first present naı̈ve solution. As a node’s responsibility is changed

by the sending of a JoinPoint or LeavePoint, items in the changed

ranged can be piggy-backed with the message, ensuring that data items

are always present at the right place.

As the size of the data items grow, it might be infeasible to piggy-

back all necessary items in one message. Nevertheless, what is impor-

tant is that data responsibility is always consistently defined, which we

will show is the case with our algorithms. Another protocol could be

used, which lazily, or eagerly fetches items according to the data respon-

sibility. For example, as data responsibility shifts with the sending of a

LeavePoint message, the successor of the leaving node could buffer all

requests to the identifiers in the changed range, while the leaving node

transfers the items over to its successor. Whenever the successor of the

leaving node has received all items of the leaving node, it can begin to

process the buffered queries. A similar scheme can be used for joins.

3.3.4 Lookups With Joins and Leaves

The previous sections paved the way for the lookup algorithm, which we

now fully define.

Algorithm 6 shows a transitive lookup, which goes from node to node

until it arrives at the successor of the identifier, in which case it returns

directly to the source of the request. The algorithm is initiated by sending

a Lookup(id, src) message to any node, where id is the identifier whose

successor is to be found, and src is the source node to receive the response.

The algorithm first checks if the JoinForward variable is true, in which

case it ensures that messages from its predecessor’s predecessor (the

oldpred variable) are redirected to its predecessor. A similar check is

made if the variable LeaveForward is true, in which case the node knows

it is leaving, and hence forwards the message to its successor. Note that

JoinForward and LeaveForward cannot both be true, as that would in-

dicate that the current node is leaving while its predecessor is joining,

which contradicts the locking mechanism described in Section 3.2.

If both JoinForward and LeaveForward are false, the algorithm first

checks to see if pred is nil. This can happen if a joining node initiates

a lookup before reaching its join point, in which case it forwards the

query to its successor. Otherwise, if the destination identifier is in its own

responsibility, it responds with an answer. In any other case, it forwards
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the message along the ring to its successor.

Algorithm 6 Lookup algorithm

1: event n.Lookup(id, src) from m

2: if JoinForward = true and m = oldpred then

3: sendto pred.Lookup(id, src) ⊲ Redirect Message

4: else if LeaveForward = true then

5: sendto succ.Lookup(id, src) ⊲ Redirect Message

6: else if pred 6= nil and id ∈ (pred, n] then

7: sendto src.LookupDone(n)

8: else

9: sendto succ.Lookup(id, src)

10: end if

11: end event

Proving Correctness of Lookup Consistency Our consistency require-

ment will be that at any given time, every identifier will be under the

responsibility of exactly one node.

More formally, we say that the configuration of the system at any given

discretized time, is the nodes in the system and their succ, pred pointers

as well as their variables JoinForward, LeaveForward, and oldpred.

We now construct a function, which given a configuration, mimics the

lookup operation of the system. For any given configuration of the system

δ, we define a function called lookupδ that takes two identifiers k and i,

where k is some arbitrary destination identifier and i is the identifier of a

node in δ, and returns the identifier of some node in δ. We do not provide

the function, but it looks almost identical to Algorithm 6, except that the

message passing is replaced with recursive calls.

Our consistency requirement can therefore be defined as:

if lookupδ(k, i) = p and lookupδ(k, j) = q, then p = q

The above requirement ensures that if the system state is frozen at any

given instant, lookups for any identifier will return the same responsible

node regardless of the node at which the lookup is initiated.

Theorem 3.3.1. The lookup algorithm satisfies the consistency requirement.
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Proof. We first proceed by induction on joins. The hypothesis is that the consis-

tency requirement is true for a configuration.

First, notice that the first node ever is handled as a special case, where the

joining node j sets j.succ = j and j.pred = j, making it responsible for all

lookups. Hence, the hypothesis is trivially true for the base case.

Assume the hypothesis is true for some configuration δ. Then we show that it

will be true for all configurations which result from the steps of the join algorithm.

Assume node q is joining, with predecessor p and successor r. Before q joins,

r.pred is pointing to p, making lookupδ(k, r) = r for all keys k in (p, r], and by

the hypothesis lookupδ(k, i) = r for all nodes i in δ.

In the first step of q’s join, q.succ is set to r and q.pred is set to nil. This

implies that lookups are unaffected, as any lookup from q will be forwarded to r,

and lookups do not terminate at q since q.pred is set to nil.

The second step is the join point when r receives UpdatePred, sets r.pred

to point to q, and enables join forwarding. From thereon, lookups for identifiers

(p, q] will return q regardless of where they are initiated. If initiated by r, they

are forwarded to q since join forwarding is on. If initiated by q, they will be

forwarded to r which redirects it to q, which by the FIFO assumption has set

q.pred to p, and hence will return itself as responsible. If they are initiated

anywhere else, they will by the induction hypothesis end up at node r, which

forwards them to node q, which returns itself as responsible. The next step, the

receipt of UpdateSucc by p, does not affect the results of lookups, but merely

incorporates q into the chain of successors. It remains to show that the step where

r turns of join forwarding does not affect lookups. By the FIFO assumption, the

receipt of StopForwarding ensures that q.succ = r, q.pred = p, p.succ = q,

r.pred = q, i.e. q is properly incorporated into the ring, therefore forwarding is

no longer necessary.

The existence of configurations where the hypothesis is true due to join has

been shown. We now show change our hypothesis to be that the consistency

requirement is true for δ or δ contains no nodes. Assume the hypothesis is true

for δ, we then show that if q (with predecessor p and successor r) leaves, it

hypothesis will be true for all intermediary configurations. If q is the last node,

then the hypothesis is trivially true. Otherwise, by the hypothesis, all lookups for

(p, q] terminate at q with q as responsible. In the first step, leave forwarding is

enabled by q. Hence, any lookups terminating in δ at node q, will be forwarded

to node r which will, by the FIFO assumption, have r.pred = p. Therefore, any

queries previously returning q as responsible will return r as responsible. Second

step makes r.pred = p, ensuring lookups to identifiers in (p, q] reaching r are
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terminated with r as responsible. Note that the second step causally succeeds the

first step, ensuring that requests to q are forwarded to r. The third step ensures

that p.succ = r, r.pred = p, and leave forwarding is enabled, hence there are no

pointers to q in the configuration. Finally, q safely disables leave forwarding, as

no more lookups could arrive to q as of the third step.

This completes the proof that the consistency requirement is always satisfied.

3.4 Optimized Atomic Ring Maintenance

In this section we combine the randomized locking algorithm, and the

lookup consistency algorithm, with all required special cases for system

sizes less than three and describe the algorithms.

It is possible to combine the asymmetric or randomized locking scheme

with the pointer update algorithm (Algorithms 4 and 5) to arrive at a full

algorithm. The algorithm can, however, be optimized to consume less

messages. This can be realized by a close look at the asymmetric locking

algorithm (Algorithm 2). A joining or leaving node has to acquire its suc-

cessor’s lock, which requires two messages. Only thereafter it can update

the successor’s pred pointer, a step which also requires two messages.

This section optimizes these two steps such that a successful request to

acquire the successor’s lock will have the side effect that the successor

correctly updates its pred pointer.

General Algorithm Description The lock at each node is represented

by the variable lock, which takes two possible values {free,taken}, ini-

tially set to free. Similarly, each node uses two boolean variables called

JoinForward and LeaveForward, which are initially set to false.

Each node also keeps a variable called status, which is only used to

facilitate the understanding of the algorithm. The status variable changes

values according to the state machine shown in Figure 3.6. The state

called inside indicates that the node is not leaving nor joining, nor is its

predecessor leaving. The rest of the states are explained, below, in the

informal descriptions of the algorithms.
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inside

leavereq

appl. leave

predleavereq

<LeaveReq><RetryLeave>

leaving

<GrantLeave>

predleaving

<LeavePoint>

<LeaveDone>

joinreq <RetryJoin>

joining

<JoinPoint>

<JoinDone>

Figure 3.6: State transition diagram showing how a nodes status can

change for the optimized randomized algorithm. Events indicate received

messages, while the states indicate the status of the node.

3.4.1 The Join Algorithm

We now informally describe the join algorithm, which is given by Algo-

rithms 7 and 8. Throughout the example, we will assume that a node q is

joining between a node r and its predecessor p.

Initially, a joining node starts with lock set to taken and status set to

joinreq, indicating that it has acquired the local lock and it is waiting to

join. An exception is made if the node is the only node in the system, in

which case it initializes its pointers, sets its lock to free, and sets status to

the state inside. The next step for the joining node with id q is to send a

JoinReq message to the current successor of identifier q. This is trivially

done by following the successor pointers until a node r is found where q
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is an identifier which is under the responsibility of r (q ∈ (r.pred, r]). We

are currently not really concerned with the efficiency or the algorithmic

details of finding q’s successor, but we shall return to this issue later in

Chapter 4.

The successor r of a joining node q will either grant q’s request or asks

q to retry joining later. The latter case occurs when r’s lock is taken, in

which case r sends q a RetryJoin message, which results in q waiting a

random amount of time before retrying. This scheme can be optimized

by letting the successor preempt the retry when its lock becomes free.

If node r grants q’s join request, r will immediately set its boolean

variable JoinForward to true and change the state of its lock to taken,

indicating that it is locked because its predecessor is joining. It will also

save its pred pointer in a temporary oldpred variable, and change its pred

pointer to point to the joining node q. Thereafter r will send q a Join-

Point message, which constitutes the join point, where the identifiers in

the range (r.oldpred, q] are instantaneously transferred to the new node

q. Node q updates its successor and predecessor variable whenever it

receives the JoinPoint from its successor, and updates its status vari-

able from joinreq to joining, indicating that the join point has occurred.

Hence, both the nodes involved in the move of the join point can deter-

mine from their variables if their join point has occurred.

Finally, after receiving the JoinPoint message, the new node q will

ask the predecessor to update its succ pointer. This is achieved by sending

a NewSucc message to the predecessor, which responds by updating its

succ variable to q and sends a NewSuccAck to its old successor r (p.succ),

which will free its lock and set its status to inside. Thereafter, r sends a

JoinDone message to the new node, which finally frees its lock.

As previously described, a node with JoinForward = true will redirect

messages received from oldpred to the new node (pred) to ensure that

lookups relevant to the new node always end up at the new node after the

join point. Hence, lookup consistency is always guaranteed (see lookup

consistency in Section 3.3.4).

A successful execution of a join operation is shown by the time-space

diagram shown in Figure 3.7.
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Algorithm 7 Optimized atomic join algorithm

1: event n.Join(e) from app

2: if e = nil then

3: lock := free

4: pred := n

5: succ := n

6: else

7: lock := taken

8: pred := nil

9: succ := nil

10: status := joinreq

11: sendto e.JoinReq(n)

12: end if

13: end event

14: event n.JoinReq(d) from m

15: if JoinForward and m = oldpred then

16: sendto pred.JoinReq(d) ⊲ Join Forwarding

17: else if LeaveForward then

18: sendto succ.JoinReq(d) ⊲ Leave Forwarding

19: else if pred 6= nil and d ∈ (n, pred] then

20: sendto succ.JoinReq(d)

21: else

22: if lock 6= free or pred = nil then

23: sendto m.RetryJoin()

24: else

25: JoinForward := true

26: lock := taken

27: sendto m.JoinPoint(pred)

28: oldpred := pred

29: pred := m

30: end if

31: end if

32: end event
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Algorithm 8 Optimized atomic join algorithm continued

1: event n.JoinPoint(p) from m

2: status :=joining

3: pred := p

4: succ := m

5: sendto pred.NewSucc()

6: end event

7: event n.NewSucc() from m

8: sendto succ.NewSuccAck(m)

9: succ := m

10: end event

11: event n.NewSuccAck(q) from m

12: lock := free

13: JoinForward := false

14: sendto q.JoinDone()

15: end event

16: event n.JoinDone() from m

17: lock := free

18: status := inside

19: end event
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Figure 3.7: Time-space diagram of the successful join of a node.

3.4.2 The Leave Algorithm

We now informally describe the leave algorithm, which is given by Algo-

rithms 9 and 10. Throughout the example, we will assume that a node q

is leaving with predecessor p and successor r.

The leaving node q can only initiate a leave request when its lock is

free. If it is not, it will wait and retry later. When its lock is free, it

initiates the leave operation. If the node is the last node in the system,

it will detect that, since its its pred and succ pointers will be pointing at

itself, in which case it can leave unnoticed. If it is not the last node, it

starts by sending a LeaveReq to its successor r.

The successor, node r, will only accept a leave request if its lock is free.

If it is not, it will send a RetryLeave message, which results in q freeing

its look and waiting a random amount of time before retrying again. If r

accepts the request, it sets its lock to taken and it changes its status from
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inside to predleavereq and sends a GrantLeave message to the leaving

node q.

Upon receiving the GrantLeave message, the leaving node sets its

variable LeaveForward to true, changes its status to leaving, and trans-

fers responsibility of all identifiers in (q.pred, q] to its successor r. We will

call this the leave point. This is done by sending a LeavePoint message to

the successor r, which reacts by changing its status from predleavereq to

predleaving and setting its pred pointer to the leaving node’s predeces-

sor, p.

After the leave point, r asks its new predecessor to update its succ

pointer to point to r by sending a UpdateSucc message to p. Node p,

reacts by sending UpdateSuccAck to its current successor q, and there-

after updating its succ pointer to point to r. The leaving node q knows by

the receipt of UpdateSuccAck that its predecessor its no longer going to

forward any queries to it, and can therefore send a LeaveDone message

to its successor r and leave the system.

Finally, node r receives LeaveDone, frees its lock, and changes its

status to inside, to allow new join or leaves, either from itself, its prede-

cessor, or from new nodes.

As with joins, misdirected messages are redirected. In particular, any

messages received will be redirected to the successor of the leaving node

to ensure lookup consistency (see lookup consistency in Section 3.3.4).

A successful execution of a leave operation is shown by the time-space

diagram shown in Figure 3.8.

3.5 Dealing With Failures

Our purpose is to build a system which functions in an asynchronous

network, such as the Internet. It is therefore natural to aim at providing

lookup consistency in the presence of crash failures and network parti-

tions.

Unfortunately, we will show that it is impossible to implement a sys-

tem which provides lookup consistency in an asynchronous network with

network partitions. The result is related to what is known as Brewer’s Con-

jecture [19], which states that it is impossible for a web service to provide

the following three guarantees:

• Consistency
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Algorithm 9 Optimized atomic leave algorithm

1: event n.Leave() from app

2: if lock 6= free then ⊲ Application should try again later

3: else if succ = pred and succ = n then

⊲ Last node, can quit

4: else

5: status := leavereq

6: lock := true

7: sendto succ.LeaveReq()

8: end if

9: end event

10: event n.LeaveReq() from m

11: if lock = free then

12: lock := taken

13: sendto m.GrantLeave()

14: state :=predleavereq

15: else if lock 6= free then

16: sendto m.RetryLeave()

17: end if

18: end event

19: event n.RetryLeave() from m

20: status := inside

21: lock := free ⊲ Retry leaving later

22: end event

23: event n.GrantLeave() from m

24: LeaveForward := true

25: status := leaving

26: sendto m.LeavePoint(pred)

27: end event
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Algorithm 10 Optimized atomic leave algorithm continued

1: event n.LeavePoint(q) from m

2: status :=predleaving

3: pred := q

4: sendto pred.UpdateSucc()

5: end event

6: event n.UpdateSucc() from m

7: sendto succ.UpdateSuccAck()

8: succ := m

9: end event

10: event n.UpdateSuccAck() from m

11: sendto succ.LeaveDone() ⊲ Leave the system

12: end event

13: event n.LeaveDone() from m

14: lock := free

15: status := inside

16: end event
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Figure 3.8: Time-space diagram of the successful leave of a node.

• Availability

• Partition-tolerance

The conjecture has been formalized and proven by Gilbert and Lynch

[52]. We will take consistency to be lookup consistency as we defined

in Section 3.3.4. We next describe the term availability and partition-

tolerance.

By availability, it is meant that every request received by a non-failed

node must eventually result in a response. This requirement is quite

weak, as it does not require a response within any time bounds, but
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rather requires that a response comes back at some point in time. Hence,

it is a natural termination requirement for any distributed service.

Partition tolerance1, means that the nodes in the system can become

partitioned into different components, in which nodes in different com-

ponents cannot communicate.

We now give the impossibility result, which even allows for inconsis-

tent lookups while the network is partitioned. The proof makes certain

assumptions about lookups, because it is trivial to create a system which

guarantees lookup consistency by always returning 0 as the result of any

lookup. More precisely, we assume that a lookup returns the identity of

one of the nodes that is in the same partition as the initiator of the lookup,

and that the identity of all nodes is unique. The Chord lookup function,

which returns the successor of the identifier satisfies this requirement,

given that the responsible node is in the same network component as the

lookup initiator.

Theorem 3.5.1. It is impossible in the asynchronous network model to provide a

ring-based structured overlay network that guarantees the following properties:

• Lookup consistency in every network component

• Availability

• Partition tolerance

Proof. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Assume there exists a system which

guarantees availability, partition tolerance, and provides lookup consistency in

every network component.

Assume a configuration C of a correct ring consisting of the nodes 0, 1, 2, 3,

4, 5. Assume the network partitions the nodes into the following two components

A = {2, 3, 4} and B = {0, 1, 5}.

The system still needs to provide availability. Hence, a lookup for identifier x

in component A needs to return an identifier i ∈ A. Therefore, some operations

OA will take place on the nodes in A which adapt the pointers in A, such that

the lookup returns an identifier i ∈ A. Similarly, a lookup for identifier x in

component B needs to return an identifier i ∈ B. Therefore, some operations

OB will take place on the nodes in B which adapt the pointers in B, such that

1Gilbert and Lynch model a partition as a network which is allowed to lose arbitrarily

many messages sent from one node to another. Hence, a network partition means that

messages from the nodes in one component to another are dropped.
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the lookup returns an identifier i ∈ B. We refer to the resulting configuration

after all operations OA and OB as D. We now construct an execution starting

in C, in which no partition takes place, where all the operations OA take place

first, and thereafter all the operations OB take place. The asynchrony in the

network permits delaying all messages between the two components long after

the operations OA and OB are finished, making it appear as if there is a network

partition. This execution is indistinguishable from the one in which the network

partitioned. Hence, the system will end up in configuration D. Configuration D

gives inconsistent lookups, as lookups for x initiated by a node in A will result

in a different answer than lookups for x initiated by a node in B. More precisely,

lookupD(x, i) 6= lookupD(x, j) for i ∈ A and j ∈ B. Since there only exists one

network component, this contradicts the existence of a system which gives the

assumed guarantees.

Note that the impossibility result shows that lookup consistency is

not possible in an asynchronous network which partitions. But perhaps

lookup consistency is possible in an asynchronous network with failures,

but without partitions. We do not know the answer to this. But the

following observation makes us pessimistic.

We use failure detectors to detect and recover from failures. Neverthe-

less, any algorithm which attempts to detect failures in an asynchronous

network risks inaccurately suspecting the failure of a correct, albeit slow,

node [26]. The reason for this is that if this was not the case, the failure

detector could be used to solve the consensus problem in an asynchronous

network with failures, which is known to be impossible to solve [46].

Hence, our system may very well behave as follows. Assume a correct

ring consisting of the nodes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. At some point, node

2 inaccurately suspects that its predecessor 1 has failed, and node 4 in-

accurately suspects that its successor 5 has failed. Similarly, node 1 in-

accurately suspects its successor 2 has failed, and node 5 inaccurately

suspects its predecessor 4 has failed. The system has partitioned into two

parts, one containing {0, 1, 5}, and one containing {2, 3, 4}. Hence, our

system will end up in the counter example used by the proof of the im-

possibility result. Note, that the mimicking of a network partition when

using inaccurate failure detectors can occur in other topologies than the

ring topology. Assume that such mimicking can be long lasting, and as-

sume that availability requires a response before the ostensible partition

recovers. Then a direct consequence of the theorem is that it is impossi-
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ble to build a system which always guarantees lookup consistency and

availability with inaccurate failure detectors.

As consequence of this, our goal will be to not provide eventual lookup

consistency in the presence of failures. Thus, we cannot guarantee lookup

consistency when failures are detected, but as the network eventually

becomes quiescent, we provide lookup consistency.

3.5.1 Periodic Stabilization and Successor-lists

In this subsection we show how the atomic ring maintenance for joins and

leaves is modified to handle failures. This work relies on much work pre-

viously done by the authors of Chord. For a thorough reference, please

refer to the Chord technical report [135].

The goal of periodic stabilization is to ensure that the pointers always

eventually form a correct ring. However, the algorithms we have de-

scribed make use of locking to guarantee lookup consistency. The atomic

ring maintenance algorithms can therefore block if a node fails. Hence,

we propose small modifications to the algorithms. Our goal will be to

ensure that every lock in the system is eventually released. Periodic sta-

bilization will take care of the rest, by ensuring that a correct ring is

eventually formed. Hence, the system will eventually form a correct ring

and all locks will eventually be released.

Next, we shortly describe the Chord protocols for periodic stabiliza-

tion and the maintenance of successor-lists, and thereafter show our mod-

ifications.

Periodic stabilization, as we described in Section 2.3.4, has two pur-

poses: incorporate new nodes into the ring and remove failed nodes from

the ring. It, however, does that by relying on successor-lists, as we de-

scribed in Section 2.3.4. But the successor-lists themselves may be incor-

rect due to joins and leaves, making the actions of periodic stabilization

erroneous. For example, if a node p detects that its successor has crashed,

it replaces it with the first alive entry q in its successor-list. Since the

successor-list might be out of date, some node other than q might be the

true successor of q. Hence, stabilization is done periodically to ensure

that the ring is eventually correct.

The periodic stabilization protocol achieves its goals by striving to

ensure that p.succ.pred = p for any node p. This is done by two mecha-

nisms: the FixSucc mechanism and the FixPred mechanism.
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Informally, the FixSucc mechanism periodically moves the successor

pointer of a node to the closest alive node in clockwise direction. This

is partly achieved by the conditional of the Stabilize procedure in Algo-

rithm 1, which updates the succ pointer at p if it finds that the successor’s

pred pointer points to a closer node than p’s current succ pointer.

Informally, the FixPred mechanism periodically moves the predeces-

sor pointer of a node to the closest alive node in anti-clockwise direction.

This is partly achieved in the conditional of the Notify procedure in Al-

gorithm 1, which updates the pred pointer at q if it finds that a node

whose succ pointer is pointing at q is closer than q’s current pred pointer.

Algorithm 1 does not suffice to achieve a correct ring in presence of

leaves and failures, because the listed algorithms only ensure that a node

points to the closest node, not to the closest alive node as required. For ex-

ample, assume a system with correct pointers where node 10’s successor

is node 20, whose successor is node 30. If node 20 leaves the system or

fails, the Stabilize procedure at node 10 will fail to contact its successor

to change its succ pointer to 30. This is therefore remedied as follows. If

a node detects that its successor is no longer present, it replaces it with

the first alive entry, f , in its successor-list. Even if f is not the correct

successor of that node, the FixSucc mechanism will update succ such that

it eventually points to the closest successor.

The above amendment will not ensure that the pred pointer always

points to the closest alive predecessor. For example, assume a system with

correct pointers where node 10’s successor is node 20, whose successor

is node 30. Assume node 20 leaves the system or fails, and the FixSucc

mechanism correctly updates 10’s succ pointer to 30. Next time node 10

invokes the Notify procedure at node 30, the conditional will fail and

node 30’s pred pointer will continue to point at node 20. This is remedied

by setting the pred pointer to nil if it is detected that the predecessor is

no longer present. The conditional in the Notify procedure is changed

such that the pred pointer is always updated if it has value nil.

The successor-list at each node is maintained periodically as well. Ev-

ery node periodically makes sure that its successor-list gets updated by

copying its successor’s successor-list, prepending the successor in the be-

ginning of the successor-list, and truncating the list to a fixed size.

The above described FixSucc and FixPred mechanisms, as well as the

maintenance of the successor-lists, are listed by Algorithm 11.

In the Chord technical report [135], it is shown that periodic stabi-
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Algorithm 11 Periodic stabilization with failures

1: procedure n.CheckPredecessor(p) ⊲ Locally called periodically

2: if IsAlive(pred) = false then

3: pred := nil

4: end if

5: end procedure

6: procedure n.Stabilize() ⊲ Locally called periodically

7: try

8: p := succ.GetPredecessor()

9: if p 6=nil and p ∈ (n, succ] then

10: succ := p

11: end if

12: slist := succ.GetSuccList()

13: succlist := succ + slist ⊲ Prepend succ to slist

14: succlist := trunc(succlist, k) ⊲ Right-truncate to fixed size k

15: succ.Notify(n)

16: end try catch(RemoteException)

17: succ := getFirstAliveNode(succlist) ⊲ Get closest alive node

18: end catch

19: end procedure

20: procedure n.GetPredecessor()

21: return pred

22: end procedure

23: procedure n.GetSuccList()

24: return succlist

25: end procedure

26: procedure n.Notify(p)

27: if pred = nil or p ∈ (pred, n] then

28: pred := p

29: end if

30: end procedure
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lization ensures that any interleaved sequence of joins and leaves will

eventually result in a ring where p.succ.pred = p. For self-sufficiency, we

include some of those theorems.

Theorem 3.5.2 (from [135]). If any sequence of join operations is executed

interleaved with stabilizations, then at some time after the last join the succ

pointers will form a cycle on all the nodes in the network.

The above theorem can be extended to pred pointers as well.

Corollary 3.5.3. If any sequence of join operations is executed interleaved with

stabilizations, then at some time after the last join the pred pointers will form a

cycle on all the nodes in the network.

Proof. By Theorem 3.5.2 the succ pointers will form a cycle on all the nodes in

the network. The Notify procedure just maintains the invariant that if a node

p correctly points at its successor q, then q’s pred pointer will point back at p.

Hence, the pred pointers will also form a cycle on all nodes in the network.

The size of the successor-list is usually set to be log2(n), where n is the

number of nodes in the system. Since, n is not globally known, it is either

estimated or sometimes set to be the maximum number of nodes that

could exist at any given time (n = 232 for every IP address). The reason

for this is that it is proven that even if nodes would fail with probability

0.5, every node would still have some alive node in its successor-list. This

result is proven, to varying degree of rigor, elsewhere [135, 72]. Hence,

with an adequate size of successor-lists, the system remains connected in

the presence of failures.

Theorem 3.5.4 (from [135]). If we use a successor-list of length r = O(log N)

in a network where every successor-list is correct, and then every node fails with

probability 1/2, then with high probability a lookup returns the closest living

successor to the query key.

We note that it is theoretically possible to construct a loopy ring, where

u.succ.pred = u for every node u, but where there exists a node v with

an identifier between u and u.succ (see Chapter 5). Periodic stabilization

cannot rectify such a ring. But since its not known how such a loopy ring

can occur, we ignore it in the rest of this chapter.
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3.5.2 Modified Periodic Stabilization

Previous section showed that the periodic stabilization algorithm, with

the FixSucc and FixPred mechanisms, handles both joins and failures. But

the atomic ring maintenance already takes care of joins and leaves. There-

fore, a viable question is whether a simpler algorithm than periodic stabi-

lization, which only deals with failures, can be used in conjunction with

atomic ring maintenance. Nonetheless, any algorithm which attempts to

detect failures in an asynchronous network risks inaccurately suspecting

the failure of a correct, albeit slow, node. Hence, in addition to atomic

ring maintenance, the system needs to detect and recover from failures,

as well as incorporate nodes which have been inaccurately classified as

failed. Thus, we will use both the FixSucc and FixPred mechanisms of

periodic stabilization.

The atomic ring maintenance algorithms will block if a node fails

before the algorithm has terminated. The reason for this is that locks

acquired by failed nodes will never be released. We propose a simple

solution, which ensures that all locks eventually get released. Our first

assumption is that periodic stabilization is run whenever a node’s lock is

free. Similarly, a precondition for the n.Notify procedure is that node n’s

lock is free, otherwise it will not modify its pred pointer.

Before we describe how to deal with failures, we describe the philoso-

phy behind it. Rather than checking whether a predecessor or a successor

has failed, we use timers which when expired lead to the locks being re-

leased. In other words, locks are only leased for a certain amount of time.

The reason why we use leased locks is that it guarantees that the locks

are eventually released. There are several pitfalls in relying on detecting

the failure of a successor or predecessor, rather than using timeouts as

we propose. One reason is that a predecessor or successor might be alive,

even though it never sends the final message that releases the lock. The

reason for this could be a bug in the program. Moreover, it is not difficult

for an adversary to make a client which acquires a lock, which it never

releases.

Since we are using timeouts, it could always be that a timeout is pre-

mature, which results in several different join and leave operations getting

intertwined. For example, some node might preemptively release a lock it

is hosting because of a timeout. Thereafter, its lock might be acquired by

some other node. By that time, the node which in the first case acquired
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the lock might send, unaware of the preemptive release, some message

according to the algorithm, which affects the latter operation. Therefore

every node should always have as a precondition that the received mes-

sage is in accordance with its lock. For example, a NewSuccAck message

should always be ignored if the lock is free.

Furthermore, each joining and leaving node always attaches a random

number to their leave or join operation. We refer to this as the operation

number. This number is piggy-backed in all messages that have to do

with the join or leave operation. Whenever the lock hosted by a node

is acquired, the hosting node stores the operation number in a opnum

variable. Whenever a node receives a message while its lock is not free,

it ensures that opnum is equal to the operation number in the message,

otherwise the message is ignored.

The join algorithm is modified, such that the successor of a joining

node also piggy-backs its successor-list with the JoinPoint message, such

that the joining node can initiate its own successor-list.

Our goal is to ensure that a node whose lock is acquired, ensures that

its lock is eventually released. This is achieved by every node i starting

a timer as soon as the lock it is hosting, Li, is acquired. The timer is

turned off as soon as Li becomes free. If the timer expires, the node

simply changes the state of its lock to free, and sets JoinForward and

LeaveForward to false. If a joining node’s timer expires and succ = nil,

then it restarts the join procedure until it gets its successor pointer. If a

leaving node’s timer expires, it simply leaves the system unnoticed.

We believe that the above algorithm will ensure eventual lookup con-

sistency, which we motivate informally in the following. If no timeouts

occur, the system will be the one described without periodic stabilization,

and hence will provide lookup consistency. Hence, we turn to the case

were timeouts occur. Because of timeouts, every lock is eventually re-

leased and the JoinForward and LeaveForward variables are set to false.

This has two consequences. First, the node will start periodic stabiliza-

tion. Second, it will ignore any remnant messages from any interrupted

join or leave operation. If a timeout occurs, it either occurs at the succes-

sor of a joining or leaving node.

If a timeout occurs at the successor of a joining or leaving node, it will

set its lock to free, making it start periodic stabilization. If the predeces-

sor has indeed failed, periodic stabilization will recover from the crash

failure, and the relevant locks will eventually be released, in which case
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we are back to a correct system state, with guarantees lookup consistency.

If the timeout is premature, and the predecessor is a leaving node, it will

eventually timeout and leave unnoticed, which makes this case identi-

cal to the one where the predecessor indeed has failed. If the timeout is

premature, and the predecessor is a joining node, periodic stabilization

will eventually correct the joining node’s succ pointer, provided that the

joining node has a successor-list, which we assume it has acquired at the

same time as it initially acquired its successor’s address. Thereafter, the

FixPred and FixSucc mechanisms will incorporate the new node into the

ring.

If a timeout occurs at a joining node there are two cases, depending

on if succ = nil. If the joining node has not set its succ pointer, which is

required for periodic stabilization, it will restart the join and eventually

get a correct successor. If succ 6= nil, all locks will eventually be released

and periodic stabilization will incorporate the new node into the ring,

since it has a succ pointer and a successor-list.

If a timeout occurs at a leaving node, it will leave, making it effectively

a failure. Eventually all locks will be released, and periodic stabilization

will rectify all pointers pointing at the absent node.

3.6 Related Work

Li, Misra, and Plaxton [89, 88, 87] independently discovered a similar ap-

proach as us. The advantage of their work is that they use assertional

reasoning to prove the safety of their algorithms, and hence have proofs

that are easier to verify. Consequently, their focus has mostly been on

the theoretical aspects of this problem. They assume a fault-free envi-

ronment, and do not use their algorithms to provide lookup consistency.

Furthermore, they cannot guarantee liveness, as their algorithm is not

starvation-free.

In the position paper by Lynch, Malkhi, and Ratajczak [95], it was

proposed for the first time to provide atomic access to data in a DHT.

They provide an algorithm in the appendix of the paper for achieving

this, but give no proof of its correctness. In the end of their paper they

indicate that work is in progress toward providing a full algorithm, which

can also deal with failures. One of the co-authors, however, has informed

us that they have not continued this work. Our work can be seen as a
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continuation of theirs. Moreover, as Li et al. point out, Lynch et al.’s

algorithm does not work for both joins and leaves, and a message may be

sent to a process that has already left the network [89].

The problem of concurrently updating linked lists and other data

structures has been studied in the context of lock-free algorithms for shared-

memory multiprocessors [139, 63]. In this context a data structure resides

in the shared memory of a computer, but the individual processors strive

to correctly update the data structure concurrently without using locks,

while guaranteeing that some processor always makes progress in updat-

ing the structure. The context is, however, different, which has led us to

believe that these results are not directly applicable to our problems. First,

failures in such contexts imply that individual processors have failed,

while the memory storing the data structure is intact. This is not the case

in distributed systems, where the data structure is distributed over many

nodes, each holding part of the data structure in their local memory. Fur-

thermore, the mentioned research provides lock-free implementations of

singly-linked lists, while our data structure is a doubly-linked list. We

believe that this subtle difference significantly complicates the problem.

The dining philosophers’ problem has been widely studied as we pre-

viously mentioned. A widely adopted solution to the problem is to use

randomization as suggested by Lehmann and Rabin [82]. They propose

that each philosopher randomly choose whether to first pick right or left

fork. This solution can, however, lead to a deadlock when the system size

is small, which is the case at some point for every DHT. For example, if

there are two nodes in the system and both pick left fork first, there will

be a deadlock.



4 Routing and

Maintenance

I
n this chapter we show how the basic ring structure, presented in

the previous chapter, can be augmented with extra pointers to make

routing more efficient. We provide different lookup strategies and

give algorithms that work in concert with atomic ring maintenance. Fi-

nally, we provide algorithms that ensure that routing failures never occur

unless nodes crash.

The ring structure has poor performance in terms of worst case mes-

sage complexity and time complexity. The worst case time complexity

and message complexity are n for the ring structure, because in the worst

case all of the ring needs to be traversed, or if the search can go in both

clockwise and anti-clockwise direction, half of the nodes in the ring need

to be traversed. Our extension will make the worst case time and mes-

sage complexity logk(n), where k is a configurable constant, and n is the

number of nodes in the system. This will in turn require that nodes carry

additional routing tables of size (k − 1) logk(n). From now on we will

refer to k as the base of the system.

4.1 Additional Pointers as in Chord

We now describe a simple extension to the ring, which will give us time

and message complexity log2(n) for n nodes. This extension is taken

directly from the Chord system [136].

Each node maintains a pred pointer, a succ pointer, and a successor-

list. In fact, the succ pointer of node p is pointing to the first node met

going on the ring in clockwise direction starting at p ⊕ 1. Hence, the

succ pointer of p is pointing to the successor of the identifier p ⊕ 1. A

83
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Figure 4.1: Simple extension of the ring with log2(n) extra pointers. The

filled circles indicate a node. The figure shows node 15’s additional point-

ers.

simple extension is to let node p also point to the successor of p ⊕ 2, p ⊕
22, · · · , p ⊕ 2L−1, where L = log2(N), where N is the size of the identifier

space.

Figure 4.1 shows a system with an identifier space {0, 1, · · · , 24 − 1}
(L = 4) and nodes 0, 2, 10, 15. The figure shows node 15’s additional

pointers. Node 15 points to the successors of the identifiers 15 ⊕ 20 = 0,

15⊕ 21 = 1, 15⊕ 22 = 3, and 15⊕ 23 = 7. Note that several pointers might

have the same successor, e.g. node 10 is the successor of both identifier 3

and 7 in Figure 4.1.

A node therefore has a routing table of size log2(N), where N is the

size of the identifier space. However, since nodes are spread uniformly

across the ring, it can be shown that only log2(n) entries are unique,

where n is the number of nodes in the system. The number of unique

pointers is significant, as it denotes the number of routing neighbors that

need topology maintenance (discussed in Section 4.5).
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4.2 Lookup Strategies

Lookups on the ring can now make use of more pointers. Before describ-

ing the exact lookup algorithm, we describe three lookup strategies that

are applicable to every DHT:

• Recursive lookup

• Iterative lookup

• Transitive lookup

The first two lookup strategies are most common and can be traced

back to DNS [107] [34, pg 5] [121, pg 3]. We define what we mean by

each, and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

We start by generalizing our description of a lookup, such that we can

give algorithms for each lookup strategy and for different DHT opera-

tions such as put and get. An initiating node1 starts a lookup to a partic-

ular destination identifier and some operation. The lookup algorithm will

then route to the node responsible for the destination identifier, where-

after the responsible node performs the operation and returns the result

of the operation back to the initiating node.

One particularly useful operation is to let the responsible node re-

turn its own contact information. In that case, the lookup simply returns

the responsible node for a given destination identifier. The initiator can

then implement basic DHT operations such as get, put, and delete, in

a two-step scheme. First, the initiator makes a lookup to find the node

responsible for a particular key. Thereafter, the initiator directly com-

municates with the responsible node to implement the desired operation.

This approach has, however, the disadvantage that between the two steps,

dynamism can affect the operation. For example, the responsible for the

key might change between the two steps, or the responsible node might

leave after the first step, making it necessary to restart the lookup. An-

other approach is to integrate the desired operation with the lookup. For

example, the lookup can be used to implement a DHT get operation,

where the responsible node returns the values associated with a key.

Every lookup algorithm can be defined in terms of two main abstrac-

tions: terminate(i) and next hop(i). The former is a boolean function

1We sometimes refer to the initiating node as the initiator.
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of recursive lookup. When a node receives a

request, it either has the answer and returns it, or it asks its next hop for

the answer and waits for a reply before responding to the requester.

that takes the destination identifier and returns true if the current node

has the result of the lookup and wants to terminate the lookup. Other-

wise the boolean function returns false. The next hop(i) function takes

the destination identifier and returns the next hop node in the routing

process. Most importantly, if terminate(i) is true, then next hop(i) re-

turns the address of the node responsible for i.

4.2.1 Recursive Lookup

When performing a recursive lookup, each node in the routing process

recursively asks the next hop node for the node responsible for the des-

tination identifier and returns whatever the next hop node returns. This

process is described by Algorithm 12 and illustrated by Figure 4.2.

The obvious disadvantage of this approach is that every node in the

path to the destination will be visited twice. Once as the query is being

forwarded, and once when the result is being passed back. Hence, the

probability of one of the nodes in the path leaving or failing increases,

compared to iterative or transitive lookup.

If recursive lookup is combined with other operations, it can have

performance drawbacks. For example, recursive lookup can be combined
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with a DHT get operation, such that it returns the value associated with

the identifier rather than returning the responsible node for the identifier.

In this case, the value of the get operation has to travel through every

node on the lookup path. In some applications, the values might be of

substantial size and will considerably increase the overall latency and

bandwidth consumption.

Algorithm 12 Recursive lookup algorithm

1: procedure n.lookup(i, op)

2: if terminate(i) then

3: p :=next hop(i)

4: res := p.op(i) ⊲ op could carry parameters

5: return res

6: else

7: m :=next hop(i)

8: return m.lookup(i, op)

9: end if

10: end procedure

There are, however, several advantages with recursive lookup com-

pared to the other lookup strategies. The advantages have to do with

the fact that nodes only communicate with the neighbors in their routing

tables. Hence, nodes can use connection-oriented communication, such

as TCP/IP, to maintain a connection with every routing neighbor. Hence,

the lookup will be passed through connections which have been estab-

lished in advance. This can reduce the latency of a lookup, as the cost

of connection establishment is avoided. The cost of connection establish-

ment includes detecting and rectifying the situation when a connection to

another node cannot be established due to outdated references, firewalls,

or NATs. Furthermore, sometimes a connection cannot be established to

another node due to non-transitivity in the network, whereby a node p

can establish a connection with q, and q can establish a connection with

r, but node p cannot directly establish a connection with node r [48].2

In contrast to iterative lookup, the perhaps most important advantage

of recursive lookup is that the system can employ proximity neighbor

2On the Internet, this phenomenon could be caused because one of the routers on

the route between p and r is malfunctioning.
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selection (see Chapter 1), where each node chooses to establish connec-

tions to nodes that it has low latency to, or it keeps only such nodes in its

routing tables. Consequently, recursive lookup yields a low stretch value.

Reliable Recursive Lookup

It is more difficult to provide reliability for recursive lookups compared

to iterative lookups. The difficulty lies in how to detect and recover from

failures. A central question is whether every node on the lookup path

should do failure detection or if that should only be done by the initiator.

In the former case, every node on the lookup path does failure detec-

tion on its next hop node. If it detects a failure, it removes that node from

its routing table, and issues a new lookup, the result of which it returns

to the caller. This requires that nodes remember pending lookups, such

that they can reissue them.

It is important to not rely on timers which expire if the lookup re-

sponse does not come back on time. The reason for this is that it is

difficult to determine the right timeout value. Given a recursive lookup

that goes through the nodes x1, · · · , xn, the time it takes for xi to receive

a response is strictly higher than the time it takes for xi+1 to receive a

response. Hence, each node on the lookup path needs to set a higher

timeout value than its next hop node. Furthermore, a single node fail-

ure can cause a timeout on multiple nodes involved in the same lookup.

These problems can be avoided by using failure detectors that use timers

on heartbeat messages. Hence, no timing assumptions are made on the

time it takes to receive a lookup response.

The inaccuracy of failure detectors can result in a node erroneously

suspecting a failure and reissuing a lookup. It is therefore possible that

multiple lookups are issued, leading to multiple responses. Hence, the

initiator needs to filter redundant responses. The initiator does that by

associating a unique identifier with every lookup request, and putting it

in a pending set. The initiator removes the identifier of a lookup from its

pending set whenever it receives a response for it. The initiator simply

ignores any responses for identifiers that are not present in its pending

set. Hence, redundant messages are filtered.

The other approach to reliable recursive lookups is to only let the ini-

tiator use a timer, which expires if too much time has passed without

receiving a lookup response. If the timer expires, the initiator reissues
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of iterative lookup. The initiator directly con-

tacts every node on the path of the query until it receives the answer.

the lookup. The initiator might receive redundant lookup responses due

to premature timeouts. Redundant lookup responses can be filtered using

the same method as described above. One disadvantage of this approach

is that it is difficult to estimate the expire time for the timer, as it depends

on many variables, such as the system size. Nevertheless, this approach

follows the end-to-end argument [125], which is how reliability is imple-

mented on the Internet.

4.2.2 Iterative Lookup

With iterative lookup, the initiator contacts the first hop in the lookup

path and receives back the address of the second hop node. Thereafter it

contacts the second hop node and asks it for the third hop node, and so

on, until it finds the node responsible for the destination identifier. This

process is described by Algorithm 13 and illustrated by Figure 4.3.

The advantages and disadvantages of iterative routing are comple-

mentary to those of recursive routing. In contrast to recursive rout-

ing, nodes not only communicate with nodes in their routing table, but

with many other nodes as well. There are several drawbacks to this, in-

cluding problems related to establishing a connection or non-transitivity.

Furthermore, proximity neighbor selection becomes pointless, because

node p might not have a low latency to node r even though node p has

low latency to q and q has low latency to r. It is, however, possible to
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Algorithm 13 Iterative lookup algorithm

1: procedure n.lookup(i, op)

2: m := n

3: while not m.terminate(i) do

4: m := m.next hop(i)

5: end while

6: p := m.next hop(i)

7: return p.op(i)

8: end procedure

achieve some proximity awareness by using synthetic coordinates (see

Section 1.2.2), which enables node p to approximate its latency to any

node r.

One advantage of iterative routing is that the initiator can make paral-

lel lookups, using multiple paths to the node responsible for the destina-

tion identifier. This is done in Kademlia [101] and EpiChord [83]. Hence,

the initiator may be connected to several first hop nodes, and from them

receive a list of candidate second hop nodes, from which it chooses a sub-

set to communicate to, and so on. This way, the initiator can ensure that

there is only a constant number of nodes involved in any parallel lookup.

This approach has two advantages. First, only the nodes that first re-

spond are chosen, which improves the latency. Second, it is resilient to

individual node failures. Parallel lookups are generally not possible with

the two other lookup strategies. We show, however, how it can be done

in conjunction with replication (see Chapter 6).

Reliable Iterative Lookup

It is straightforward to implement reliable lookup with iterative routing.

Since the initiator is involved in every step of the lookup, it can use a fail-

ure detector in every step of the algorithm. If a node fails, the initiator can

reissue a lookup to another node. Note that the failure detector can use a

timer on the expected lookup response. Unlike the failure detector used

for recursive lookup, it is not necessary to use a heartbeat mechanism in

the implementation of the failure detector. Redundant messages, which

are generated due to the inaccuracy of failure detectors, can be avoided

using the same technique as we described for implementing reliable re-
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of transitive lookup. Every node delegates the

responsibility of finding the responsible node to its next hop node. The

node that knows the answer directly responds back to the initiator.

cursive lookup (see Section 4.2.1).

4.2.3 Transitive Lookup

Transitive lookup is similar to recursive lookup, but rather than passing

back the result along the same path as the lookup, the result is directly

sent back from the node terminating the lookup to the initiating node.

This process is described by Algorithm 14, which partly contains event-

based communication. Figure 4.4 illustrates a transitive lookup.

Transitive lookup is a hybrid of recursive and iterative lookup. It

shares the advantage of recursive routing that nodes only communicate

with nodes they are pointing to. An exception is the last step, in which

the responsible node returns to the initiating node. This last step can

suffer from all the problems we mentioned with iterative lookup. For

example, NATs, firewalls, or non-transitivity in the network, can make

communication with the initiating node impossible.

Aside from potential problems with the last routing step, transitive

lookup benefits if proximity neighbor selection is used. Furthermore,

transitive lookup avoids the latency and potential failures which recur-

sive lookup suffers from when passing the result back along the lookup

path. If transitive lookup is combined with a DHT get operation, it will
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Algorithm 14 Transitive lookup algorithm

1: procedure n.lookup(i, op)

2: sendto n.lookup aux(n, i, op)

3: receive lookup res(r) from q

4: return r

5: end procedure

6: event n.lookup aux(q, i, op) from m

7: if terminate(i) then

8: p := next hop(i)

9: sendto p.lookup fin(q, i, op)

10: else

11: p :=next hop(i)

12: sendto p.lookup aux(q, i, op)

13: end if

14: end event

15: event n.lookup fin(q, i, op) from m

16: r := op(i)

17: sendto q.lookup res(r)

18: end event
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avoid the overhead of passing the return value through every node on the

lookup path.

Reliable Transitive Lookup

Reliable transitive lookup can be implemented using the end-to-end ap-

proach described for reliable recursive lookup (see Section 4.2.1). It is

much more complicated to let every node in the lookup path use failure

detectors and reissue lookups. The difficulty is that a node does not know

when to stop reissuing lookups. In reliable recursive lookup, a node only

reissues a lookup if it has a pending request for which it has not yet re-

ceived a response. In the transitive lookup, only the initiator receives a

response. Hence, the other nodes in the lookup path do not know if they

should reissue a lookup after they detect a failure, or if the lookup has

terminated correctly.

4.3 Greedy Lookup Algorithm

We now describe how greedy routing is done to find the successor of an

identifier, and hence the responsible node. Whenever a node p receives a

lookup for destination identifier i, it checks whether its successor is respon-

sible for that identifier, in which case it terminates the lookup. Otherwise,

it tries to forward the request to the pointer in the range (p, i), which is

closest in clockwise direction to i. Put differently, it tries to forward the

request to the closest possible node without overshooting3 the destination

identifier. If there is no such closest node, that means that the succes-

sor of the current node will be the successor of the destination identifier

i. Hence, the last step in the lookup path uses the successor pointer

of a node. Algorithm 15 shows the corresponding implementation of

terminate(i) and next hop(i).

The routing table of a node p, together with its succ and pred pointers,

are represented by a monotonic function rt, which maps integers to node

identifiers. Therefore, rt(1) points to the successor of p, and rt(2) points

to the second closest node, in clockwise direction, in p’s routing table,

etcetera. Hence, if p has K pointers, rt(K) points to p’s predecessor, which

is the node farthest away from p in clockwise direction.

3We say that a node p overshoots an identifier i if p routes to j when d(p, i)≤d(p, j).
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Algorithm 15 Greedy lookup

1: procedure n.terminate(i)

2: return i ∈ (n, succ]

3: end procedure

1: procedure n.next hop(i)

2: if terminate(i) then

3: return succ

4: else

5: r := succ

6: for j := 1 to K do ⊲ Node has K pointers

7: if rt(j) ∈ (n, i) then

8: r := rt(j)

9: end if

10: end for

11: return r

12: end if

13: end procedure
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A few things can be noted about the above algorithm. An invariant

of this algorithm is that the lookup request will always reach the prede-

cessor of the destination identifier and then be sent to the successor of

the destination identifier. Consequently, if a lookup already starts at the

successor of the destination identifier, it will be routed back through the

predecessor of the initiator before terminating.

We shortly summarize the following work previously done on Chord

[135]. It has been proven that at each step in the routing process, the dis-

tance, in the identifier space, to the destination identifier will be halved.

Hence, the successor of an identifier will be found in maximum log2(N)

hops, where N is the size of the identifier space,. This, however, can be a

quite large number as the number of nodes, n, is often much smaller than

the size of the identifier space. By assuming that nodes are distributed

uniformly on the ring, it has been proven that, with high probability,

the worst case number of hops to reach the destination is 2 log2(n) hops,

where n is the number of nodes. In summary, lookups can be performed

in O(log n) time, where n is the number of nodes.

4.3.1 Routing with Atomic Ring Maintenance

In the previous chapter we described how atomic ring maintenance could

be used to ensure lookup consistency on the ring. In this chapter we have

provided a different routing algorithm which not only routes on the ring,

but also uses the additional pointers in the system. This routing algorithm

can be integrated with the atomic ring maintenance algorithms to ensure

lookup consistency.

The key to providing lookup consistency is in the invariant that lookups

always pass through the predecessor of the responsible node. Hence, the

last hop of any lookup uses the succ pointer of the penultimate node. If

atomic ring maintenance is implemented as described in Section 3.3, the

last hop can simply use the succ pointer as normal. The final node should

always ensure two things depending on its state. If its JoinForward flag is

enabled, it should forward the request to its predecessor. Otherwise, if its

LeaveForward flag is enabled, it should send the lookup to its successor.

This way, lookup consistency will be guaranteed as proved in Section 3.3.
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4.4 Improved Lookups with the k-ary Principle

We next show how the pointers can be placed to achieve a time complex-

ity of logk(n), where n is the number of nodes and the base k is some

predefined constant. We refer to this as doing k-ary lookup or placing

pointers according to the k-ary principle. As we mentioned in Chapter 1,

this can be practical, as setting k = N
1
r guarantees a worst case lookup of

r hops, where r can be chosen to be any positive integer. This of course

comes at the cost of increased routing tables, which in turn requires main-

tenance as nodes join and leave. In some applications, however, this com-

promise is feasible.

To achieve k-ary lookup, we assume that the size of the identifier space

is a power of the desired base k, i.e. N = kL for some integer L. Each

node, in addition to storing succ and pred pointers, maintains a routing

table. The routing table consists of L = logk(N) levels. At each level l

(1 ≤ l ≤ L) a node p has a view of the identifier space defined as:

Vl =
[

p, p ⊕ kL−l+1
)

This means that for level one, the view consists of the whole identifier

space, because V1 =
[

p, p ⊕ kL
)

. At any other level (l > 1), the view

consists of one k:th of Vl−1 space. Put differently, the first level view of

node p consists of all identifiers. Level two’s view consists of a subset

of level one’s identifiers, specifically the one k:th of the identifiers closest

to node p. Level three consists of a subset of level two’s identifiers, in

particular the one k:th of the identifiers closest to node p.

At any level l (1 ≤ l ≤ L) the view is partitioned into k equally-sized

intervals denoted I l
i for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1. At a node p, I l

i is defined as:

I l
i =

[

p ⊕ ikL−l, p ⊕ (i + 1)kL−l
)

, 0 ≤ i < k, 1 ≤ l ≤ L

Each node p maintains a contact node for each interval in its routing

table. For simplicity, we will take the contact to be the successor of the

beginning of the interval. But more flexible choices are also valid, such

as any node in the interval as we describe in Section 4.5. Thus, for all

intervals j∈{1, 2, .., k − 1}, the successor for interval I l
j is chosen to be

the first node encountered, moving in clockwise direction, starting at the

beginning of the interval. This implies that for any level l (1 ≤ l ≤ L) the
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Figure 4.5: Figure of the routing table of node 0, for N = 64 and k =

4. The dotted arrows are the start of the intervals. The dark regions

represent the respective intervals. The left most figure shows the intervals

on level one. The center figure shows the intervals on level two. The

right-most figure shows the intervals on level three.

successor for interval I l
0 is always p itself. We will use S(I) to denote the

identifier of the successor node for interval I.

Figure 4.5 shows how an identifier space of size 43 = 64 is divided

when the base k = 4. Hence, the space consists of 3 levels (log4(64) = 3)

and each level is divided into 4 intervals (k = 4).

Illustrating Routing by Trees The above routing table is sufficient to

achieve logk(n) lookup hop counts, where n is the number of nodes and

k is the base of the system.

Another way to represent the routing tables at each node is by a k-

ary tree. Figure 4.6 shows the k-ary tree for node 10 when k = 3 and

the identifier space is {0, 1, · · · , 26}. For simplicity we assume a fully

populated system, i.e. where there is a node for every possible identifier.
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Figure 4.6: Node 10’s k-ary tree when k = 3, and identifier space size is

33 = 27. The system is fully populated. Vertices show an interval as well

as the successor of the interval in bold.
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Figure 4.7: Virtual k-ary tree rooted at node 10, when k = 3, and identifier

space size is 33 = 27. The system is fully populated. The dotted rectangles

indicate k-ary trees at different nodes. Vertices show an interval as well

as the successor of the interval in bold.

Each vertex in the tree shows an interval as well as the successor of the

interval in bold typeface.

It can be useful to extend the k-ary tree at a node into a virtual k-ary tree

which shows how routing would proceed. Figure 4.7 shows the virtual

k-ary tree for the same setting as in Figure 4.6.

Routing on the virtual k-ary tree The virtual k-ary tree shows the path

of the lookup. Assume a lookup is initiated by node 10 for identifier 26 in

the fully populated system depicted by the virtual k-ary tree in Figure 4.7.

Node 10 uses its k-ary routing table and finds that node 19, which is the

successor of interval [19...0], is its closest neighbor preceding 26. Hence,

the request is routed to node 19. Node 19 would use its k-ary routing
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table, and find that its closest neighbor preceding 26 is 25, which is the

successor of interval [25..0]. Node 25 would finally forward the lookup to

node 26, which is the successor of interval [26].

A virtual k-ary tree similar to the one in Figure 4.7 can be made for ev-

ery system setting, including non-fully populated systems. Such a virtual

k-ary tree is constructed from the actual k-ary routing tables of each node.

Hence, if some node 10 has node 23 as successor for its interval [22, 25),

the sub-tree of vertex 23 would be node 23’s routing pointers with 23’s

view of the intervals. The virtual k-ary tree is merely a logical construc-

tion to help understanding how routing works, not a structure which is

represented and used for routing. For more details on this, please refer

to our previous work on the topic [7].

Using the virtual k-ary tree we can now prove that the worst case

lookup length is 2 logk(n) with high probability, where n is the number

of nodes and k the base of the system.

Theorem 4.4.1. Lookup takes at most 2 logk(n) hops with high probability

where n is the number of nodes and k is the base of the system.

Proof. Routing proceeds in the k-ary tree, moving down one level in each hop.

The k-ary tree consists of logk(N) levels where N is the size of the identifier

space.

After t hops, where t = 2 logk(n), the size of the current interval It
j , for some

j, will be

kL−t =
kL

kt
=

N

n2

Assuming uniform distribution of nodes on the ring, the expected number of

nodes in an interval of size N
n is 1, hence the interval N

n2 contains one node with

probability 1
n , which becomes negligible as n grows. Hence, with high probability

the destination is reached within at most 2 logk(n) hops.

Note that several of the routing hops can be local hops, as the succes-

sor of an interval I l
0 at a node p, for any l, is p itself.

4.4.1 Monotonically Increasing Pointers

It can sometimes be convenient to organize the pointers similarly to Chord.

In other words, rather than having two dimensions, one for levels and
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one for intervals, pointers are indexed sequentially such that at any given

node, a pointer with a higher index always points farther away in the

identifier space than a pointer with a lower index.

Instead of having pointers in levels and intervals, a node can keep (k−
1) logk(N) pointers, for some fixed base k where the size of the identifier

space is N = kL for some positive integer L. Node p keeps a pointer

to a contact node for the start of every interval f (i), where 1 ≤ i ≤
(k − 1) logk(N) where:

f (i) = p ⊕ (1 + ((i − 1) mod (k − 1))) k⌊ i−1
k−1⌋

The above two schemes are equivalent to each other, except that in the

latter, intervals which would produce local hops have been removed.

Theorem 4.4.2. The start of the interval I l
i is equivalent to f ((L − l)(k − 1) +

i), for any level 1 ≤ l ≤ logk(N) and interval 1 ≤ i < k.

Proof. We abuse notation and let I l
i denote the start of the interval it repre-

sents. We use the fact that adding any multiple of a number k does not affect the

outcome when doing modulo k arithmetic.

f ((L− l)(k− 1)+ i) = p⊕ (1 + (((L − l)(k − 1) + i − 1) mod (k − 1))) k

⌊

(L−l)(k−1)+i−1
k−1

⌋

f ((L − l)(k − 1) + i) = p ⊕ (1 + ((i − 1) mod (k − 1))) k

⌊

(L−l)(k−1)+i−1
k−1

⌋

f ((L − l)(k − 1) + i) = p ⊕ ik

⌊

(L−l)(k−1)+i−1
k−1

⌋

f ((L − l)(k − 1) + i) = p ⊕ ik⌊L−l+ i−1
k−1⌋

f ((L − l)(k − 1) + i) = p ⊕ ikL−l

Chord’s pointers are simply a special case of the way pointers are

placed by the above scheme.
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Corollary 4.4.3. Chord’s intervals are equivalent to the intervals f (i) when

k = 2.

Proof. We use the fact that if k = 2 then any integer modulo k − 1 is zero.

f (i) = p ⊕ (1 + ((i − 1) mod (2 − 1))) 2⌊ i−1
2−1⌋

f (i) = p ⊕ (1)2⌊ i−1
2−1⌋

f (i) = p ⊕ 2i−1

Just as f (i) denotes the start of the interval, rt(i) denotes the contact

node for f (i).

For more information on k-ary search in distributed hash tables, please

refer to our previous work [7, 41, 5, 40].

4.5 Topology Maintenance

Up until now, we have not discussed the impact of dynamism on the sys-

tem. As nodes join, leave, and fail, routing information becomes stale

and needs to be updated. This section describes a method to efficiently

maintain the routing information in the presence of dynamism. Chapter 3

already showed how to maintain the ring. Hence, the focus of this sec-

tion is how to maintain the additional pointers described in this chapter.

Topology maintenance concerns joins, leaves, and failures. Even though

all three events are highly related, next section focuses on failures, while

the subsequent section deals with joins and leaves.

4.5.1 Efficient Maintenance in the Presence of Failures

Additional routing pointers are discovered through lookups. Similarly,

fault-tolerance of routing information is about detecting failed routing

neighbors and replacing them with other nodes by making lookups. An-

other method of dealing with failures is through replication, but that is

the topic of Chapter 6.
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Initialization A joining node, which has been incorporated into the ring

using atomic maintenance, still needs to populate the rest of its routing

table according to the k-ary principle. The k-ary principle does not require

that the successor of each interval is picked as a contact node, but rather

any node in each interval can be kept as the contact node for that interval.

Therefore, a joining node can initially populate its routing table by issuing

lookups to the start of each interval for every additional routing entry, or

it can use its successor’s routing table to approximate its own routing

Since the contact node does not need to be the successor of the start of

the interval, the lookup can be used with an operation that returns the

successor-list at the responsible node (see Algorithm 16). Thereafter, the

joining node can pick any of those nodes as its contact node for that

interval. In practice, it can probe a constant number of them and choose

the one that it finds most suitable, in terms of some metric such as latency.

Algorithm 16 Routing table initialization

1: procedure n.InitRoutingTable()

2: for i := 1 to (k − 1) logk(N) do

3: n.UpdateEntry(i)

4: end for

5: end procedure

6: procedure n.UpdateEntry(i)

7: S :=n.Lookup( f (i),GetSList()) ⊲ f (i) as in Section 4.4.1

8: rt(i) := s′ ⊲ s′ is the “best” node in S

9: end procedure

10: procedure n.GetSList()

11: return {n} ∪ succlist ⊲ Return own id and successor list

12: end procedure

Fault-detection and Recovery A node will use an unreliable failure de-

tector to detect if any of the additional routing pointers fail. This can be

implemented by having each node periodically send a heartbeat message

to each of its additional pointers rt(i) and waiting to receive an acknowl-

edgment. If the failure detector suspects that the node in routing entry
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i has failed, it triggers the UpdateEntry event, shown in Algorithm 16,

with parameter i.

The failure detector needs to be strongly complete, but we do not re-

quire it to be accurate (see Chapter 2). Since the failure detector has strong

completeness, every failure will eventually be detected and replaced with

another entry. However, the inaccuracy of the failure detector might trig-

ger updates to entries which point to non-failed nodes. This does not

affect the functionality of the system, but rather increases the amount of

bandwidth used for topology maintenance. Increased accuracy lowers

the excess bandwidth used for topology maintenance.

Other systems use periodic lookups to deal with failures. The reason

why we suggest using failure detectors is to avoid the lookup cost, which

often is O(log n). Hence, with our proposal, the cost of topology main-

tenance will be O(1) per routing entry when there are no failures, rather

than the typical O(log n), for an n node system.

A fundamental difference between our described topology mainte-

nance mechanism and the ones used by other systems is that our does

not always try to point to a contact node that is inside the interval for

which it is a contact. This can be disadvantageous in certain scenarios.

For example, assume the system consists of two nodes, one with identifier

0 and one with identifier 1, and the identifier space is [0, 1023]. Hence, all

of 1’s additional pointers point at 0, and vice versa. If another 1002 nodes

join, our topology maintenance mechanism will not update any of node

0’s or node 1’s additional pointers. Note that this is only a problem if the

contact node is outside the interval for which it is a contact. Therefore, we

suggest using a hybrid approach, where failure detectors are used, which

frequently send heartbeats, and less frequent periodic lookups are made

for a pointer whenever the contact node for that interval has an identifier

outside the interval.

4.5.2 Atomic Maintenance with Additional Pointers

We now describe how to integrate atomic ring maintenance with topol-

ogy maintenance for joins and leaves. A subtlety with structured overlay

networks is the potential of routing failures even in the absence of node

failures. By a routing failure we mean sending to, or expecting to receive

messages from, a neighbor that has left the system. We say a node q is a

neighbor of a node p if q is in the routing table of p. The reason for this
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is that nodes will continue to point to a node that left the system until

their failure detectors discover that the node no longer exists. This pro-

cess can take a substantial amount of time in an asynchronous network.

Meanwhile, some lookups might attempt to use some of those dangling

pointers for routing. Hence, even in the absence of node failures, routing

can fail. This is true for most structured overlay systems, such as Chord

[136], Pastry [123], and Bamboo [121].

Routing failures are defined in terms of neighbors. Some operations,

such as lookup, send messages to other nodes than their neighbors. For

example, the last message of a transitive lookup is sent from the respon-

sible node to the initiator, even though the initiator might not be the

responsible node’s neighbor. The same applies to the RPC responses of

recursive lookup. Nevertheless, it is possible to avoid transitive or re-

cursive lookup failures in absence of node failures. This can be ensured

by guaranteeing that a node does not leave the system until all blocking

receive statements have terminated. Hence, the initiator of a transitive

lookup does not leave the system until its blocking receive has terminated

(Line 3 in Algorithm 14). Similarly, a node involved in a recursive lookup

will not leave the system until its RPC call (Line 8 in Algorithm 12) has

terminated. Note that RPC is implemented using blocking receive (see

Chapter 2).

In this section we describe how to provide a system that does not

exhibit any routing failures in the absence of node failures. Thus, we

avoid the cost of fault-recovery when there are no failures. Achieving

this is facilitated by atomic ring maintenance, as described in Chapter 3.

When a node joins the system, two things need to happen. First, the

newly joined node needs to discover contact information for the nodes

to which it wants to maintain additional routing pointers. Second, other

nodes might need to modify their routing information, such that they

point to the newly joined node. Regardless of how these two operations

are done, we want nodes to know about the identity of other nodes point-

ing to them. Hence, if node p points to node q, node q should know that

p is pointing to it. Every node therefore maintains a backlist containing

a list of nodes pointing to it. The backlist enables a leaving node to no-

tify other nodes to remove their pointers to it. We refer to the messages

used to add and remove information from backlists and routing tables

as accounting messages, and refer to all other messages, such as lookup

messages, as ordinary messages.
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The problem is seemingly simple. An algorithm, however, needs to ac-

count for all possible interleavings when two nodes that are either point-

ing to each other or are in each other’s backlists, are leaving at the same

time.

A question is whether the correctness property should be to guaran-

tee no routing failures of ordinary messages in the absence of failures, or

to guarantee no routing failures (of both ordinary and accounting mes-

sages) in the absence of failures. We present one solution for each of the

correctness assumptions.

Simple Accounting Algorithm Assume that we want to guarantee no

routing failures of ordinary messages, but allow routing failures of ac-

counting messages when the system is free from node failures. Then the

following simple accounting algorithm solves the problem. Our assumption

of FIFO channels will be crucial for the correctness of the algorithm. Ev-

ery routing table is represented by the set RT and each backlist by the set

BL.

Whenever a node p is to add another node q to its routing table, the

event AddRT(q) is triggered, which sends a message to q asking q to add p

in its backlist, and node q responds with an acknowledgment. Only after

receiving the acknowledgment, node p incorporates q into its routing

table.

An algorithm similar to the one for adding nodes is used before leav-

ing by triggering the event AccountLeave. If node p is leaving and q

is in p’s backlist, p sends a message to q asking it to remove p from its

routing table. Node q then responds with an acknowledgment, whose

receipt enables node q to leave. A counter c is used, which is initially

set to zero, to keep track of the number of pending requests. After the

last acknowledgment is received and, thus, c = 0, node p can leave the

system.

Theorem 4.5.1. The simple accounting algorithm (Algorithm 17) will ensure

that there are no routing failures of ordinary messages in the absence of node

failures.

Proof. The algorithm enforces the invariant that whenever a node q is in the

routing table of p, node q will remain in the system. Node q will only appear

in p’s routing table after p gets the acknowledgment from q that q has put p
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Algorithm 17 Simple accounting algorithm

1: event n.AddRT(q) from app ⊲ Called when q is to be added to RT

2: sendto q.AddBL()

3: end event

4: event n.AddBL() from m

5: BL := BL ∪ {m} ⊲ BL is backlist set of n

6: sendto m.AckAddBL()

7: end event

8: event n.AckAddBL() from m

9: RT := RT ∪ {m} ⊲ RT is routing table set of n

10: end event

11: event n.AccountLeave() from app

12: for p ∈ BL do

13: sendto p.RemRTEntry()

14: c := c + 1 ⊲ c is initially 0

15: end for

16: end event

17: event n.RemRTEntry() from m

18: RT := RT − {m} ⊲ The entry can be replaced

19: sendto m.AckRemRTEntry()

20: end event

21: event n.AckRemRTEntry() from m

22: c := c − 1

23: if c = 0 then

24: ⊲ Leave the system

25: end if

26: end event
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in its backlist and, hence, that q is in the system. Similarly, if p has q in its

routing table, q will only leave after p acknowledges that q is no longer in its

routing table. The FIFO and reliability requirements enforce that every message

sent from p will be received by q. In particular, the FIFO requirement ensures

that the acknowledgment message for a leave from p to q “flushes” all outgoing

ordinary messages from p to q.

The algorithm is integrated with the atomic ring maintenance by per-

forming the leave part of the accounting algorithm after the leave point

is reached. The reason for this is that the atomic maintenance guarantees

that no lookups will end up at the leaving node after the leave point has

been reached. Thus, no new pointers will be created to the leaving node

thereafter.

If node failures are introduced, the above algorithm will block. To deal

with crash failures, we propose to use failure detectors when waiting

for the acknowledgment messages, and proceed if the failure detector

suspects that the sending node has failed. Then, the algorithm will always

terminate. Inaccurate suspicions, however, can result in routing failures.

A drawback of the above algorithm is that the accounting messages

are susceptible to routing failures even in the absence of node failures.

For example, assume p has q in its routing table and that q, consequently,

has p in its backlist. Moreover, assume q does not have p in its routing

table. Then if p leaves the system, q will still have p in its backlist. If

q later leaves, it will attempt to contact p, asking it to remove q from its

routing table. Hence, this will result in a routing failure since node p is

no longer in the system. Next, we strengthen the correctness assumption

to avoid such situations.

Fault-free Accounting Algorithm We now present an algorithm to en-

sure no routing failures for ordinary messages, as well as accounting

messages, in the absence of node failures. To achieve this, the algorithm

increases the number of messages by a constant factor compared to the

simple algorithm.

Algorithm 18 shows the fault-free accounting algorithm. Again we

assume reliable communication and FIFO channels. The algorithm is an

extension of the simple accounting algorithm. The algorithm can be aug-

mented to handle node failures similarly to the simple accounting algo-

rithm.
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Joining is identical to the simple accounting algorithm. Whenever a

node wishes to add a node to its routing table, it triggers the event Ad-

dRT with a parameter specifying the new node it wishes to add to its

routing table. The event AddRT(q) at node p asks node q to add p to its

backlist. After receiving the request, node q adds p to its backlist and

responds with an acknowledgment. Only after receiving the acknowl-

edgment, node p adds q to its routing table.

Leaving involves a few more operations than the simple accounting

algorithm. Whenever a node p wishes to leave the system, it triggers the

event AccountLeave, which iterates through every element in RT ∪ BL,

and sends the corresponding node q a RemEntry message. Moreover, if

q is in p’s RT, node p immediately removes it from there. The motivation

behind this is that node p is leaving anyway, and will therefore not need

to use that pointer. After q receives the request, it ensures that p does not

appear in both its routing table and its backlist. Thereafter, it responds

with an acknowledgment. A counter is used similarly as in the simple

accounting algorithm.

We now prove the following safety property about the algorithm.

Theorem 4.5.2. The fault-free accounting algorithm (Algorithm 18) is free from

routing failures of ordinary and accounting messages assuming absence of node

failures.

Proof. The fault-free accounting algorithm only extends the simple accounting

algorithm, hence we know from Theorem 4.5.1 that the fault-free accounting

algorithm is free from routing failures of ordinary messages. It remains to show

that it is free from failures of accounting messages. Assume by contradiction that

a routing failure occurs when p sends a message to q at time t. At time t, node p

either had q in BL ∪ RT or it is responding back with an acknowledgment to q.

We analyze each case separately.

Case 1: p has q in BL ∪ RT at time t. Our assumption of reliable commu-

nication implies that q was no longer present at time t. Node q can only have

left after it has received acknowledgments ( AckRemEntry) from all nodes that

have q in their RT or BL. By the FIFO assumption, node p must have sent

AckRemEntry to q before time t. Hence, p must have removed q from both its

BL and RT before time t when the event RemEntry happened. This contradicts

the occurrence of a routing failure since p cannot have pointed at q at time t.

Case 2: p is responding with an AckRemEntry to q. This case leads to

a contradiction since p only sent AckRemEntry in response to a RemEntry
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implying that c > 1 at q. Hence, q cannot leave before the message from p

reaches q.

Algorithm 18 assumes uni-directional links, possibly with two uni-

directional links in opposite directions between the same two nodes. If

all links are bi-directional, the algorithm can be adapted by replacing the

occurrence of BL with RT everywhere in the algorithm.
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Algorithm 18 Fault-free accounting algorithm

1: event n.AddRT(q) from app ⊲ Called when q is to be added to RT

2: sendto q.AddBL()

3: end event

4: event n.AddBL() from m

5: BL := BL ∪ {m} ⊲ BL is backlist set of n

6: sendto m.AckAddBL()

7: end event

8: event n.AckAddBL() from m

9: RT := RT ∪ {m} ⊲ RT is routing table set of n

10: end event

11: event n.AccountLeave() from app

12: for p ∈ RT ∪ BL do

13: sendto p.RemEntry()

14: c := c + 1 ⊲ c is initially 0

15: RT := RT − {p} ⊲ No more messages to q

16: end for

17: end event

18: event n.RemEntry() from m

19: RT := RT − {m}
20: BL := BL − {m}
21: sendto m.AckRemEntry()

22: end event

23: event n.AckRemEntry() from m

24: c := c − 1

25: if c = 0 then

26: ⊲ Leave the system

27: end if

28: end event



5 Group

Communication

I
n this chapter, we show how the interconnectivity of the nodes in

a DHT can be used for group communication. In other words, we

provide algorithms which enable any node to send a message to all

nodes on the ring. We also provide algorithms that enable any node to

efficiently send a message to all nodes in a specified set of identifiers, e.g.

broadcast a message to all nodes with identifiers in the set {3, 4, 21, 22}.

Similarly, we provide algorithms that enable any node to efficiently send

a message to the nodes responsible for any of the identifiers in a specified

set of identifiers.

Motivation The lookup operation provided by DHTs is sometimes in-

sufficient for some applications, since it is limited to finding keys which

exactly match the provided query. The lookup operation does not provide

for complex queries containing wildcard expressions, such as “find all

items which have a key containing the keyword music”. Nor does the

lookup operation provide for queries containing regular expressions.

One solution to the above problems is to broadcast a query to all

nodes, or some of the nodes, which are part of the DHT. In fact, many

popular peer-to-peer applications — such as Skype, Kazaa, and Gnutella

— build a network where the nodes are interconnected randomly. Queries

are recursively flooded or broadcast to all neighbors. The lack of structure

in the random networks, however, leads to disadvantages. For example,

some nodes might receive the same message redundantly from different

neighbors. Furthermore, the freedom of letting nodes randomly inter-

connect might lead to the network partitioning into several components

which have no interconnection, even though all nodes are connected in

the underlay network. Group communication on top of DHTs does not

111
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Figure 5.1: i) shows a graph with a cycle ii) shows a graph without any

cycles.

suffer from these disadvantages [22, 42, 23]. On the contrary, when using

DHTs, it is possible to guarantee that the time complexity is logarithmic

to the number of nodes in the DHT, and that the message complexity is

equal to the number of nodes in the DHT.

Group communication can be used as a basic building block to pro-

vide overlay multicast. Our approach will be to create one DHT per mul-

ticast group, and whenever a node requests to multicast information to a

group, it broadcasts the information to all the nodes within the DHT that

represents the multicast group. We will also show how this scheme can

take advantage of IP multicast where it is available, and thus only use the

overlay to connect different IP multicast capable networks.

5.1 Related Work

The nodes in a DHT form a graph containing a set of vertices and a set of

edges between the vertices. Each node in the DHT represents a vertex in

the graph, and each pointer from a node a to another node b, represents

an edge between those vertices. General purpose algorithms for broad-

casting to all nodes in such a graph have existed for many decades in the

field of distributed algorithms [137, Chapter 4] [94, pg 496ff] [13, Chapter

2]. There is, however, a fundamental difference between those algorithms

and the ones we present in this chapter.

Graphs may contain cycles (see Figure 5.1). A cycle starts at a vertex

and visits other vertices by traversing edges, and ends in the start ver-

tex, without ever visiting any vertex more than once, except for the start

vertex, which is visited twice.

The possibility of cycles makes broadcasting in graphs complicated.
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Generally, broadcast algorithms for graphs are constructed to avoid mes-

sages traveling in cycles indefinitely. These algorithms have two disad-

vantages. First, they bear an additional message complexity as some mes-

sages will be redundant. For example, if the graph consists of three nodes

{a, b, c}, with edges between (a, b), (b, c), and (c, a), only two messages

would suffice to broadcast from any node to all other nodes. General

broadcast algorithms for graphs would, however, use four messages to

cover those nodes, because each node would send the message to all

neighbors, except the one it got the message from. For example, if a ini-

tiated the broadcast, a would send to b and c, b would send to c, and c

would send to b. Second, such algorithms use extra state at each node to

avoid messages wandering in cycles indefinitely. In the previous exam-

ple, each node would keep track of the received messages. Thus, node b

would drop the message from node c, and node c would drop the mes-

sage from node b.

Even though DHTs contain cycles, the algorithms we present in this

chapter make use of the internal structure of DHTs to avoid the redundant

messages and the extra state associated with avoiding cycles.

5.2 Model of a DHT

Our goal is to construct general group communication algorithms which

can be used on as many DHTs as possible. Hence, we try to not de-

pend too much on structure induced by the routing pointers. Our aim

is to make our algorithms applicable to any ring-based DHTs. Never-

theless, ring-based DHTs significantly differ in how they place routing

pointers. For example, in many DHTs — such as Pastry [123], P-Grid [2],

and Tapestry [143] — routing pointers are placed according to prefixes of

the identifiers of the nodes. Other DHTs — such as Chord [134], DKS [5],

and SkipNet [65] — place pointers according to the relative distance of

nodes on the ring. We will disregard such differences and represent the

routing pointers uniformly.

Our assumption is that the system is ring-based, i.e. each node has

an identifier from an identifier space of a fixed size N, and each node

has a pointer to its predecessor and successor on the ring. Furthermore,

we represent the routing pointers of each node in monotonically increas-

ing distances, similarly as we did in (see Section 4.4.1). That is, all the
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pointers of a node n are represented by a function1, rt, where rt(1) points

to the successor of n, rt(2) points to the node in the routing table of n

which is the second closest to n going in clockwise direction starting at

n, etcetera. Hence, f sorts all the pointers of a node n according to their

distance to n, with rt(1) being the successor of the node, and rt(K) being

the predecessor of the node, given that the node n has K pointers. The

variable K varies from node to node and from time to time.

We avoid redundant pointers to simplify our algorithms. For example,

as seen by Figure 4.1, some pointers of a node might be pointing at the

same node, i.e. rt(3) = rt(4) = 10. Our algorithms will be simplified if all

the pointers are unique. Therefore, we represent the pointers by another

function u. The successor of a node is always represented by u(1), and

u(2) points to the second closest node etcetera, while guaranteeing that

u(i) 6= u(j) for any two distinct i and j. We assume that a node has M

unique pointers. Again, M might vary from node to node and from time

to time. For convenience, we sometimes use u(0) to denote the identifier

of the local node, i.e. u(0) is always a self pointer, but it is not counted by

M.

The above function u can be formally defined as follows. Let the set

R contain all the pointers of a node n, i.e. R = {rt(k) | 1 ≤ k ≤ K} ∪ {n}.

We define the local successor function at a node as:

s(i) = i ⊕ min({j ⊖ i | j ∈ R})

The function u at node n can now be defined for the domain [0, |R| − 1]

as :

u(i) =

{

n if i = 0

s(u(i − 1)⊕ 1) otherwise
(5.1)

We will initially assume that all pointers are correct and no failures

occur.

Our algorithms greatly benefit if they are used together with atomic

ring maintenance and the accounting algorithms presented in Chapter 4,

as they guarantee that all routing pointers are correct unless some node

has failed.

1Alternatively, the function can be perceived as a data structure, such as an array.
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5.3 Desirable Properties

The group communication algorithms we present in this chapter share

the following correctness properties:

• Termination. Eventually the algorithm should terminate.

• Coverage. All the designated nodes that are reachable from the initia-

tion to the termination of the algorithm should receive the message.

• Non-redundancy. No node should ever receive a message more than

once.

The two first properties are liveness properties, while the last property

is a safety property. The last two properties bear some more discussion.

We discuss the terms designated and reachable, as it comes to the cover-

age property.

The particular group communication algorithm determines what con-

stitutes a designated node. For example, in a broadcast algorithm all

nodes are designated nodes. In some other algorithms, perhaps only a

subset of the nodes are considered, e.g. all nodes with identifiers in a

certain interval.

The nodes that can be visited by traversing the successor pointers,

starting at some initiator and stopping whenever the initiator is reached

or overshot (see Section 4.3), are regarded as nodes reachable from that

initiator. We assume that the pointers of any node, as defined by the func-

tion u, always point at some node which is reachable from the initiator.

The reason that the coverage property is technically involved is to

avoid idiosyncrasies that are theoretically possible in a ring-based DHT.

For example, one can construct a loopy ring, where the state of the succes-

sor and predecessor pointers seems correct from the perspective of any

two neighboring nodes, but the overall ring structure is inconsistent. Fig-

ure 5.2 shows a loopy ring, where pointers between the successor and a

predecessor of a node are symmetric, i.e. for every node u, u’s successor

has a predecessor pointer pointing at u. However, between any node and

its successor there is another node. Consequently, if the ring is traversed

starting at some initial node and stopping whenever the initial node is

reached or overshot, not all the nodes in the system have been visited. It

is not clear how such a loopy network could occur. There are algorithms
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Figure 5.2: A loopy network where (u.succ).pred = u for every node u,

but for every node u there is a node v between u and u.succ.

for making such ring states consistent [91, 90], but it is not in the scope

of our group communication algorithms to deal with such scenarios.

By the last correctness property, non-redundancy, we mean that the

same message should never be transmitted more than once to the same

node. This is different from non-redundant delivery of messages, which

is adopted by others [76, pg 33f]. The latter is achieved by associating

a globally unique identifier with every invocation of the algorithm, and

filtering any message with previously seen identifiers. Thus, the applica-

tion is delivered the message at most once, even though the node might

receive the same message multiple times. This comes at the cost of trans-

mitting redundant messages, and maintaining state associated with every

invocation of the algorithm.

5.4 Broadcast Algorithms

In this section we provide algorithms for broadcasting to all nodes in the

DHT. Hence, every node is considered to be a designated node by the

algorithm.

A naı̈ve broadcast algorithm would start at the initiating node and
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traverse the successor pointers, ensuring that all nodes receive the mes-

sage. The algorithm would terminate whenever the successor pointer of

a node points to the initiator or overshoots the initiator. In other words,

if p initiates the algorithm, a node q would only forward the request to

its successor if q.succ ∈ (q, p).

The naı̈ve algorithm is correct. The algorithm would eventually termi-

nate in the presence of churn as it is impossible to keep forwarding the

message to a successor infinitely without ever using a successor pointer

which points at, or overshoots, the initiator. If atomic ring maintenance

is used, the algorithm would cover all reachable nodes that remain in the

system until the algorithm terminates. No node would ever get the mes-

sage more than once, as the condition for forwarding ensures that nodes

that previously received the message are not forwarded to.

The algorithm would, however, incur a message complexity of O(n)

and a time complexity of O(n), where n is the number of nodes in the

system.

5.4.1 Simple Broadcast

The naı̈ve algorithm can be improved. Assume the identifier space is

{0, · · · , 1023}, and only nodes with odd identifiers exists, i.e. 1, 3, 5,

· · · , 1023. Assume node 1 is to broadcast a message, and it happens

to have node 511 in its routing table. A simple improvement of the naı̈ve

algorithm would be to let the initiator 1 delegate responsibility to node 511

to traverse the successor pointers in the range 512 to 0 on the ring, while 1

itself traverses the successor pointers in the range 2 to 510. Our message

complexity will still be n, but our time complexity will be halved to n
2 .

It is obvious that all nodes in the system would be covered, and that no

redundant messages would be sent. Our simple broadcast algorithm applies

the idea of delegation recursively for every pointer that points to a node

that has not previously been sent to.

The simple broadcast algorithm, shown by Algorithm 19, works as fol-

lows. The initiating node partitions the identifier space into M parts, and

delegates to each routing neighbor the responsibility to cover all nodes

in its part. More concretely, the initiating node i delegates responsibility

to node u(M) to cover all nodes in the interval (u(M), i), node u(M − 1)

is delegated responsibility to cover (u(M − 1), u(M)), etcetera, down to

node u(1) (successor of i) to cover nodes in (u(1), u(2)). Each delega-
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tee further partitions the part to which it has been delegated into pieces

which it further delegates to other nodes. This is recursively repeated

until no node has any routing pointers left in the interval it has been

delegated, whereby the algorithm terminates.

Algorithm 19 Simple broadcast algorithm

1: event n.StartSimpleBcast(msg) from app

2: sendto n.SimpleBcast(msg, n) ⊲ Local message to itself

3: end event

1: event n.SimpleBcast(msg, limit) from m

2: Deliver(msg) ⊲ Deliver msg to application

3: for i := M downto 1 do ⊲ Node has M unique pointers

4: if u(i) ∈ (n, limit) then

5: sendto u(i).SimpleBcast(msg, limit)

6: limit := u(i)

7: end if

8: end for

9: end event

We can now prove that the algorithm is correct given a static network.

Theorem 5.4.1. The simple broadcast algorithm is correct.

Proof. Termination. The algorithm only forwards a message to a node u(i) if

u(i) is in the interval (n, limit). Hence, the beginning of the interval strictly

increases (modulo arithmetic) toward limit each time a message is forwarded.

Similarly, the end of the interval (limit), either stays the same or decreases toward

n. Hence, each time a node sends a message to some other node, it delegates to it a

strict subset of the interval that itself was responsible for. Since the intervals are

discrete and have a finite size, eventually there is either no node in the interval

or the interval is empty. Hence, eventually the algorithm terminates.

Non-redundancy. We have shown that each node delegates a subset of its

own interval to any node it forwards to. Hence, a tree is induced by the broadcast,

where the initiator is the root of the tree, and where a node is the immediate

parent of all the nodes it directly sends a message to. We show that every node

delegates non-overlapping intervals to all its children. This is is a consequence

of the fact that the pointers at any given node are unique and a node never
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sends a message to itself, since 0 (and consequently u(0)) is not covered by the

index i in the for-loop. Hence, every node n is delegated responsibility to cover

an interval (n, limit), and n sends a message to any neighbor in that interval,

delegating each of them non-overlapping subsets of (n, limit). Furthermore, the

interval delegated to a node by a node n never contains the identifier of any of n’s

children.

By induction on the broadcast tree, the same node cannot occur more than

once in the subtree of any node. The statement is true for the base case, which is

any tree containing only one node. For the induction step, assume the hypothesis

is true for the subtrees, T1, · · · , Tn that are formed by an arbitrary node p’s

respective children. Then it is also true for the subtree formed at p, since the

intervals of each tree is non-overlapping and p does not occur in any of those

intervals. Hence, no node ever receives the same message twice.

Coverage. By induction on the broadcast tree, the subtree at a node p covers

all the nodes that have an identifier in that interval. It is true for the base case,

which is any tree containing only one node p. Since the interval given to p is of

the form (p, limit), no node in the system can have an identifier in that interval,

otherwise one of them would be p’s successor u(1), contradicting that p is the

only node. For the induction step, assume the hypothesis is true for the subtrees

of p’s respective children. Then all the intervals delegated to p’s children have

been covered, which only leaves the identifiers of p’s children to be covered for p

to ensure that its delegated interval is covered. But those identifiers are covered

since p directly sends a message to its children. Hence, p and its children will

cover all the nodes in the interval delegated to p. Since the initiator starts with

the whole identifier space as its delegated interval, all nodes will be covered.

The simple broadcast algorithm is in fact broadcasting over the vir-

tual k-ary tree (see Figure 4.7). Consequently, the time complexity of the

algorithm is logk(n), for n nodes, given that the pointers are selected ac-

cording to the k-ary principle described in Section 4.4. Furthermore, the

message complexity is n, since all nodes receive the message and no node

receives the message more than once. Most importantly, no single node

ever needs to send a message to more than M nodes, given that it has

pointers to M nodes.

Figure 5.3 shows the example of a ring and Figure 5.4 shows the how

a simple broadcast would disseminate over that ring if a broadcast was

initiated by node 1.
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows an identifier space {0, · · · , 63} and 12 nodes

with identifiers 1, 6, 11, 16, 23, 27, 31, 38, 43, 50, 55, and 59. Single arrowed

lines represent a routing pointer and each double arrowed line represents

a node’s predecessor pointer and the corresponding successor pointer.

5.4.2 Simple Broadcast with Feedback

The operation provided by the simple broadcast algorithm is useful for

some applications, such as overlay multicast or publish/subscribe sys-

tems. It is, however, not sufficient if the broadcasting node wishes to

receive a feedback or a response from the nodes it is broadcasting to.

This is especially the case if broadcasting is used to implement arbitrary

or complex queries. A naı̈ve solution would be to inform all nodes of

the identity of the initiator, and let them directly send their feedback to

the initiator. But this is not scalable as the initiator quickly becomes a

bottleneck as the number of nodes becomes large.

The Simple Broadcast with Feedback Algorithm (Algorithm 20) efficiently

collects responses from all nodes after broadcasting. It extends the simple
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Figure 5.4: The figure shows how a simple broadcast initiated by node

1 would disseminate in the system depicted by Figure 5.3. Each box

represents the node receiving the broadcast message (in bold) and the

interval that it is delegated responsibility to cover.

broadcast algorithm by letting each node maintain a set, Ack, of all nodes

that it has sent the message to. Each node also has a variable par, pointing

to the parent, from which it received the broadcast message. Every node

waits to receive a response from each of the nodes in its Ack set before

it sends its own response together with the gathered responses to par.

Naturally, nodes that are delegated an interval in which they have no

neighbors, can immediately send their response to par as they do not

need to wait on a response from any node. As a side note, these will be

the nodes that are the leafs of the induced broadcast tree.

The feedback algorithm has twice the time and message complexity as

the simple broadcast algorithm. If the k-ary principle is used for the rout-

ing pointers, each node sends maximum (k − 1) logk(N) + 2 messages,

where (k − 1) logk(N) + 1 accounts for all the routing pointers plus the

predecessor pointer, and the response back to the parent accounts for

another message.

Exploiting Atomic Ring Maintenance The algorithms that collect feed-

back require that every node stays in the system until it receives a feed-

back from its children. It is possible to make each node that is involved

in the broadcast wait to receive feedback from all its children before it

leaves the system. This can be achieved by exploiting the locking scheme

described in Chapter 3. Before a node sends a message to a node p, it

ensures that it holds the lock Lp. Similarly, a node releases its own lock

right after sending the response back to its parent.
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Algorithm 20 Simple broadcast with feedback algorithm

1: event n.StartBcast(msg) from app

2: sendto n.Bcast(msg, n) ⊲ Local message to itself

3: end event

1: event n.Bcast(msg, limit) from m

2: FB := Deliver(msg) ⊲ Deliver msg and get set of feedback

3: par := n

4: Ack := ∅

5: for i := M downto 1 do ⊲ Node has M unique pointers

6: if u(i) ∈ (n, limit) then

7: sendto u(i).Bcast(msg, limit)

8: Ack := Ack ∪ {u(i)}
9: limit := u(i)

10: end if

11: end for

12: if Ack = ∅ then

13: sendto par.BcastResp(FB)

14: end if

15: end event

1: event n.BcastResp(F) from m

2: if m = n then

3: sendto app.BcastTerm(FB)

4: else

5: Ack := Ack − {m}
6: FB := FB ∪ F

7: if Ack = ∅ then

8: sendto par.BcastResp(FB)

9: end if

10: end if

11: end event
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5.5 Bulk Operations

In this section we generalize the problem and provide two operations:

bulk operation and bulk owner operation. Bulk operation takes a set of iden-

tifiers I, referred to as the bulk set, and sends a message to all nodes that

have identifiers in the set I. Hence, the designated nodes are all nodes

with an identifier in the bulk set I. Bulk owner operation takes a set of

identifiers I and broadcasts to the nodes that are responsible for the iden-

tifiers in the set I. The notion of responsibility is the same as defined in

Chapter 2, where every node n is responsible for all identifiers between

its predecessor and itself, i.e. the identifiers (n.pred, n]. Hence, the desig-

nated nodes are those which are responsible for an identifier in the bulk

set I.

Naı̈ve Solution The simple broadcast algorithms presented in the pre-

vious section can easily be modified to only broadcast to parts of the ring.

The initiating node i can set limit to any identifier, and the simple broad-

cast algorithm will ensure that only nodes in the range [i, limit) get the

broadcast message.

It would be desirable if an initiating node i could broadcast to any

node in an arbitrary interval (k, m]. This could naı̈vely be achieved if the

initiating node first routes an ordinary lookup message to the successor

of k, which then broadcasts to everyone in (k, m]. There is, however, a

more efficient solution which we describe next.

Motivation A main motivation for bulk operation is that it can be used

to build a bulk lookup or bulk insert operation. In many applications, such

as file systems built on top of DHTs, it is desirable to lookup many keys in

parallel. We have encountered file systems built on top of DHTs, in which

thousands of simultaneous lookups were issued to fetch a large file [10,

132]. In such cases, there is a significant overhead induced by marshaling

and sending thousands of lookups. With the bulk owner operation, the

identifiers of all those keys would be described by the bulk set I, which

is then used to do parallel lookups. The advantage of the bulk operation

is that it guarantees that a node will send at most as many messages as

it has pointers, which is often O(log n) pointers in an n node system.

Furthermore, if the routing pointers are placed according to the k-ary
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principle (see Section 4.4), the worst case time complexity of the whole

operation is O(log n), in an n node system. Bulk operation improves

the bit complexity when compared to making parallel lookups for every

identifier. Hence, it does not trade bit complexity for message complexity.

The bulk operation algorithm has two extreme cases. If the whole

identifier space is used as I, it reduces to the simple broadcast described

in the previous section. If only one identifier is used as I, the algorithm

reduces to a simple lookup. We therefore think that the bulk operation

should be the basic operation provided in DHT APIs.

We have found many applications of the bulk operation. We use it

in Section 5.6.1 to provide a fault-tolerant broadcast, which uses the bulk

operation to retry to cover an interval which was delegated to a node that

has failed. We also use it in our symmetric replication scheme, which is

described in Chapter 6.

5.5.1 Bulk Operations Algorithm

The bulk operation algorithm is given by Algorithm 21. It is very sim-

ilar to the simple broadcast algorithm (Algorithm 19). The algorithm is

initiated by sending a Bulk message with two parameters. The first pa-

rameter I is a set of identifiers, while the second parameter msg is the

message to be sent to all nodes with identifiers in I.

One major difference between the bulk algorithm and the broadcast

algorithm is that in the broadcast algorithm, every node that received a

message also delivered it to the application, while in the bulk algorithm

some nodes might be acting as forwarders, which never deliver messages

to the application.

Another difference with the simple broadcast algorithm is that it only

sends a message to a node u(i) if u(i) has an identifier in I, or if there

are identifiers in I which are between u(i) and u(i + 1), in which case

u(i) is the closest preceding node which can forward the request closer

to any potential nodes in that range. This is implemented by creating a

set of identifiers J := [u(i), limit), and only sending a message to u(i) if

the intersection of I and J is non-empty. When sending a message to u(i),

only identifiers in the intersection of I and J are delegated to u(i).

Whenever an interval I ∩ J is delegated to some node u(i), that interval

is removed from I to ensure that no two nodes are delegated overlapping

intervals.
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Algorithm 21 Bulk operation algorithm

1: event n.Bulk(I, msg) from m

2: if n ∈ I then

3: Deliver(msg) ⊲ Deliver msg to application

4: end if

5: limit := n

6: for i := M downto 1 do ⊲ Node has M unique pointers

7: J := [u(i), limit)

8: if I ∩ J 6= ∅ then

9: sendto u(i).Bulk(I ∩ J, msg)

10: I := I − J ⊲ Same as I := I − (I ∩ J)

11: limit := u(i)

12: end if

13: end for

14: end event

Figure 5.5 shows an example of how the bulk message disseminates

in the system depicted by Figure 5.3. Node 1 initiates the algorithm, and

wishes to broadcast to all nodes in the interval [40, 45]. Note that a bulk

message is sent to node 27 with the responsibility of covering the interval

[30, 30]. This might seem unnecessary as node 27 is only a forwarder that

does not deliver the message to the application layer, nor does it forward

the message to any other node. Nevertheless, node 23 which delegated

the interval [30, 30] to node 27, has to ensure that it covers all nodes in

the region [30, 37] and does not know whether a node with identifier 30

exists or not. Therefore it delegates that interval to node 27, which knows

that no such node exists.

5.5.2 Bulk Operations with Feedbacks

Algorithm 22 shows the algorithm for doing bulk operation with feed-

back from all the nodes with identifiers in a prescribed bulk set I.

In the simple broadcast with feedback, the nodes that are merely for-

warding the message will not provide any feedback to the initiator. Nev-

ertheless, feedback on its way back to the initiator might have to pass

through such forwarders, hence forwarding nodes should be placed in

the waiting Ack set.
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Algorithm 22 Bulk operation with feedback algorithm

1: event n.BulkFeed(I, msg) from m

2: if n ∈ I then

3: FB := Deliver(msg) ⊲ Deliver and get set of feedback

4: else

5: FB := ∅ ⊲ No feedback

6: end if

7: par := m

8: Ack := ∅

9: limit := n

10: for i := M downto 1 do ⊲ Node has M unique pointers

11: J := [u(i), limit)

12: if I ∩ J 6= ∅ then

13: sendto u(i).BulkFeed(I ∩ J, msg)

14: I := I − J ⊲ Same as I := I − (I ∩ J)

15: Ack := Ack ∪ {u(i)}
16: limit := u(i)

17: end if

18: end for

19: if Ack = ∅ then

20: sendto par.BulkResp(FB)

21: end if

22: end event

1: event n.BulkResp(F) from m

2: if m = n then

3: sendto app.BulkFeedTerm(FB)

4: else

5: Ack := Ack − {m}
6: FB := FB ∪ F

7: if Ack = ∅ then

8: sendto par.BulkResp(FB)

9: end if

10: end if

11: end event
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Figure 5.5: The figure shows how a bulk message would disseminate in

the system depicted by Figure 5.3. The bulk operation is initiated by

node 1, who wishes to send a message to all nodes in the interval [30, 45].

Each box represents the node receiving the broadcast message and in

parenthesis the interval that it is delegated responsibility to cover. Dotted

arrows indicate that the receiving node is merely a forwarder which will

not deliver the message to the application.

5.5.3 Bulk Owner Operations

We now extend the bulk operation to introduce the bulk owner opera-

tion, which is designed to reach all the nodes that are responsible for an

identifier in the bulk set I.

Algorithm 21 reaches every node that has an identifier in the bulk set

I. These nodes should also be reached by the bulk owner algorithm, since

every node is responsible for its own identifier. Sometimes, however, a

node n responsible for an identifier in the bulk set is not itself in the bulk

set, i.e. n /∈ I. We first show how Algorithm 21 can be naı̈vely changed to

accomplish this, and thereafter we optimize it.

The simplest way to ensure that all the designated nodes are reached

is to add the statements found in Algorithm 23 after the for loop in Al-

gorithm 21 . Hence, each node n first executes the statements in Algo-

rithm 21 and thereafter checks to see if there are any identifiers in the

bulk set I that are between itself and its successor, i.e. (n, u(1)], in which

case it sends a message to its successor u(1).

The naı̈ve extension has one major drawback, it might deliver the same

message to the same node multiple times. Algorithm 24 optimizes the

naı̈ve extension to avoid the sending of redundant messages.

We modify the algorithm to add another parameter R, which holds

a set of identifiers. A node sending a BulkOwn message sets R to the
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Algorithm 23 Extension to bulk operation

1: J := (n, u(1)]

2: if I ∩ J 6= ∅ then

3: sendto u(1).Bulk(I ∩ J, msg)

4: end if

set of identifiers which the destination node is potentially responsible for.

Initially, R is equal to the bulk set I. This set R is always checked when

receiving a BulkOwn message to determine if there are any identifiers in

R that the local node is responsible for.

The first modification to avoid redundant messages is to let every node

keep a boolean variable sendsucc which indicates whether the node sent

a message to its successor or not. If sendsucc is true after executing the

for loop, the node will not again send a message to its successor.

The last described modification to the algorithm does not ensure that

a node will not send a redundant message. Even if sendsucc is false, the

successor might have received the BulkOwn message from some parent

of the current node. The second modification is to include a parameter

next whenever sending a message to any node m, where next is the closest

successor of m which is known to have received the BulkOwn message.

Hence, a node will not send a message to its successor if next is its suc-

cessor, or if sendsucc is true. Initially, next is set to the identifier of the

initiator.

5.6 Fault-tolerance

So far we have assumed that failures do not occur. If the goal is to have

best effort delivery, then the broadcast and the bulk algorithms will be

providing best effort delivery in the presence of failures. However, this

is not the case with the algorithms which provide feedback. In those,

every node, prior to sending its feedback, waits to receive feedback from

all nodes to which it has sent a message. If any of those nodes fail, the

waiting node will block forever, making the whole algorithm deadlock.

A straightforward approach to ensure termination for all algorithms,

is to introduce timeouts. Hence, a node waiting for feedback, can time

out and send its response back to its parent. A premature timeout might
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Algorithm 24 Bulk owner operation algorithm

1: event n.StartBulkOwn(I, msg) from m

2: sendto n.BulkOwn(I, I, n, msg) ⊲ Local message to itself

3: end event

1: event n.BulkOwn(I, R, next, msg) from m

2: MS := R ∩ (u(M), n] ⊲ u(M) is same as pred

3: if MS 6= ∅ then

4: Deliver(msg, MS) ⊲ App is responsible for ids in MS

5: end if

6: limit := n

7: lnext := next

8: sentsucc :=false

9: for i := M downto 1 do ⊲ Node has M unique pointers

10: J := (u(i), limit]

11: if I ∩ J 6= ∅ then

12: K := (u(i − 1), u(i)]

13: sendto u(i).BulkOwn(I ∩ J, I ∩ K, lnext, msg)

14: I := I − J ⊲ Same as I := I − (I ∩ J)

15: limit := u(i)

16: lnext := u(i)

17: if i = 1 then

18: sentsucc :=true

19: end if

20: end if

21: end for

22: J := (n, u(1)]

23: if I ∩ J 6= ∅ and sentsucc = false and next 6= u(1) then

24: sendto u(1).BulkOwn(∅, I ∩ J, limit, msg)

25: end if

26: end event
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result in some nodes sending their feedback to a parent which has timed

out. Such messages can simply be ignored by the node which timed out.

A best effort delivery might, however, be inadequate. For example, as-

sume the initiating node attempts to broadcast to all nodes in the system.

Also assume that it has M = log2(n), pointers placed as in Chord (or

according to the k-ary principle when k = 2). In such case, the broadcast

will partition the whole space into M intervals and delegate responsibil-

ity to each routing pointer u(i). The pointer u(M) will be pointing to the

predecessor of the initiator, and u(M − 1) will be delegated roughly half

of the identifier space. If u(M − 1) fails, then roughly half of the nodes

will not be reached by the broadcast. This is exacerbated as u(M − 1)

might not have failed, but just left the system, and the initiator is not yet

aware of it. Hence, even with reliable communication channels and no

failures, the algorithm might fail to cover significant number of nodes.

The latter can be avoided if atomic ring maintenance is used together

with the accounting algorithms presented in Chapter 4.

In the distributed algorithms field, reliable broadcast has been studied

extensively [62, 26, 27]. Reliable broadcast ensures two things. First, if the

initiator of a broadcast does not fail, all correct nodes eventually receive

the message. Second, all correct processes always receive the same set of

messages, regardless of any crash failure2.

The second requirement of reliable broadcast is quite strong. For ex-

ample, assume an initiating node starts to broadcast a message and then

fails before completing. If some nodes receive and deliver the message,

then all other correct nodes must also eventually receive that message

and deliver it. Such a strong requirement, however, is justified in many

scenarios. Reliable broadcast is used as a building block in middleware

for building reliable distributed systems, such as Isis [17] and Transis [9].

Reliable broadcast, with the additional constraint that all nodes should

deliver messages in the same order, has been shown to be equivalent to

the consensus problem [26], which is an important theoretical problem

with many implications in distributed computing [46].

Our goal is to make broadcast or bulk algorithms, which give stronger

guarantees than pure best-effort delivery, but weaker guarantees than re-

liable broadcast. The motivation for this is that reliable broadcast is quite

2It also ensures that a received message actually has been sent, such that messages

are not “invented” by the algorithm.
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costly to achieve. The algorithm given by Chandra and Toueg [26] has a

message complexity of O(n2) for n nodes. Furthermore, in some appli-

cation scenarios, the initiating node is using broadcast to collect informa-

tion. If the initiating node fails, there is no interest in ensuring correct

delivery to all nodes.

5.6.1 Pseudo Reliable Broadcast

We will modify our simple broadcast algorithm and introduce pseudo reli-

able broadcast. The algorithms will depend on the initiating node not fail-

ing. Hence, it has the correctness properties listed in Section 5.3 with two

minor modifications. First, the coverage property assumes the initiator

does not fail. Second, the designated nodes are all the correct processes.

Informally, this means that a broadcast message will reach all processes

that remain in the system between the time the algorithm is initiated and

terminated, provided that the initiating node does not fail.

The pseudo reliable algorithms will use failure detectors that use time-

outs to detect when a node has failed. We assume that the failure detector

is strongly complete, which means that it will eventually detect if a node

has crashed. The failure detector might, however, not be accurate, which

means that it might give false-negatives, suspecting that a correct, albeit

slow, node has crashed. The only consequence of inaccuracy is increased

bandwidth consumption because of the redundant messages being sent.

We assume that whenever a failure detector suspects a failure, it will im-

mediately trigger the correction of the routing information, ensuring that

pointers to crashed nodes are eventually removed.

There can, however, be a complication in the implementation of the

failure detector. The time it takes for a broadcast to terminate depends on

the number of nodes in the system, which in turn determines the depth

of the broadcast tree. Therefore, using a timeout when waiting for an

acknowledgment from a child is problematic, as the parent does not know

the depth of its subtree, and can therefore not determine the time to wait

before triggering a timeout. We therefore assume the implementation of

the failure detector is independent of the size of the broadcast. This can

be achieved by having the failure detector periodically sending a message

to its children and awaiting an acknowledgment.
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Pseudo-Reliable Broadcast We first describe a simple way to provide

pseudo-reliability and thereafter suggest some improvements.

Every broadcast has a globally unique random identifier associated

with it, which is included in every message. Nodes keep track of pre-

viously seen identifiers and filter any message which has an identifier

previously seen. Hence, redundant messages are filtered.

The algorithm works like the broadcast algorithm with feedback. Hence,

the pseudo-reliable algorithm makes use of an Ack set, containing the

children of the node. In addition to keeping the identities of the children

in the Ack set, the algorithm keeps track of the interval delegated to each

child.

The algorithm is made resilient to failures by using the bulk operation

to resume after a failure. Whenever a node suspects that one of its chil-

dren has failed, it uses the Ack set to determine the interval delegated to

the failed node. Thereafter, the bulk algorithm is used to cover all nodes

in that interval. The bulk algorithm will retry to cover all nodes in that

interval. If the suspicion is incorrect, then the receiver will ignore the pre-

viously seen message. The algorithm terminates whenever the initiator’s

Ack set is empty. To ensure that the algorithm terminates, it is required

that no node inaccurately suspects it children for a long enough time pe-

riod, such that all Ack sets become empty. This requirement is ensured by

an eventually perfect failure detector. Note, however, that this failure de-

tector provides a stronger guarantee, as it ensures that, eventually, there

will be no inaccurate suspicions by any node.

Improving Pseudo-Reliable Broadcast The pseudo-reliable broadcast

algorithm can be improved to reduce bandwidth consumption. The basic

idea is to try to avoid the re-sending of redundant messages after failures.

We motivate this by an example. Assume all the children of a node q,

except one, are done covering their delegated intervals. Hence, the Ack

set of q contains a single child. If q fails, q’s parent p will detect that and

reassign the interval delegated to node q to a new node r. Hence, the new

node r will retry to cover all of q’s children, rather than the remaining one.

Even though p’s children will filter those redundant messages, r still has

to consume resources to send those messages.

To avoid redundant messages, nodes could periodically send an up-

date of their current Ack set to their parent. This information could be
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piggybacked in the response to the heartbeat sent by the failure detec-

tor. Hence, nodes periodically report their current Ack set to their parent,

which upon receipt of the updated Ack set updates its child’s delegated

interval to the received Ack set. If the previous example was using the

suggested improvement, node q would send its updated Ack set, contain-

ing its last remaining child, to its parent p. When q later crashed, node

p would only delegate an interval containing the remaining child of p to

the new node r.

5.7 Efficient Overlay Multicast

In this section we briefly describe how the algorithms presented in this

chapter can be used to provide efficient overlay multicast. Overlay mul-

ticast can also be perceived as topic-based publish/subscribe [45]. In short,

a topic-based publish/subscribe system consists of two actors, subscribers

and publishers. A subscriber can subscribe to different topics of interest.

Publishers can publish information about an event and a notification of

the event will be sent to all subscribers of that particular topic.

The motivation for doing multicast in an overlay network is that the

Internet does not provide world-wide multicast capability. The reason for

this is that many of the routers that form the back-bone of the Internet

have multicast turned off, or do not support it. Several overlay networks

have been built, such as Multicast Backbone (MBONE) [44], but these

lack the self-managing properties that structured overlay networks pos-

sess. Hence, there are several attempts to provide multicast in structured

overlay networks [24, 74, 118].

Our approach has several advantages compared to other structured

overlay multicast solutions. First, only nodes involved in a multicast

group receive and forward messages sent to that group, which is not

the case in some other systems [24, 74]. Second, the multicast algorithms

ensure that no redundant messages are ever sent, which is not the case

with many other approaches [118, 76]. Finally, the system integrates with

the IP multicast provided by the Internet, such that the overlay is just

used to reach IP-multicast enabled islands, and thereafter IP multicast is

used to efficiently reach all nodes in such an island.
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5.7.1 Basic Design

The basic idea is to store information about all multicast groups in a DHT,

which we refer to as TOPDHT. Every multicast group is represented by

an instance of an overlay network. To multicast a message to a particu-

lar group, the message is broadcast to all nodes in that overlay network,

using the pseudo-reliable broadcast algorithm described earlier. This ap-

proach is similar to [118], except our system avoids sending redundant

messages, and reaches all n nodes in a multicast group in O(log n) time

steps, instead of O(n
1
d ). Chapter 7 describes how this can be implemented

efficiently such that as few connections as possible are kept between the

nodes in different groups. Figure 5.6 shows an example of a system with

two groups.

5.7.2 Group Management

Group information is stored in the TOPDHT using the group name as

a key and group information as a value. Group information consists of

contact information for a random subset of the members of the group

and additional meta-data about the group. The random subset is kept up

to date by the node responsible for the item containing the group. The

responsible node periodically contacts the first alive node that it knows

in its group information, and asks it for its routing table. It then updates

its random subset by keeping a constant number of those nodes, giving

preference to those just received. The responsible node deletes any group

information when it cannot find any live node in a group.

To avoid a responsible node receiving too many requests for a popular

group in the TOPDHT, group information is replicated as described in

Chapter 6. Furthermore, group information is cached along the lookup

path to further relieve nodes in the TOPDHT from hot-spots.

Joining and Leaving Multicast Groups To join a multicast group, a

member of the multicast group is obtained by making a lookup for the

groups name in the TOPDHT. After obtaining a random subset of the

group members, the first alive node in that subset is contacted to join that

group. The last node in a multicast group takes special action by deleting

the group information in the TOPDHT.
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Group Creation An atomic create operation is provided by the nodes

in the TOPDHT to avoid conflict resolution when several nodes try to

create a group with the same name. Hence, to create a group, a request is

sent to the responsible node, which checks to see if such a group already

exists, in which case it reports back with a failure. Otherwise, it creates a

group having the creating node as the only node in its group information.

Hence, the first node that reaches the responsible node will be successful

in creating the desired group.

5.7.3 IP Multicast Integration

We provide a mechanism to integrate overlay multicast with IP multicast

to make efficient use of the network resources.

The integration of overlay and IP multicast is done by modifying the

node behavior when nodes join a multicast group and when they multi-

cast to a multicast group.

Joining a multicast groups works as follows. Every multicast group

is associated with a multicast address, which is stored in the TOPDHT

together with its group information. The joining node first queries the

TOPDHT to find out about existing members of the DHT and the multi-

cast address to be used for that group. Thereafter, a joining node attempts

to discover other nodes in the desired group to which it can directly IP

multicast. This is done by sending a discovery message to the group’s

multicast address. If another node receives this message, it responds with

its contact information. To avoid an explosion of concurrent responses,

similar techniques as used by the Internet Group Management Protocol

(IGMP) can be deployed [35]. After establishing contact with an existing

node, the joining node joins the desired multicast group using the same

identifier in the overlay as the existing node. Hence, in each multicast

group, nodes that can directly communicate with IP multicast have the

same identifier. Therefore, a routing table entry pointing to the successor

of some identifier, can have many candidate successors. We therefore ex-

tend the routing tables to contain up to a constant number of candidates

per routing entry.

Broadcasting to a multicast group goes in two steps. The first step is

to use the broadcast algorithm to reach one node for every IP multicast

island in the multicast group. This is done by using the previously de-

scribed broadcast algorithm with a minor modification. Since each rout-
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ing pointer might contain more than one candidate, the algorithm has to

pick one candidate using some desirable metric. The second step of the

broadcast is to let every node that receives the broadcast message to IP

multicast the message.

The advantage of letting candidate nodes share the same identifier is

that no single node need to represent the whole multicast group. Hence,

no single node will be a single-point of failure, nor will there exist a single

bottleneck for that group.
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Figure 5.6: A TOPDHT containing information about two different mul-

ticast groups. The arrows represent information about random group

members in each group.





6 Replication

C
hapter 3 and Chapter 4 showed how to form and maintain a struc-

tured overlay network, while Chapter 5 showed how such a net-

work could be used for group communication. In this chapter

we focus on the DHT abstraction that can be provided by a structured

overlay network. The main advantages of DHTs compared to other ap-

proaches mainly lie in their ability to self-manage in the presence of node

joins, leaves, and failures. Much of this self-management has to do with

updating the routing information when nodes join, leave, and fail, as we

have shown in earlier chapters. This chapter shows how to self-manage

the data stored in the DHT by means of replication, as nodes join, leave,

and fail.

6.1 Other Replica Placement Schemes

Most existing DHTs either use multiple hash functions, successor-lists, or

leaf-sets for choosing replicas. We shortly describe them and their disad-

vantages, and thereafter present our proposed replication scheme called

symmetric replication.

6.1.1 Multiple Hash Functions

Some DHTs — such as CAN [117] and Tapestry [143] — propose using

several hash functions for determining the replica placement. In such

a scheme, f hash functions are used to achieve a replication degree of

f . Each key/value pair in the DHT gets f identifiers by applying the

respective functions to the key value.

139
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This scheme, however, has a disadvantage. It requires the inverses of

the hash functions to be known to maintain the replication factor. To see

why, assume a replication degree of two, and hence two different hash

functions, H1 and H2, known by all nodes. Assume a node with identifier

10 is storing any items with identifiers in the range [5, 10]. Hence, if an

item with key “course” gets the identifier H1(”course”) = 7, it should be

stored at the responsible node 10. Assume that 10 fails, and that node

12 becomes responsible for the range [5, 12]. Node 12 should then fetch

and store the item with key “course” from the other replica to ensure

a replication degree of 2. To do this, however, 12 needs to find out the

key “course” such that the node responsible for H2(“course”) can be con-

tacted. Hence, the inverse of the hash function H1 is required. Even if

the inverse of the hash functions were available, each single item that the

failed node maintained would be dispersed all over the system when us-

ing different hash functions, making it necessary to fetch each item from

a different node.

If the replication degree is not restored each time there is a failure,

items soon disappear from the system. Assume every node fails with

exponential distribution with intensity λ. Then every node fails after an

average of 1
λ

time units. Given replication degree f , after an expected
f
λ

time units all replicas of an item would be lost.

6.1.2 Successor Lists and Leaf Sets

Many systems use successor-list replication or leaf-set replication. These

two schemes do not suffer from the disadvantages of using multiple hash

functions. Successor-list replication [134] works by hashing the key of

each key/value pair in the DHT, such that it receives an identifier from

the identifier space. Each key/value pair is then stored at the f closest

successors of the identifier of the item (see Figure 6.1).

Leaf-set replication [123, 124] is similar to successor-list replication,

but rather than storing an item on its closest f successor’s, the item is

stored on its
⌊

f
2

⌋

closest successors and its
⌊

f
2

⌋

closest predecessors. The

reason for this difference is that routing always proceeds in clock-wise

direction in systems using successor-list replication, while systems using

leaf-set replication route in both clockwise and anti-clockwise direction.

These two schemes fulfill two purposes. One purpose is to replicate
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items on the successor-list, such that an item stored at a node p is also

stored at p’s f immediate successors. The advantage of this is that if p

fails, lookups can be resolved by its successor, since p’s responsibility is

automatically shifted to its successor when p fails. The other purpose is

to store routing information about f successors, such that as soon as a

node p’s successor is detected as failed, p’s routing information can be

updated by replacing the failed node by the failed node’s successor. The

leaf-set scheme has the same two uses as the successor-list scheme.

Our conjecture is that two separate mechanisms should be used to

achieve the above two purposes. While having routing information about

the successors or leafs is useful for routing table correction, replication on

the same set has several disadvantages.

The first disadvantage is that both schemes need at least f messages

for every join and leave event to maintain a replication degree of size f .

The reason for this is that if a node leaves the system, its f successors

(or its
⌊

f
2

⌋

predecessors and successors in the leaf-set scheme) will by

definition belong to the successor-list (or leaf-set) of a node which they

previously were not in. Hence, they need to fetch or release items.

The above scenario can be illustrated by the system shown in Fig-

ure 6.1. The figure shows a system with the nodes 0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10

as indicated by the dark circles. Assuming a replication degree of 3, the

figure shows that every data item is stored with its three closest succes-

sors. Put differently, every node stores the items it is responsible for and

replicates all data items stored on its two closest predecessors. Hence,

node 5 stores all items in the range [4, 5] and it replicates all items stored

on nodes 3 and 2. If node 5 leaves the system or fails, node 6 takes over

the responsibility for items in the range [4, 5]. Therefore, node 10, which

is replicating node 6, needs to be updated with items in the range [4, 5].

Furthermore, items stored by node 3 need to be stored on node 8 to re-

store the replication degree. Similarly, items stored on node 2 need to be

stored on node 6 to restore the replication degree. Therefore it is gener-

ally required to update f nodes whenever a node leaves or fails, to ensure

a replication degree of f .

Furthermore, the re-establishment of the replication degree needs to

be coordinated by some node that triggers a replication maintenance al-

gorithm at each of the successors (and predecessors in the leaf-set case).
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Figure 6.1: A system populated with nodes 0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10 as indi-

cated by the dark circles. Assuming a replication factor of 3, the figure

shows that every data item is stored with its three closest successors. Put

differently, every node stores the items it is responsible for and it repli-

cates all data items stored on its two closest predecessors, as indicated

by light circles. Hence, node 5 stores all items in the range [4, 5] and it

replicates all items stored on node 3 and node 2.

The coordinating node might however fail or leave the system, making it

necessary to use an algorithm that runs periodically. Many implementa-

tions, such as Bamboo [15], use an epidemic algorithm, where each node

sends a message to its neighbors whenever it detects a change, leading

to f 2 messages for each update or time interval in the case of a periodic

algorithm, given a replication degree of size f .

Moreover, any request to a specific replica, m, must first be routed to

a node in the successor-list, or the leaf set, before it can be forwarded

to m. The reason behind this is that the requesting node has no infor-

mation about the logical identifier of the replicas, while the nodes in the

successor-list, or the leaf-set, maintain such information. In the successor-

list scheme, the first replica routed to will always be the clockwise closest

replica in the successor-list, while in the leaf-set this can be any of the

replicas. In both systems, however, the first replica met is a bottleneck,

which can fail, decelerate the whole operation, or in the case of an adver-

sary, launch a malicious attack.

The leaf-set scheme is, however, better in this respect as it naturally
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balances requests to different replicas. The reason for this is that it is

likely that a request to an item will reach one of its replicas in the last

hop before reaching the destination.

6.2 The Symmetric Replication Scheme

Symmetric replication is a general replica placement scheme that can be

implemented on top of any DHT. Before presenting symmetric replica-

tion, we discuss its benefits.

6.2.1 Benefits

Symmetric replication enables an application to make parallel lookups to

exactly k replicas of an item, where k ≤ f if the replication degree is f .

This has several advantages. A node can use parallel lookups to speed

up the lookup process by picking the first response that arrives. It can

be used to enhance security by ensuring that the majority of the results

match. It is particularly useful if used in conjunction with erasure codes

[141], as a random subset of size k of the f replicas can be fetched in

parallel to reconstruct the original data.

Another advantage of symmetric replication is that a join or a leave

only requires the joining or leaving node to exchange data with its suc-

cessor prior to joining or leaving. No other exchange of data items is

required to restore the replication degree. When compared to successor-

list or leaf-set replication, this reduces the message complexity of the

restoration from O( f ) to O(1), for a replication degree of f . The bit com-

plexity does, however, not change, as the same amount of data needs to

be transmitted. But the coordination becomes much simpler and the time

complexity improves.

Hence, symmetric replication shares the advantages of using multi-

ple hash functions, but does not suffer from its drawback with restoring

replication degrees.

6.2.2 Replica Placement

The main idea behind symmetric replication is that each identifier in the

system should be associated with f other identifiers. If identifier i is asso-
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ciated with identifier j, then the node responsible for item i should store

both items i and j. Similarly, the node responsible for item j should store

both items i and j.

Formally, each identifier in the system is associated with a set of f

distinct identifiers such that the following always holds: if the identifier i

is associated with the set of identifiers r1, ..., r f , then the identifier rx, for

1 ≤ x ≤ f , is associated with the identifiers r1, ..., r f as well.

Put differently, the identifier space is partitioned into N
f equivalence

classes such that identifiers in an equivalence class are all associated with

each other. Any such partition will work, but for simplicity we use the

congruence classes modulo m, where N is the size of the identifier space

and m = N
f for f replicas.

We now explain how each identifier i is associated to f other iden-

tifiers to achieve replication degree f . Let F = {1, ..., f}, then iden-

tifier i is associated to the f different identifiers given by the function

r : I ×F → I defined as:

r(i, x) = i ⊕ (x − 1)
N

f

Figure 6.2 shows how identifiers are associated in an identifier space

of size N = 16 and a replication factor f = 2. Hence, identifiers form

equivalence classes modulo m = 8, i.e., identifier 1 and 9 are in the same

equivalence class since 1 ≡ 9(mod 8). The identifiers in the circles repre-

sent r(i, 1), while the identifiers outside the circles represent r(i, 2). Note

that the association of identifiers is independent from the nodes present

in the system.

Nodes replicate data as follows. In a system without any replication,

each item with identifier i is stored at the responsible node, which we

take to be the successor of item i, but other definitions of responsibility

will work as well1. Symmetric replication is achieved by having the re-

sponsible node of every identifier i storing every item with an identifier

associated with i. Hence, to find an item with identifier i, a request can

be made for any of the identifiers associated with i.

For example, if the identifier 0 is associated with the identifiers 0, 4,

8, and 12, any node responsible for any of the items 0, 4, 8, or 12 has to

1An item with identifier i can be stored at the closest predecessor of i, or at whichever

node is closest in the identifier space.
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Figure 6.2: The identifiers associated with each identifier in a system with

an identifier space of size N = 16 and a replication factor of f = 2. The

identifiers in the circles represent r(i, 1) while the identifiers outside the

circles represent r(i, 2).

store all of the items 0, 4, 8, and 12. Hence, to retrieve item 0, a query can

be sent to any of the nodes responsible for the items 0, 4, 8, and 12.

For the symmetry requirement to always be true, it is required that

the replication factor f divides the size of the identifier space N. We find

this reasonable as the size of the successor-list, as well as N, are constants

in most systems.

6.2.3 Algorithms

We now give a description of all algorithms. The algorithms will need

to be slightly modified to fit a system with a different definition of re-

sponsibility, but we assume that each item with identifier i is stored at

the successor of i.

Each node in the system has all its items stored in a two-dimensional

( f , N)-array denoted localHashTable. The first dimension of the array rep-
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resents the f identifiers associated with the identifier in the second di-

mension of the array. Hence, localHashTable[i][j] represents items with

identifiers r(j, i). In reality, a different representation might be used, to

optimize the performance of the local operations.

Join and Leave Algorithms

Whenever a new node n joins the system, it triggers the event JoinRepli-

cation (see Algorithm 25) which immediately sends a RetrieveItems

message to its successor asking it about all items n should be storing.

The message includes information about the items n is interested in by

specifying a range (pred,n], where pred is its predecessor’s identifier and

n is its own identifier.

Once the successor receives the RetrieveItems message, it initializes

an empty two-dimensional ( f , N)-array called items. Thereafter, each item

associated with an identifier in the specified interval is copied from local-

HashTable to items and sent back in a Replicate message to the newly

joined node. Upon receipt of the Replicate message, the newly joined

node copies items to its localHashTable. The new node is now ready to

receive lookup requests from other nodes in the system.

The leave algorithm (see Algorithm 25) works similarly to the join

algorithm. Whenever a node wants to leave the system it triggers the

event LeaveReplication, which uses the RetrieveItems event to copy

all items it is responsible for and send them in a Replicate message to

its successor. Notice that we do not delete items that are no longer a

node’s responsibility, though such an operation can be added to avoid a

long-running node exhausting its storage space.

Lookup and Item Insertion

Algorithm 26 shows the algorithms used to insert or lookup an item. The

algorithms make use of the lookup algorithms described in Chapter 4.

To insert an item, the inserting node simply makes parallel insertions

to every location where the replica should be stored. The bulk owner

operation (without feedback) can be used to insert an item to all replicas.

This has the advantage that both the bit and message complexity can im-

prove, as the same data does not need to travel through the same nodes.

Algorithm 26 does, however, not make use the bulk operation.
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Algorithm 25 Symmetric replication for joins and leaves

1: event n.JoinReplication() from m

2: sendto succ.RetrieveItems(pred, n, n)

3: end event

4: event n.LeaveReplication() from m

5: sendto n.RetrieveItems(pred, n, succ)

6: end event

7: event n.RetrieveItems(start, end, p) from m

8: for r := 1 to f do

9: items[r] := ∅

10: i := start

11: while i 6= end do

12: i := i ⊕ 1

13: items[r][i] := localHashTable[r][i]

14: end while

15: end for

16: sendto p.Replicate(items, start, end)

17: end event

18: event n.Replicate(items, start, end) from m

19: for r := 1 to f do

20: i := start

21: while i 6= end do

22: i := i ⊕ 1

23: localHashTable[r][i] := items[r][i]

24: end while

25: end for

26: end event
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Algorithm 26 Lookup and item insertion for symmetric replication

1: event n.InsertItem(key, value) from app

2: for r := 1 to f do

3: replicaKey := key ⊕ (r − 1) N
f

4: n.Lookup(replicaKey,AddItem(replicaKey, value, r))

5: end for

6: end event

7: procedure n.AddItem(key, value, r)

8: localHashTable[key][r] := value

9: end procedure

10: event n.LookupItem(key, r) from app

11: replicaKey := key ⊕ (r − 1) N
f

12: Lookup(replicaKey,GetItem(replicaKey, r))

13: end event

14: procedure n.GetItem(key, r)

15: return localHashTable[r][key]

16: end procedure
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For the lookup algorithm, we only show an event that takes the two

parameters key and i (1 ≤ i ≤ f ) and finds the responsible node for the

i:th replica of identifier key. On top of this abstraction, different types of

lookup services can be built, such as the ones mentioned in Section 6.3.

Handling Failures

Algorithm 27 shows how failures are handled. We assume that the nodes

in the network use a failure detector that eventually detects if the suc-

cessor of a node fails. Inaccuracy, i.e. the detector suspecting that the

successor has failed even though it has not, will result in the successor

of the suspected node replicating items redundantly. Hence, inaccuracy

merely results in inefficiency.

The event FailureReplication is triggered at the predecessor of the

failed node with parameters specifying the failed node’s identifier, the

failed node’s predecessor’s identifier, and an integer specifying which of

the f replicas to fetch. Should the restoration of the replicas fail, the

process can be repeated by retrying to fetch the replicas from another

responsible node.

The failure restoration makes use of the Bulk Owner algorithm (see

Chapter 5). Note that the replicas of items stored on the failed node

could be dispersed onto several nodes. On average, however, one node

will be responsible for the replicas of the items stored on the failed node,

as the nodes are uniformly distributed on the ring.

Algorithm 27 Failure handling in symmetric replication

1: event n.FailureReplication( f ailed, predFailed, r) from m

2: s := predFailed ⊕ (r − 1) N
f

3: e := f ailed ⊕ (r − 1) N
f

4: sendto n.StartBulkOwn((s, e], RetrieveItems(s, e, succ))

5: end event
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6.3 Exploiting Symmetric Replication

In this section we discuss simple end-to-end techniques that exploit sym-

metric replication’s ability to do parallel requests to replicas to enhance

the security and performance of the system.

Distributed voting can be used to ensure that data items received are

not tampered with. This is done by sending requests to m replicas and

deciding which replica to accept based on a majority vote. The probability

that an item has been tampered with can be calculated and reported to the

requesting user or application. If the probability that an item is tampered

with is p, and m (2 ≤ m ≤ f ) parallel requests are made out of which a

majority of g (0 ≤ g ≤ m) answers are identical, the probability of such

a configuration is given by the Bernoulli trials: (m
g)pg(1 − p)m−g. The

system can automatically increase the number of parallel requests m to

achieve a certain degree of certainty in the results.

The advantage of symmetric replication is not only restricted to en-

hancing the security of the system. Symmetric replication can be used to

send out multiple parallel requests and picking the first response that ar-

rives. The advantages of this are twofold. First, it enhances performance.

Second, it provides fault-tolerance in an end-to-end fashion since the fail-

ure of a node along the path of one request does not require repeating the

request as it is likely that another one of the parallel requests succeeds.

If such a scheme is not used, outgoing messages have to be buffered at a

node together with timers, and whenever a timeout occurs, the messages

need to be sent again with risk of ending up at the same failed node.



7 Implementation

T
his chapter briefly describes a middleware called Distributed k-ary

System, which implements many of the algorithms described in

this dissertation. The goal of the chapter is not to describe the ar-

chitecture of the middleware in detail, but to highlight those parts which

we believe are of public interest.

7.1 DHT as an Abstract Data Type

In this section we overview two abstractions that facilitate the usage of

DHTs in applications.

7.1.1 A Simple DHT Abstraction

The interface to use a distributed hash table need not be complicated.

To this end, we developed JDHT, which provides a DHT in the popular

programming language Java. The goal of JDHT is to provide an abstrac-

tion which has the same interface as an ordinary hash table1. Hence,

JDHT implements the java.util.Map interface and can therefore be used

similarly to any other Java map. Thus, JDHT can associate any Java

java.lang.Object to another java.lang.Object. It uses the first object’s

hash value (obtained with hashCode()) as a key in the DHT, and stores

it with the second object’s serialized representation. Hence, using JDHT

locally on one machine is identical to using an ordinary map.

JDHT provides a few additional methods to enable distribution. Ev-

ery JDHT instance provides a getReference() method, which returns a

stringified reference to that particular instance of JDHT. This stringified

1Also known as a map, a dictionary, or an associative array.
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Listing 7.1: JDHT Example

JDHT myDHT1 = new JDHT ( ) ; / / F i r s t node
myDHT1. pu t ( ” s e c r e t ” , ” He l l o World ! ” ) ;
S t r i n g r e f = myDHT1. ge t R e f e r e n c e ( ) ;

JDHT myDHT2 = new JDHT( r e f ) ; / / Second node
S t r i n g h e l l o S t r i n g = ( S t r i n g ) myDHT2. ge t ( ” s e c r e t ” ) ;
System . ou t . p r i n t l n ( h e l l o S t r i n g ) ;

reference can be supplied as a parameter when creating a new instance of

a JDHT, in which case the new instance will attempt to connect the new

JDHT node to the overlay network of JDHTs represented by the reference.

Listing 7.1 shows an example of two nodes forming a DHT.

7.1.2 One Overlay With Many DHTs

Most applications that use a DHT need to store more than one type of

information in the DHT. For example, MyriadStore [132], which is a dis-

tributed backup system, uses the DHT for the following purposes. A

mapping between user names and current address of nodes is stored in

the DHT, and used to enable location of users which have changed net-

work address or location. A mapping between identifiers and contents of

directories is used to store metadata about directories. Another mapping

between users and their preferences is used to save ordinary application

preferences, since a user might want to retain her preferences after her

computer has crashed.

Each data type that is stored in the DHT might have different require-

ments. For example, one might require that the DHT abstraction asso-

ciates each key to a set of values, such as the group-to-members associ-

ation given in Section 5.7. Another abstraction might need to associate

each key to a single value, such that any put operation overwrites any

old value associated with the provided key. This is the case with Myri-

adStore’s mapping of names to network addresses. Other requirements

might relate to whether the data in the DHT should be stored on stable

storage or which replication degree to use.

In DKS, the application programmer can create many different in-

stances of a DHT and assign them to the same overlay network. Hence,
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Listing 7.2: Single Overlay with Multiple DHTs

DHT meta = new DHT( dks , ” se . k th . mstore . meta ” , 3 )
DHT l oc = new SingletonDHT ( dks , ” se . k th . mstore . l oc ” , 1 )

meta . pu t ( ” bob ” , b i n d a t a ) ;
l o c . pu t ( ” bob ” , i p a d d r e s s ) ;

i p = l oc . ge t ( ” bob ” ) ; / / doesn ’ t r e t u r n b i n d a t a

different data types with different requirements can co-exist in the same

overlay network. Thus, only one port and one node identifier is consumed

per application or machine.

Listing 7.2 shows an example in which two different DHTs are con-

nected to the same overlay network. The first DHT has replication degree

3 and maps each key to a set of values. The second DHT has replica-

tion degree 1 and maps a key to a single value. Each instance is given a

canonical name. We use a hierarchical name space to avoid name colli-

sions. Both DHTs are connected to the same node in the overlay network,

through the object called dks. A get operation on a DHT instance only

returns those items that have been put into that particular DHT.

The implementation of the mentioned feature is straightforward. Ev-

ery DHT instance stores with it its canonical name. Any put or get op-

eration carries with it the canonical name of the DHT from which it was

issued. Whenever a message arrives at a node, DKS de-multiplexes the

message to the right DHT instance using the canonical name as a desti-

nation identifier.

Application developers can extend the DHT abstraction by making

their own implementation that is tailored to their own needs. For ex-

ample, a DHT abstraction can be built that stores everything into an ex-

ternal database. As long as every application uses the canonical names

consistently, each DHT instance will behave as if it was connected to an

independent overlay network.
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7.2 Communication Layer

The communication layer provides simple event-based messaging. It con-

sists of the following modules:

• I/O handling module

• Failure detector module

• Multiplexer module

• Marshaling module

The I/O handlers are responsible for buffering, sending, and receiv-

ing messages. The failure detector sends heartbeats, awaits acknowledg-

ments, and calculates timeout values that adapt to the latency in the net-

work. The marshaler takes care of unflattening binary data into messages

and vice versa. The multiplexer provides an interface, which objects use

to dynamically register for events that they are interested in. Hence, the

multiplexer dispatches incoming events to the right object.

The rest of this section highlights a few of the properties of the com-

munication layer.

7.2.1 Virtual Nodes

It can be useful for a single machine to join an overlay with multiple iden-

tities. This has been suggested for load-balancing purposes, where nodes

with more resources can assume several identities to relief other nodes

[115, 55]. It has also been suggested as a mechanism to eliminate the

natural imbalance that results from the randomness of node identifiers,

which makes some nodes responsible for more identifiers than others.

Hence, it is avoided that some nodes get to store more items and receive

more routing requests than others. By making every node pick O(log n)

identifiers, for an n node network, the imbalance becomes negligible.

DKS facilitates the use of multiple identifiers by providing a single

communication manager, on top of which any number of virtual nodes

can be registered. Listing 7.3 gives an example of this, where two nodes

with identifiers ID1 and ID2 join the same overlay through the same

communication manager cm.
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Listing 7.3: Multiple Nodes

ComManager cm =new ComManager ( 2 1 4 3 ) ; / / p o r t 2143

DKSNode node1 =new DKSNode (cm , ID1 ) / / f i r s t node
DKSNode node2 =new DKSNode (cm , ID2 , node1 . ge tRe f ( ) )

There are several advantages to this design. First, only one IP/port ad-

dress is consumed per communication manager, regardless of the number

of virtual nodes. Second, every node will have its own routing table, but

at most one connection is open between any pair of machines. This is

particularly useful for some load-balancing schemes, where the routing

entries of the virtual nodes on one machine are mostly overlapping [55].

Finally, communication between virtual nodes on the same machine does

not have to go through the network. Instead, messages between two local

nodes p and q only requires that the multiplexer puts the message from p

into q’s incoming queue. Hence, the burden of marshaling/unmarshaling

and sending and receiving through the OS is completely avoided, mak-

ing local communication efficient. The same is true for messages from a

virtual node to itself, which simplifies the implementation of some algo-

rithms.

The efficiency of local communication greatly simplifies the construc-

tion of structured-overlay simulators. The simulator creates a single com-

munication manager, and connects all nodes to this single instance. The

simulator handles the scheduling of events, such as joins, leaves, and fail-

ures. But any join, leave, or failure, simply means registering or deleting

a virtual node to the multiplexer of the communication manager, or delet-

ing a virtual node object without unregistering it from the multiplexer. To

enable the simulation of asynchronous networks and latencies, the mul-

tiplexer can schedule when to deliver local messages into the incoming

queues of the virtual nodes.

7.2.2 Modularity

The communication layer of DKS is modular and can hence be extended

for various purposes. We explain two such modules that we have pro-

vided different implementations for.
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Marshaling Module The marshaling module, is responsible for flatten-

ing and unflattening messages sent between the nodes of the distributed

system. It provides an interface, where each data type is represented by

two methods: one for flattening and one for unflattening. This interface

can be used to implement any desirable transport format. Initially DKS

provided only an XML based wire format. While this format is great for

inter-operability with other systems, it consumes much resources to parse

the XML documents passed between the nodes. Therefore, we provide a

binary format, which is more compact.

I/O Module DKS provides two implementations of I/O handlers: block-

ing and non-blocking handlers. The blocking handlers essentially re-

quire two threads per connection, one thread listening for incoming traf-

fic, and one thread sending outgoing traffic. The non-blocking handlers

are straight-forward finite-state machine translations of the blocking han-

dlers. A thread pool is used together with two finite state machines per

connection. Consequently, the non-blocking version can use a constant

number of threads regardless of the number of open connections.



8 Conclusion

T
his dissertation has focused on four topics, each one being the re-

sult of the work done on the DKS middleware: lookup consistency,

group communication, bulk operations, and replication. As cus-

tom, we will review these results here. However, to avoid a monotone

description of the results, we will also try to describe the real motivations

that lead us to studying these problems.

Lookup Consistency Even though we earlier had worked on the prob-

lem of providing lookup consistency, we became seriously aware of the

problems during a joint project at SICS. DKS was being coupled with

a decentralized authorization server called Delegent, which was storing

digital certificates and access policies into the DHT provided by DKS.

Some developers noticed strange behavior, when nodes were joining and

leaving, some lookups would temporarily report inconsistent results, de-

pending on where they were issued. This motivated us to look into the

issue of lookup consistency, as nodes were joining and leaving the overlay

network.

Our solution to this problem was divided into two steps. First, we pro-

posed a locking mechanism, similar to the one used in the dining philoso-

phers’ problem [37], that would ensure that two neighboring nodes on a

DHT ring would never be joining and/or leaving concurrently. Second,

we introduced the notion of a join point and a leave point, which denoted

the atomic join, respective atomic leave, of a node. Provided the locking

scheme, we showed algorithms that would guarantee that all lookups re-

ported results that were consistent with the join and leave point of the sys-

tem. The first such solution was based on lock queues, which had some

efficiency problems. Therefore, we provided a second solution which was
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probabilistic.

We showed how atomic ring maintenance could be augmented to han-

dle arbitrary additional routing pointers. Accounting algorithms were

presented that ensure that routing failures never occur as nodes join and

leave the system.

The atomic ring maintenance was also considered in the context of

node failures. We showed that it is impossible to provide lookup consis-

tency in an asynchronous network that can partition. Hence, we showed

that Brewer’s conjecture [52] applies to lookup consistency. Our lookup

consistency guarantees can therefore be violated during failures. In spite

of this, we showed how the algorithms could be made fault-tolerant, by

showing how they could be extended and coupled with periodic stabiliza-

tion. Hence, in absence of failures, the algorithms provide lookup con-

sistency. If failures occur, inconsistent lookup results may be returned. It

is left to periodic stabilization to correct the pointers, after which lookup

consistency can be guaranteed again.

The presented work advances the state of the art on lookup consis-

tency. Li, Misra, and Plaxton [89, 88, 87] independently discovered a

similar approach to ours. An advantage of their work is that they use

assertional reasoning to prove safety properties of their atomic ring main-

tenance algorithms. Their focus has, however, mostly been on the theo-

retical aspects of this problem. Hence, they assume a fault-free environ-

ment. They do not use their algorithms to provide lookup consistency.

Furthermore, they cannot guarantee liveness, as their algorithms are not

starvation-free. Lynch, Malkhi, and Ratajczak [95] proposed for the first

time to provide atomic access to data in a DHT. They provide an algo-

rithm in the appendix of the paper for achieving this, but give no proof

of its correctness. As Li et al. point out, Lynch et al.’s algorithm does not

work for both joins and leaves, and a message may be sent to a process

that has already left the network [89].

Group Communication Work on broadcast algorithms for structured

overlays started already with the publication of El-Ansary et al. [42]. The

provided algorithm, however, only worked for static networks with per-

fect routing information. The author joined, and helped with the develop-

ment of algorithms that could handle incorrect routing entries [49]. This

became more relevant when we started to using the broadcast algorithms
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to build overlay multicast systems [6].

The algorithms in our earlier publications [42, 49, 6, 50] are, however,

unnecessarily complex. The reason for that is that they assume that the

routing pointers are arranged according to the k-ary scheme. By rear-

ranging the pointers into monotonically increasing distances, and remov-

ing duplicate pointers, the algorithms turn into the simple form that is

presented in Chapter 5. All algorithms have in common that they guar-

antee that they reach all nodes within O(log n) time steps, using O(n)

messages, in a system with n nodes. Hence, the overlay multicast sys-

tem can reach all members of a multicast group in O(log m) time, using

O(m) messages, where m is the size of the multicast group. In contrast to

other schemes [24, 74], only nodes involved in a multicast group receive

and forward messages sent to that group. Furthermore, the multicast al-

gorithms ensure that no redundant messages are ever sent, which is not

the case in some systems [118]. The algorithms are used to provide an

overlay multicast system, which efficiently integrates with underlying IP

multicast.

Bulk Operations The author has been involved in the design of several

file-systems, which are built on-top of DKS [10, 71, 132]. While some of

these systems were being built, we faced the problem that the fetching of

a single file could sometimes require thousands of lookups to the DHT.

Though many of these lookups could be done in parallel, the requesting

node still needed to marshal and send thousands of requests. This prob-

lem led us to seek algorithms, that would allow us solve problems of this

sort.

The bulk operation algorithms, which were presented in Chapter 5, en-

able a node to efficiently make multiple lookups or send a message to

all nodes with identifiers in a specified set. The algorithm reaches all

specified nodes in O(log n) time steps and it sends maximum O(log n)

messages per node, where n is the size of the system, regardless of the

input size of the bulk operation. This solved our initial problem, where

a node needs thousands of simultaneous lookups. The algorithms also

proved to be useful when making range queries to all nodes in a certain

interval. The bulk operation algorithm also led us to construct a pseudo-

reliable broadcast algorithm which repeatedly uses the bulk operation to

reach parts of the identifier space that were delegated to failed nodes.
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The algorithms also proved useful when doing replication, as described

in Chapter 6, and when doing topology maintenance[50].

Replication DKS initially did replication on the successor-list, similarly

to many other systems [134, 123]. When implementing the algorithms,

however, we found the problem described in Section 6.1. The problem

is that every join and leave requires moving items between at least O( f )

nodes, where f is the replication degree. To solve it, we had to resort to

algorithms which required a message complexity of O( f 2). We found this

particularly troublesome, when the size of the items were large. This led

us to the symmetric replication scheme, described in Chapter 6, which

only requires O(1) messages for every join and leave.

The symmetric replication scheme has other advantages as well. It

makes it possible to do recursive parallel lookups, which have been shown

to be more resilient to latency variations in the network [120]. Previously,

however, iterative lookups have been used to achieve parallel lookups

[120, 101], which are known to be costly [120].

8.1 Future Work

We believe that much future work remains on the topics embarked in this

dissertation. This includes short-term, as well as long-term research. We

start with the short-term research.

Lookup Consistency We believe that it would be interesting to have a

formal correctness proof of eventual consistency when atomic ring main-

tenance is used together with periodic stabilization. We think that this

requires a better understanding of periodic stabilization. Periodic stabi-

lization is a non-terminating algorithm that is supposed to run forever.

We therefore think that it can be reworked as a self-stabilizing algorithm

[38], which always ensures closure and convergence. Hence, one would

prove that the algorithm always converges to a legitimate state, regard-

less of the starting state, and remains in a legitimate state. By a legitimate

state we mean a state in which lookup consistency is satisfied. Such a

self-stabilizing algorithm would then always recover from any illegiti-

mate state produced by failures.
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Group Communication The efficiency of the group communication al-

gorithms has been calculated assuming that pointers are placed accord-

ing to the k-ary principle. We believe that it would be interesting to ex-

perimentally evaluate the group communication algorithms using other

pointer placement schemes. In particular, it would be interesting to eval-

uate the efficiency of the group communication algorithms if pointers are

placed according to the PRR scheme (see Chapter 1). The coverage proof

given for the group communication algorithm considers a static network.

It would be interesting to see a proof of coverage in the dynamic case.

Strong Replication Consistency

We present some preliminary ideas for providing strong replication con-

sistency guarantees.

It is desirable that a system can give some guarantees on the consis-

tency of the replicated items. For example, assume that some node p up-

dates the value associated with key k to v1. Shortly, thereafter, some other

node q updates key k to v2. In an asynchronous network, it might be that

p’s update reaches some replicas of k before q’s request, while some other

replicas get q’s update before p’s update. Hence, a lookup to one of the

replicas might return either v1 or v2. Even if some node makes a lookup

to all replicas, it will not be able to know which of the two values is the

most recent one, given that no additional information is available. While

this might not matter in some applications, other applications might need

some consistency guarantees.

A DHT provides a distributed shared memory abstraction to applica-

tions, where nodes can put and get values to a common shared memory.

Hence, it makes sense to adopt the consistency models used in the con-

text of shared memory systems. In the shared memory model, each key is

referred to as a register. We assume that a put for a key/value pair 〈k, v〉
simply associates the key k with value v. In the shared memory model, a

put is called a write and a get is called a read.

We now make our discussion about consistency more precise. A node

reads or writes a value by issuing a request, and thereafter awaits a re-

sponse. In the case of a read response, the value read is returned. In the

case of a write response, the requesting node just receives an acknowl-

edgment. We further assume that each request and response is sent at

an instant in global time. We say that two operations are not overlapping
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if the response to one of the operations arrives before the request of the

other operation is made. A weak form of consistency, defined by Lamport

[80] is provided by a regular register. This consistency model ensures that

if there are no operations that overlap in time, any read operation will

return the last value written.

As stated earlier, our purpose is to build a system which functions in

an asynchronous network with crash failures, such as the Internet. Hence,

it is natural to aim at providing replication consistency in the presence of

crash failures and network partitions.

It is, however, impossible to implement a DHT which provides regular

register consistency in an asynchronous network with network partitions.

The result is known as Brewer’s Conjecture [19] and also relates to the

impossibility of lookup consistency, which we provided in Chapter 3.

The conjecture has been formalized and proven by Gilbert and Lynch

[52]. We briefly describe their result, which we have reformulated in

terms of shared memory registers. The conjecture assumes that the shared

memory provides availability and partition-tolerance (see Section 3.5 for

a definition) 1.

Theorem 8.1.1 (from [52]). It is impossible in the asynchronous network model

to implement a shared memory regular register that guarantees:

• Availability

• Partition tolerance

The proof by Gilbert and Lynch is by contradiction. The intuition

behind it is that if the network partitions into two components C1 and C2,

it still needs to provide availability. Hence, any write to a register k in C1

should eventually terminate. Assume that a non-overlapping read to k in

C2 is requested after the write in C1 terminated. Also this read should

eventually provide a result. Since the network is partitioned, the read in

C2 cannot return the value of the write in C1. But network asynchrony

(see Section 2.1) allows for an identical execution, in which there is no

network partitioning, where all messages between the components C1

and C2 are delayed until after all the mentioned operations are done.

1Gilbert and Lynch model a partition as a network which is allowed to lose arbitrarily

many messages sent from one node to another. Hence, a network partition means that

messages from the nodes in one component to another are dropped.
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This execution is identical to the one in which the network partitioned.

Hence, the results of the operations should be the same. But the read in

C2 does not overlap with the write in C1, yet the read does not return the

value of the last write to the register. Hence, regular register consistency

is violated.

Circumventing the Impossibility The most common way to circumvent

the above problem is to assume that the read and write algorithms can

communicate with a majority of the replicas. In a scenario where the

network partitions into two components, a majority can only be accessed

in one of the components. Hence, availability will be violated in one

of the components. Note that it might be impossible to get a majority in

any component if the network partitions into more than two components.

Such algorithms rely on the fact that any two operations to a majority of

the nodes overlap on at least one node. With this assumption regular reg-

ister consistency, and stronger consistency models, can be implemented.

Getting a majority in a DHT can, however, be problematic. The prob-

lem has to do with lookup inconsistency: more than one node might be-

lieve it is responsible for a given identifier. Hence, the algorithm assumes

there are f replicas, and gets a majority of
⌈

f +1
2

⌉

, but the number of repli-

cas has actually increased to more than f . Hence, there is no guarantee

that two majorities overlap.

The following example illustrates how the number of replicas can in-

crease due to the inaccuracy of the failure detectors. Assume the system

consists of the nodes 10, 30, 50, 60, and 70 and all pointers initially form

a correct ring. Assume that node 30 later suspects that its predecessor 10

has crashed, and 50 suspects that its successor 60 has crashed. Similarly,

node 10 suspects its successor 30 has crashed, and 60 suspects that its pre-

decessor 50 has crashed. Therefore, the system looks as if the network has

partitioned into two components {10, 60, 70} and {30, 50}. Nevertheless,

node 70, might have an additional pointer to node 30, as node 70 does not

suspect node 30 as crashed. If node 70 makes a lookup for the identifier

40, its request will be routed to 30, which forwards it to the responsible

node 50. On the other hand, a lookup by node 10 for the same identifier

40 will be forwarded to 60, which believes that it is responsible for the

identifier 40. Hence, instead of one replica of any item with identifier 4,

there are two replicas, one stored at 50 and one at 60.
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As demonstrated, getting a majority is problematic in a DHT. A pos-

sible way around this problem is to let nodes be conservative, and only

return values when they are certain that the lookup is consistent.

Uncertainty of Lookup Consistency

The modified periodic stabilization together with atomic ring mainte-

nance is a source of uncertainty: the initiator of a lookup does not know

if the result is consistent or if it is temporarily inconsistent because of

failures. We now indicate how some of this uncertainty can be eliminated

by conservatively using locally available information.

If a node q’s predecessor p crashes, q will detect that and set its pred

pointer to nil according to periodic stabilization. In periodic stabilization,

p’s predecessor will at some point detect that p has crashed, and change

its succ pointer to eventually point at q. Thereafter, q will receive a No-

tify, which makes it change pred to p’s predecessor. Instead of setting

pred to nil, another option would be to let q.pred continue pointing at p,

as node q will continue to be responsible for the identifiers (p, q], regard-

less if p has crashed or not. To facilitate failure handling, a special flag

called deadpred could be set to true whenever the predecessor is detected

as crashed.

If no failures ever occur and the failure detectors do not inaccurately

report a failure, all lookups will be consistent as guaranteed by atomic

ring maintenance. Any lookup for an identifier i is always forwarded

until it reaches a node p for which i ∈ (p.pred, p]. Hence, the first time

an inconsistency appears, it is one of the following two cases:

• Some identifiers are not the responsibility of any node. More for-

mally, there exists some identifier i such that for every node p, it

true that i /∈ (p.pred, p].

• Some identifiers are in the responsibility of more than one node.

More formally, there exists some identifier i such that there exist two

distinct nodes p and q for which i ∈ (p.pred, p] and i ∈ (q.pred, q].

Hence, the source of any inconsistency is due to some erroneous pred

pointer. Therefore, if atomic ring maintenance updates a pred pointer, the

node knows for certain that the result is correct due to a join point or a

leave point. As soon as periodic stabilization changes the pred pointer,
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the node can pessimistically assume that its lookup results might be in-

consistent. More precisely, as soon as the pred pointer is modified in

the Notify procedure of Algorithm 11 (Line 28), the node can store the

identifier range that is being added to its responsibility in an Unsure set.

Similarly, if a node’s responsibility shrinks with some range, that range

should be removed from Unsure. In summary, a node p is responsible for

the range (p.pred, p]. It is uncertain about the range (p.pred, p] ∩ Unsure,

and it is certain about the range (p.pred, p] − Unsure. Note that if a node

detects that its predecessor has failed, it continues to be responsible for

the interval between its failed predecessor and itself. It also knows that

it is uncertain if it receives a lookup which overshoots the crashed prede-

cessor.

We now motivate the use of the Unsure set by an example. Figure 8.1

shows a correct ring consisting of the nodes 1, 3, 5, and 7. If node 7 in-

accurately detects that node 5 has crashed, it will set deadpred to true. It

will, however, continue to correctly respond to any lookup for the range

[6, 7]. If it, however, receives a lookup for any identifier [4, 5] from some

other node, it knows that it is uncertain about those identifiers. Mean-

while, node 5 will correctly respond to lookups in the range [4, 5]. If node

7 eventually stops suspecting node 5 for a failure, its Notify procedure

will be invoked by node 5, which will make it set deadpred to false. Since,

node 7’s pred pointer is already pointing at node 5, its responsibility has

not been extended by the invocation of Notify, hence it does not add any

identifiers to its set Unsure. Should, instead, both node 3 and 7 detect

node 5 as dead, the situation will be different. In this case, node 3 will

Notify node 7, which will make pred point at 3. This implies that node 7’s

responsibility has been extended with the identifiers [4, 5], which it will

add to its Unsure set. Any lookup to the range [4, 5] received by node

7 will result in it reporting that it is uncertain whether it is reporting a

consistent result. If later node 5 is no longer suspected, it will eventually

Notify node 7, which will make node 7 remove [4, 5] from its set Unsure.

Removing Uncertainty

How does a node which is uncertain about certain identifiers ever become

certain. A node p which is uncertain about the range (q1, q2] becomes

certain if there exists no other correct node with identifier r in (q1, q2].

Unfortunately, determining this is difficult. For example, it might be that
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Figure 8.1: Lookup uncertainty due to a failure. Nodes 1, 3, 5, and 7 form

a correct ring. If node 5 fails, node 7 continues to be responsible for the

range [6, 7]. After 7’s pred pointer is updated to 3, it will be responsible

for the range [4, 7], of which it is uncertain of the range [4, 5] and certain

of the range [6, 7].

there exists a single node with identifier r in (q1, q2], but due to the inac-

curacy in the failure detectors, only one node m in the whole system has

a long pointer directly to r. All other nodes have lost contact with r, and

are no longer pointing to it. Hence, p needs to collect information from

all nodes to find out that there exists some node r.

Another approach is to weaken the asynchronous model, and assume

that periodic stabilization will stabilize the ring within a known time

bound b. Hence, every node uses a local timer, which it resets each time

the Unsure set grows. If the timer’s value exceeds b, it knows that it can

set Unsure = ∅ and hence be certain about lookups. In the previous

example, the assumption implies that periodic stabilization will within b

time units stabilize the ring, such that p finds out about its predecessor

r. The bound b should be chosen such that it is highly unlikely that the

ring does not stabilize within b time units. With this assumption, a node

can always report if it is certain or uncertain. In rare cases where b is

exceeded, lookup consistency might be violated.

The usefulness of the Unsure set is that a node can always correctly

report to the application whether it is certain or uncertain about a lookup.

This can be particularly useful if replication is used, as an application can
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ignore the values of uncertain nodes.

Atomic Register Consistency

Next, we describe a stronger consistency model and hint how it can make

use of the information regarding uncertainty, which is provided by the

underlying lookup.

A stronger consistency model than regular registers is provided by

atomic registers [80]. This consistency model is also known as linearizability

[68]. Recall that every read or write starts with a request and ends with

a response. These requests and responses occur at some distinct point in

global time. An execution of this consistency model is always linearizable,

meaning that all operations behave as if each read and write operation

took place at some instant moment between the request and the response

of the operation.

There exists a straightforward implementation of atomic registers in a

message passing system [96]. The algorithm relies on using local times-

tamps for each value. A time stamp is simply a pair of values 〈t, pid〉,
where t is some integer and pid is the identifier of a node. Initially, every

node p starts with a time stamp 〈0, p〉 . A write 〈k, v〉 by a node p pro-

ceeds as follows. First, a read is done to a majority of the replicas of key

k. Each of the replicas return the time stamp associated with their value

of the identifier k. Node p picks the highest identifier 〈t′, pid〉, and writes

〈k, v〉 with time stamp 〈t′ + 1, p〉 to a majority of the nodes. A read by

a node p to an identifier k works similarly. Node p consults a majority,

and picks the value v with the highest time stamp t′. Thereafter, node p

writes the value v with the time stamp t′ to a majority of the nodes. This

last step is necessary to ensure linearizability.

Our conjecture is that if the above algorithm only uses values of nodes

which are certain, atomic register consistency is guaranteed. Since atomic

ring maintenance ensures that the transfer of responsibilities is atomic, an

ordinary join or leave will not need to communicate with a majority of

nodes. To ensure that this algorithm works when a majority of the nodes

are certain, the initiator of an operation needs to get a response from a

majority of the nodes. This can either be done by using a reliable lookup

(see Chapter 4) or by using a bulk operation similarly to the pseudo-

reliable broadcast (see Chapter 5). Each responsible node can directly

send its results back to the initiator using a reliable channel. Failures
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only make it difficult to get a majority, as the result of uncertain nodes

are discarded from the majority.
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